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Abstract
The research reported here is the result of an
investigation of several aspects. of the control structure of
programming languages.

By control structures we mean

programming environments or operations which specify the
sequencing and interpretation rules for programs or parts of
programs.

This dissertation attempts to demonstrate the

thesis: complexity diminishes and clarity increases to a marked
der,ree if algorithms are described in a language in which
appropriate control structures are primitive or easily
expressible.

A number of control structures extant in programming

languages and systems are catalogued and then used as a guide
to develop a programming language which has a control extension
'

facility.

This lanEuage has not only the mechanical

necessities for control extensions, but also has primitive
control operations for sequential processing, parallel
processing, alternative selection, monitoring, synchronization,
and relative continuity.

These operations are the source of

the clarity of control descriptions because they span our
conceptual notion of control and because they can be easily
composed to form other more specialized control structures.
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The thesis is demonstrated by using the control description
language to give formal descriptions of itself, the simulation
languace Sol, and a variety of specific control structures.
Some nonstandard control structures {including a
nondeterministic control called sidetracking, the continuously
evaluating expression, and a multiple sequential control) are
invented to further illustrat~ thb thesis.

It is also shown

that the use of nonstandard controls in: some cases leads
naturally to efficient implementations.

The most extensive example given

uses the sidetrack

control for parsing context-free languages.

Beginning with a

simple breadth first search recognition process, it is refined
by the incorporation of appropriate control structures.

Minor

additions are then made to permit parsing, translation, and
error correction.

It is also shown that hybrid recognizers

which merge several well known syntax analysis techniques can
be easily built and an implementation of the sidetrack control
which achieves the time bounds of Earley's parsing algorithm is
also given.

This investi~ation has only scratched the surface, but it
is hoped that it has contributed to the understanding of
control, illustrated the simplicity and clarity that can result
from a conscious examination of control, and demonstrated the
large, but unrealized, potential for variability in control.
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I. IN'T'PODUC'l'ION

"There is one inportant difference between ordinary lor:;ic
and the auton ata which represent it. TiP1e never occurs in
loric, but every network of nervous system has a definite
time lar:; between the input sir:nal r1.nd the output
response. A definite temporal sequence is always in~erent
in the oper2.tion of such a real syster'l ."
- John von Neumann [vN 56]

This dissertation is an investisation of several aspects
of the control structure of prorra~ning lan~ua~es. The various
•

control mechanisms used within current pror:ramming l?.ncuages
are examined, several alternative views of control are ··
discussed and a formal P1echanism for describinr; the control
structure of pro gra~nin~ lan gua~es is developed. A number of
nonstandard control structures are introduced to illustrate th~
insir;ht and simplification a conscious examin~tion of control
can provide in a variety of problem areas. The major intent of
this effort is to acquire a better understandinr of control. In
addition, in a few cases implementation techniques are
examined.

Despite the many studies concerned with the formal description
of various aspects of pro gramP1ins lansuar,es, control structure
(with the exception of isolated cases dealin~ with specific
controls, usually parallel processins) has been lar~cly
irnored. There h n vc be e n several proposals for describing data
s tr u C t ti. r C' s [ 7 : C

(; ! l

J

r':,t

G7 J '
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Janrr,u2r~es for de::.;criblnr: lanr0u2.'"".e~, [Im 6G] [Bo 66] [StrGG] have
also been µropnscd (see qlso [PG GB]) . Gorn [Go 61], in fact,
identifies thirteen different kin~s of specification lansuaGes.
More recently there has been consirlerable interest i~
ext cns:!.ble lanr'.ua.r:es [.Jo 69] [Ir 69] [Be 69] [r-1a 69], that is,

tailor it to his

Oi'!n

needs.

·Yet in all the above inveGtications there is no explicit
concern with the control structure of lansua~es. In each case
~ithcr sequential processin~ and/or subroutines are taken as
the ~iven control structures and all pro~rams arc co~posed from
these. !ndeed, much r10re can be s2.ict and tools can be provided
for describing a broad class of interestinr rerimes of control.
'l'h:!.s dissertation ho9es to der10nstrate th2.t the study of
control c2.n s:l.r.plify and illuninate some arec:1.s, and th8.t the
use of appropriate control structures can produce clarity of
expression without loss of effici~ncy.

By control structures we mean program~inc environments or

operations which specify the sequencin~ and interpretation
ruJes for prosrans and parts of prorrems. Thus, the control
structure of a lnn~uare nirht include

Q

general rule for the

evaluation of expressions (e,r. all arsunents are to be
evaluated Qnd then the ope~ation a~plied to the resulting
values of

SOMe

of its nr~u~cnts to rteterMine which of the
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other::, a:rc to be evaluatecl). 'I'hc r:;cneral rule for statements
mip:ht perscribe that they 2.re to be executed one at a tir.e in
the lexicor,raphic order of the ·pror,ra'!"l description, but control
operations such as the unconditional transfer and iteration
strite~ents violate this fencral rulei

We intend our definition of control structure to include .
not only sequencin~, but the lack of sequencinr rules or even
•
the indeterminancy of the desired sequencinr. Consequently,
parallel processinc and nondeterministism are also control
structures. It may be necessary to process two parts of a
program sequentially, their processing order may not matter,
or it may be that they can be processed in either order but not
concurrently. It may be necessary to process only one component,

with: one beinr indeterninqnt until the other has been
processed. These are all examples of control structures. A
definition of control, however, does not rive 1nsirht into the
implications and applications of control.

We begin our investiration of control structures by
exaninin~ the control structures of pro~rammin~ langua~es. For
the majority of available lanruares there are just four control
mechanisms: sequential processinr, iteration, subroutine
control, and the conditional. Within these basic control
structures there are ninor varintions which arise from the
restrictions on and interaction of the ~iven control

4

canabil:ltics. It nay o:r rr.ay not be possible to enter j_nto the
middle of an iterative statenent fron outside, subroutines may
or may not be recursive, Vn:riatibns al~o arise in the way
control interacts with _the environnent. Por example, the
interaction of lexico~raphic and dynamic scope, and the use of
control to evaluate parameters is accompanied frequently by
shifts in environment .

.
·A few lan~ua~es have control structures in addition to

those mentioned. Alr;ol-60, for example, has call by name
procedure parameters which have several usePul interpretations
each ~eneralizinr to a different control structure. Pure I,isp
(i.e. Lisp without the program feature), on the· other hand, has
only recursion and a conditional operation, and illustrates how
....

little in the way of control is necessary for a complete system •

Other control nechanlsr:1s have appeared in the literature,
not as the control structure of proirarr~lnr lan~ua~es, but as
implerientation techniques for compilers and opera~in_r; systems.
Coroutines n.rst appee.:recl 2.s

,1

technique for inplementinr,

Cobol compilers [CoG3a]. Most operatinr systems use some form
of pseudo-parallel processinr. We will be exn~jninr a few of
these,

5

One nust, however, be cqrePul not to assume that the
control st ~ uc t urcs •:rld ch · nre ':'ound in current pror,rammin[:.
1

lan~ua~cs or softw2re syste~s are the only useful controls or
even constitute the renerRl for~ of useful control structures.
The control structurei above reflect the sequential control of
the nachines on which they arc implemented. Even the discrete
simulation lan~uR~es, which were desi~ned to simulate parallel
activities, have no parallel processin~ control structure.
Instead they havi a pseud6-parallel control in which the
pro~rammcr can specify th~ interleaving of several sequential
processes.

Any attempt to identify useful control structures should
not be restricted to the examination of pro~rammin~ syste~s. It
is quite possible that control mechanis~s which would be useful
and desirable in pro~ranmin~ lanfua~es have not been provided
in current systcns because of limitations in hardware, software
or both. We will look for the control structure of various
active co~ponents of the real world . Control structures which
have proven uicful in the real world may also be useful in
PY'O,'."r2.rnmin [~ syster.s, and any atter1pt to

nodel accurately the

real worlrl requires the facility to simulate these control
structures.
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Once a nuMber of control structures have been identified,
we can be~in to develop a facility for describing control. A ·•
look et tt1e means for dcscribin~ · other langua~e structures will
~ive us some perspective on the probleM. One appr6ach would be
to desirn an eclectic lan~ua~e which draws to~ether all the
control structures which we are able to catalo~ue, in effect a
union of the control structures of other lanruares. There are a
number of prohlens with this approach. Such a lanrua~e mi~ht be
•
a su~ermarket housin ~ all the available known forms of control,
but lack the descriptive power to describe any new forms of
control.

Re~ardless of the control structures provided within a
lan~uare, applications will arise in which other control
structures are desired. At the time a lan~uare is desi~ned one
cannot forese~ all applications to which it will be put.
Consequently, it is impossible to build into a lan~ua~e in
advance a fixed set of control structures suitable to all
applications. A si~ilnr problem occurs with data structures
[St

67], but the problem is rnore severe for control. Data are

objects within the environment provided by a lan~ua~e, and
operators are provided to modify, interroGate and compose them.
Within a ~iven lan~ua~c the primitive data structures can be
used to sir.ulate the desired structures (althour,h not
necessarily efficiently) . I,ists can be used to represent
vectors; vectors can be URed to represent Arrays . Control

7

structures on the other h;:i.nd are an inter,ral part of the
pro~rammin~ environment. ~Rther than havins objects which can
be manipulated within the envir6nment they provide a rerime
which ~overns the way in which the pro~ran will be evaluated.
For most lanruac es the onli way of combinins control structures
is by embeddinr (i.e. subroutines and nested loops). Control
structures which are not primitive to the given lan~uare can be
sirulated only by simulatinp a new pro~ramrnin~ environment,
•
that is, by writinr an interpreter.

Because control is stron v ly entwihed with the programming
environMent of a lan~ua~e, the · control description facility
must be concerned with all aspects of the prop:rar,.ninr,
environnent. The other major component of a programmin~
environ~ent mir,ht be called the environmental data stvucture,
the block structure of Al~ol [Na 63], for example. For other
components, such as procedure parameters and the rule~ for
passing them, it is not clear whether they should be considered
as control or data. It does not really matter. The point is
that if there is a formal means for describin~ the external
syntax of a lan r ua~e and a correspondinr internal representation
for every pror-rarn of that lanri:uc1.;1:e, a. formal means for
describin~ the dnta structures and operators of the langua~e,
and a for~nl means for descrihin r the control structure of the
l~n~u a~e , th e n the coMbin~tion of these should provide e . ·

8

coMplctc description of the lan~11~~c. In this view, the control
structure encompasses aJ.l aspects of

R

lanpuase not eMbraced by

the data or syntax.

In addition to their linitation~ on ~enerality, tt1ere are
two other problens which result froM eclectic lan~ua~es:
inefficiency and inflexible notRtion. Languares such as PL/1

[PL 66] and Fornula Alcol [PIS66] whjch have incorporated
•
several data structures into one system have been costly in• ,:.

both tine and spece. Althourh any prorram uses only a small
subset of the facilities of the lan~uare, it ~ust pay the
overhead for tl1e unusert renerality. This situation could be
sonewhat rencdied if the user were able to specify that subset
which he is usin~, and if, thereafter, the compiler could
restrict itself accordin~ly.

As the nuMher of primitive components of a lan~uare
increases, notations must be provided to diPferentiate between
tl1crn. The lanrua~e APL [Iv 62] has a lar~e number of pri~itive
operations and many infix operator symbols to represent them,
~ut this represents a chanre in quantity rather than form.
Experience with APL has shown that the larce number or
operators is nn inconvenience only in the initial learning o f
the lancua~e and that these operatorG provide concise~es~ of
expression once lcnrncd.

9

The situation is different with control structures.
The environmental cont~ol structure is the overall processing
scheme for proira~s.

Generally, only one such schene is

required for a given programming task.

Consequently, there

are few requirements for explicit reference to the control
structure.
are not

Most references ar~ implicit, and those which

usually ·use only functional notation.

Functional

notation has been used to specify subroutine calls, coroutine
calls, and calls on nondeterministic procedures; but since
only one type of call is provided . in a given environnent,
there is no conflict in distin~uishing which is intended.
When several control structures are available in the same
environment, specifications must become explicit and the
functional notatio~ alone is no long er sufficient.

Thus

conciseness and clarity of expression, some of the advantages
from using control structures well suited to a task, can
be lost.

The above proble~s point out two different goals for
describinc a prorrammine languare or more particularly its
control structure.

One goal would be to provide the user of

the lang uare with a description from which he could determine:
what can or cannot be done easily within the lan~uage, what
the various notations of the lan ~ua ~e nean, what types of . objects
can be re a nipulatcd and how, the scopes of names and values 1 and
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the relationships between the processes described . The Algol-GO
report [Nn 63] is an cxanple of a description of this type.
Tl1ls kind of description is useful to the user because it does
not hide inportant features or the lan~ua~e in the mechanism of
an implenentation .anct, if unanbi~uous, is useful to the
implementor because it does not confuse the properties of the
lan~ua~e with the properties of a particular implementation
scheme.

The other voal is to give a description which indicates
how prorrams of the lan~ua~e can be processed, and provides
techniques for the efficient mechanization of the various
components of the lan~ua f e. Efficiency is of critical
importance in tl1e use of di~ital computers. Most descriptions
of real pro~ramminr systems enphasize this ~oal. The translator
'

for a lan~ua~e is a formal una~bi~uous procedural description
of that lan~ua~e. Unfortunately, in too many cases it is the
only complete description. With little difficulty one can find
lan~ua~e features which were dctcr~ined by the implementation
and not by the nec<ls of the applications for which the
lan~ua~e was intended.

These arc both inportant ~oals and .they are not entitely
independent. The approach !1erc, however, will he to provide a
dc3cr iptive facility which perrits lnn~ua~c Rnd control
structure descriptions ~hich are inde0end0nt of their
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mechanization. For control structures this Means that the
description facility, n p~opraM~in~ lanrua~e itself, will have
an environncnt in which the dcsirca control structures can be
formed by cor1pos i tion of the pril:'.i ti ve controls of the
description lanr:uar,e .. To do this the control structure must be
reduced to objects which can be manipulated within the
description lan~uare. Thus, expressin~ control as objects in
the environr1E'nt of the description lanr,uap:e has no effect on

where the control resides in the lan~uage bein~ described.

The primitive control operations are si~pler than nost of
the control structures to ' be described. There will be six types
of control operations, one reflectin~ each of the functions in
control structure: sequential processing, parallel processing,
testin~, r1onitorin~, syn~hronization, and relative continuity.

The kind of description which we would like to ~ive for

any lan~ua~e is excr1plified by Lisp [Mc 60]. Perlis expre~s~d
this view and its importante in his Turin~ lectur~ [Pe

t7J:

'' ••. its description consciously reveals the proper
conponents of lancua~e definition with r1ore clarity than
any lan~uape I know of. ~he description of Lisp includes
not only its syntax, but the representation of its syntax
as a datc1. structure of the lanr-u2r;e, and the - , ·· · '
representation of the environ~cnt d~ta structure also as a
data structure of the lnn~uare. Actually the description
hed r cs so~cwhn t on t!1e latter description, but not in any
fundrn'1cntal i•my. Fror1 the foreroinr; descriptions it _
becoscs p oss ible to ~ive a description of the evaluition
process ns a Lisp pro~rnm usin~ n few prinitive functions.
~·Jhile this cor.Tllet cnes~, of description is possible with
other lan~u ~res , it is not rencr~lly thou f ht of as part of
the i r de fin in r: d c s c r 5. p t i on .
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"Why is it so important to give such a description? Is
it merely to attach to the laneuage the elegant property
or 'closure' so thct bootstrcpr,inf ccn be or~anized? ·
Hardly. It is the key to the systematic construction o~
prorran~ing syste~s capable of conversational computing."

If we are to get a thorough understanding of any
pro~rammine lancuase, we must have a clear representation of
its evaluation process. What is the source of the clarity and
eler,ance of the Lisp description! There are several and we will
point out three we think important: the prograns and
•

environmental data structure can be represented as data within
the laneua~e, the interpreter was written so that its control
structure is the same as the control structure of the progran
being interpreted, and th~ language has very few primitive
components whether syntax, data or control. In our lanrr,uage for
describing control we have attenpted to emulate these. List
structures are provided for representing the abstract
(internal) syntax and a set notation similar to that used in
the Vienna report [LLS68] is used to represent the data
structures (including those of the environnent). Clarity in the
description of a control structure is achieved by_ a pro·1sramming
convention. The number of lanzua~e components which must be
described is entirely a function of the languaGe being
described and should affect only the extent of the description
and not the complexity.
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Thus far we have eriphasized our desire to provide language
descriptions which are not clouded by particular implenentation
techniques. In those cases where we wish to describe efficiency
techniques or implementation stratecies we will replace all or
part of the above descriptions with descriptions which use only
those control and data structures available in some special
environr.1ent.

.
Also important is what is added to our understanding of ,
control and how this influences our ability to cope with other
problem areas. Can the use of control structures better suited
to a pror,ra~ming task simplify that task and expose the
signi~icant problens iri that problem? We think so, and to
support this vie··ll , we will examine several

task

areas with respect

to control.

The view of control found in r-.ost pror;rar.uninr; languages,
the view that processes are essentially sequential, is
characterized by the rr.ultiple sequential control . environment
which contains nost of the conmon control structures of high
level languar-es. 7his environment provides a chance to look at
the proble~s which arise ~1th several c6ntrol structures in one
environ~ent and, because the control environment is similar to
that of a sequenti a l machine, to compare how control st~ucture
affects storar e allocation policies.

1.4

Two contro] str11e~tt1rE's o f our

of the control structur0 for

'."! .

i nvent5on Illustrate

OV'-.' Y'

JY,,.0hlem.

context of parsers fn"' cor.t e xt-fre0

11 con ·;xo l strl.icture

~?. y, ? 1 P ff' S.

Wi th:i

n this

in a form which w~s i.tsP.lf chosen to corre f: ,.no:rid to a co>1venient
The diff 0 rence o ~

external notation.

~ 0 rM

0~8hl 0 s a simple

Another cont-rol. struc-:ure, the con t i nw)nsly evalua t ing
expression, is as its name imyil i.e~, an f:' Xpre~r;ior which
is continuously AV~lua ted.

Whrmcver i tr- •m.lu">. :is requ.;.red,

the output is accessed directly wi.thout ad.djtional
computation.

One ridvantage in looki.ng 8t tl1is cor,trol

structure is that it. does not conform to the us11aJ. sequential

view of control.

A 1 ook at common pror,rr.lrn.ming t;8.nks w~. th

this control in mil")d reveals
seems quite natural.

expression

number. of pl.aces where it

The resul.t is that one eets a djfferent

perspective on the task.
uating

8.

is

Because
so

unli~e

the

c<rntinuonsl.y

most · contrnJ$

ev8.J.~
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we encounter, so~e effort will be spent to develop an efficient
method for iMplementins it w1th sequential control.

Finally, a nu~ber of other nonstandard control structures
will be suhgested. One of particular interest is a form o~
delayed execution which can be used to transform the sidetrack
representation of~ reco~nizer into a translator. Because the
notation used for this translator is the sane as that for
•

describinG the syntax (internal and external) of the control
description languar,e, this control structure together with the
initial self description of the language forms a closed
bootstrap systerr not only for the interpretation but also for
the translation.
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II. REVIEW OF CONTROL STRUCTURES I~ PROGRAMMING LANGUAG~S

"The study of fo~ns of control and scheduling in languages
and cornuter svstens has not received the attention it
deserve;"-· P~ter Wesner [We 68]

~here is very little literature which deals directly with
control. The design and implementation of programminr,
lanGuages has been a najor concern to computer science, but the
•

proble6s of control structure have been largely ignored. Each
langua~e has an environnental control structure and a few
control operations, but these are usually an integral part of
the lanruage and are unalterabl~

The reasons for this rray inciude the fact that the
primitive control structure o~ a sequential single process6r
digital corr.puter is sufficient to simulate any other control
structure. Consequently, there is li~ited incentive to develop
other control structures. The rewards fron using more complex
or other control structures are largely in clarlty and
conciseness of expression and in programming ease,
which are difficult to quantify. As Perlis [Pe 67] puts it
"Programmers sh6uld never be satisfied with lan~uages which
permit the~ to pro~rarn everythin~, but to program nothing nf
interest easily." The control structures of programming
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lanr,u2r,es have not kept pace with the increased flexibility in
syntax and data. ,

A. THE SEQUENTIAL MACHINE

We be~in by examinin~ the control

structure of a single processor nachine. The only environmental
control structure is sequential control, a general processing
rule in which the instruct1on3 of a ~ivcn pror,ram are arranged
in sequence and processed in the order o~ that sequence. Also,
at least on the earliest machines, tb~re are just three control
operations. The control operations provide a means to violate
the sequential processing rule. There is some form of
conditional whose successor is determined by the value of a
variable. Often the conditional causes instructions to be
skipped dependinc 6n the vari~ble value. The control transfer
or branch operation permits one to speci~y the next irf-t.ruction
explicitly. Because this successor may occur earlier :n the
given instruction sequence, the transfer can be used to program
loop~ and in conjuriction with the conditiona~ can be used to
limit the nun~er of iterations the loop will be executed.

The third control operation is pri~arily a data operation.
It allows the ~ontent of stora~e cells to be dynanically
altered. Because we are dealin g with von ~eumann machines,
machines in which the data and instructions are kept in the
sane stora ge , the data operations can be used to ~odify the
instruction gequencc itself. This has been acclaimed as one of ··
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the rnajor sources of power of the dirital computer, yet it is a
technique seldor. used in modern nachines except for the initial
loadin~ and translation or programs. In the earlier machines it
was widely used but today the facility is unavailable in most
high level lancua~es and its use is generally considered bad
codin~ practice in machine and assembly languages. We will look
for the causes of this chanre.

As frequently used patterns of instructions were
identified, sin~le instructions were provided to replace those
patterns and thereby increase the conciseness, clarity and
efficiency of pro grams. One goal of this tr.esis is to identify
other useful control structures by repeating this act of
specilization on more conplex patterns 6f instructions.

Why was instruction modification used? In many instances
with iterative (loop) control it is necessary not only to
execute a sequence of instructions repetively, but also to make
· systematic chanr,es to the data addresses at each iteration. In
later nachines this function was provided by index re g isters
which allowed the addresses in instructions to specify only the
base address of a vector of stora~e and each time the
instruction is executed the address is aus mented by the content
of the index rer,ister.
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Instruction reodification was also useful when a sequence
of instructions appear~d several places in a prorram. Economy
of stora 0 e was gained by storine these subsequences only once
and transferrinc control to them each time they were required.
To return control to the point of call it was necessary, before
each transfer to the sequence, to alter the last instruction of
the sequence to be a transfer to the point of call. Later
machines had subroutine call instructions which transfer
•
control and also retain what would have been the next
instruction address, and subroutipe return instructions which
cause a transfer to the retained address.

It can be argued that the need for instruction
modification has been eliminated by th~ incorporation of an
execute instruction into the instruction set of some machines
(the execute instruction causes its operand to be executed as
if it were an instruction). A closer examination of the use of
the execute instruction, however, ~eveals that its use in
· practice is not to cause the execution of a computed
instruction but to select amon g alternative instructions. (i.e.
it ·is the indirect addressinr and not the instruction
modification ability which is used). The execute instruction,
for exaMple, is sorr.etimes used to inplement Alr,ol call by name
parameters. For this purpose each actual call by name ~arameier
is viewC?d as a (or several) subroutine which is evaluated whenever the correspondin ~ formal par~neter name is encountered
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in the procedure body. The execute instruction is used to
select amon~ the various actual paraMeter expressions (often
by executin~ a variable whose value is a call on the

appropriate subroutine).

The ability to ~odify instructions dynam!cally was used

for only a few purposes (e.g.

indexinr, subroutines) and as

special instructions for these purposes were introduced the
need fo~ dyna~ic modification of inEtrLctions was eliminated.
The value of dynamic instruction modification was not fro~ a
direct requirement, but fron its simplicity _and generality
which made it a natural buildinr block for other frequently
used patterns of instructions. The usefulness of the ....__
go to
statement is ·quite si~ilar and as will be seen in the next
section, specilization of the uses · of £7.£ to' s ha,,e, !f not
eliminated, at least di~inished the need for

B. THE GO TO STA~EMENT

--==---.r-=,- -----

a££_

to.

The ao to cen also be used to build a

- -

·number of control structures. We have seen how it (or the
control transfer) is used to forn loops and for calling and
exiting subroutines. In most progra~ninr languages so~e type of
1 t.erati ve control structure, Q.Q loops in ~ortra.n (Ba

57] and

fol' statements in Aleol [Na 63], is available. Subroutines are

called usinG functional notation and the return is implicitly
specified ~s the successor of the last instruction of each
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routine. Since special control structures are provided for
iterative and subroutine control, the

I/.2_

to is no longer

required for these functions.,

It has been ar~ued that the

I/.2_

to

should be eliminated

fron prorrrammins lanruages. Dijkstra [Di65aJ, [Di68aJ arr.ues on
aesthetic grounds, primarily ele 0 ance, clarity of expression
and ease of conveyinr infor~ation; Perlis [Pe 68] on grounds of
enabling and simplifyinf, program proofs. Because control
structures such as iterative and subroutine control are less
general that the

2.2_ to

the:1.r special properties can be used to

advantage (e.g. a push down stack implementation
subroutines).

ot

Thus we would add efficient impleme~tation ~s

---

an additional advantage to elininating ao to's.

Some of the more common uses of the ao to can be
eliminated as follov;s. Any 9.2..

!£ which leads backward without

forminB a loop can be eliniriated by reording the program. Any
'

one which leadt backw-a1•d and forns a loop (with a conditional)
can be replaced by a. statement of the form do

:c 1.,,,hi Ze

y where y

1s the condition, When two .ao
lead forward to the sane
. _to's
_

point then each of them terminates a sequence of instructions.
These

fl2..

to's can be

eli □ inated by

Making these sequences be ·

alternatives to a conditional statement. In

any ca~e B~hrn and

Jacopini [BJ 66] have shown that only conposition, a

conditional, and an iterative control are necessary to
describe any conputation (i.e. they are equivalent to a
Turinp- nachine).

If requirements of ease, clarity, or simplicity are
important then Bobm and Jacopini's constructions are use~ul
only when sequential, iterative, and subroutine control are
natural for the task at hand.
case.

This nay not always be the

•

If coroutines were required (but not given as prip-

itives) then the elinination of

~

to 's. \•:ould make the sim-

ulation of the coroutines less ele gant, proofs would not
be sireplified, and the possible inposition of a itack (i.e.
subroutine) environnent on coro~tines would most likely make
them less efficient.

We believe that control transfer state-

ments should be eliminated from pro gramming langua ges, but
only when their elimination does not make the desired control
structures less efficient or more di~ficult to use.

C.

PROGRAMMI1G LANGUAGES

GENERAL CHARACTE~IZA'fION

r".ost

prorranminB languages reflect the machines on which they are
implemented.

Their primary control is sequential.

In addition

there . is usually scree form of iterative, subroutine, and
conditional control and a EE. to operation.

The iterative

controls vary in the for~ of the termin~tion condition
(e.g. exhaustjon or a list, or the va lue of a Boolean expression beconins true and when the termin a tion condition is
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tested.

Algol [Na 63] tests before each iteration while

Fortran [Ba

57] tests after each iteration.

A significant

property of subroutines is whether they may be recursively
defined and/or called.

Recursion will be discussed in

section D of this chapter.

Sequential control means that programs consist of
sequences of statements which are evaluated in the lexicographic order of their sequence in the pro~ram text.

State-

ments represent actions and _.mqdificatio~s to the .~nvironment
which are evaluated for their side ef~ects.

There must

also be value producing structures called expressions.

These

two classes of evaluation are rerlected in other control
structure.

In Alf,ol there are both function desigr.ators

(value producin~ sµbroutine expressions) and procedure
statements.

There are also conditional expressions and

conditional statements.

D.

RSCURSION

Recursion is not just an extention of the

subroutine concep½ but an important control structure in
its ·own right.

Recursive control was first introduced to

procra~~ing langueges in IPL [~e 61] to facilitate the
description of processes which involved many similar levels
of control.

In IPL-V the re~ursive control is superimposed

on a sequential (statement structured) ~achine.

Pure Lisp ·

[Mc 60], on the other hand, has recursion (as expressions)
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and a conditional (expression) as its only control.

There are several reasons why scree langua~es permit
recursion while others do not:

it may relfect a feeling that

recursion is (or is not) a natural way to describe certain
processes, it may be a reflection of the ·storage policy, or
possibly some combination of these.

In list processing lan~

guages the data (i.e. lists) have recursive structures and
consequently it is convenient to describe processes recursively,

The availability of recursion in list and string

'

languages (e•G• Lisp, IPL-V, Snobol) may be a reflection of
their storace policies.

In these lanV,uar,es the programs

are represented in the same form as the data (i,e, as liuts
or strings),
,

In Fortran the relative storage addresses for

data are fixed at riompile time and recursion is prohibited,
Because the storaGe need be allocated only once, Fortran
savis processin~ time by excluding recursion,

Did the lack

of a need for recursion per~it an efficient storage policy,
or did th~ desire to use a particular stora~e policy exclride
a useful ~echanism (i.e. recursion)?

Recursion does not necessarily mean less efficient storage
policies.

A dynamic storage allocation scheme commonly used

for Alr,ol will in some cases require less s~ace for a computation than would the co1•respondin~ Fortran pro~ram.

Algol

permits recursion and each procedure (and possibly block)
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is allocated space as it is entered.

Thus, more processing

time is required than with a fixed allocation schene, but
because a procedure is allocated space only if it is called
and then only for the duration of that call, the sane storage
can be used by several procedures at different tines.

Again

it may have been the availability of such a mechanism that
led to the inclusion of recursion in Algol, or it may be
that a desire to include recursion.dictated a dynamic
•

allocation policy.

One case in which a storage allocation

policy nakes recursion available without additional cost is
in multiprorramming systems which use reentrant code
(i.e. one copy - of a procedure is Phared by several programs
each with their own copy of the data).

The

reentrant

property requires that the data be allocated independent
of the pror;ram, and that data addresses cannot be fixed at
compile time.

Consequently, run time allocation is

necessary and the incremental cost, if any, to allow
recursion is snall.

E.

COROUTI~ES

Coroutines are a specialized control for

situations in which the natural division of a process into
subtasks is not h~erarchical.

There are at least three

views of coroutines which yield the sarne structure:
subroutines, procedures Ni th
control.

Q.llUl

mutual

storaf_'.'e, and syMmetrical __

The mutual subroutine view is convenient when

using coroutines but gives little insicht into the mechanisms
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involved.

In this view coroutines allow each of several

procedures to be written so that each procedure calls all the
others as if the otheis we~e subroutines.

For example,

a parser and a lexical analyzer might act as coroutines.
The parser would be written as if the lexical analyzer were
a subroutine which returns the next lexical quantity whenever called, where the calls can occur anywhere within the
parser.
were

i

The analyzer would be written as if the parser
subroutine which disposes of a lexical quantity,

with calls on the parser at any convenient points within
the analyzer.

This is essentially the view of coroutines

given by Conwai [Co 63a] although hif specific intent was
to give an implementation technique for Cobol compilers.
Procedures with~ variables, variables which retain
their values between calls, provide ·· the same facility as
coroutines.

The o~n variables are used not only to retain

the values of local data for the procedure, but also to
retain the state of processin~ within the procedure so that
processing can continue fro~ that point at the next call.
This is very inconvenient in a lan ~ua ge like Algol because
the only mechanism for returnin~ is

to label each return

point and provide a suitoh which selects among those labels.
This means that the return points cannot be er.bedded in
expressions, !)rocedure par2mct crs, or even within [Er..,

state!'P.c~ nts.
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Prorrams 2r e simplified by separating them into lo~ically disjoint parts and describinf each part separately, usual-

ly in the form of subroutine s .

So~e problems, however, do

not have such a hier2rchical structure. They (e.r,. translators)
may instead require several interdependent stages of processin~ .
may be

Knuth [Kn 68] ~ives two control mechanisms which
applicable to these tasks, the multipass ~lgorithm

in which the sta~es of process~n ~ 2re done to compl?tion
•

one at a time, and the corou~i nc which allows the execution
of the various sta~es to be interleaved.

This view of

coroutines emphasizes the symmetric relation it establishes
between the processin g stages.

Regardless of the point of view, any implementation of
coroutines is such that at each point of call, the calling
routine is suspended and the called routine is resumed at its
last point of call.

The advantar-e of the coroutine as a

control structure is that each of several processes can be
described as a princip a l (vs. subroutine) routine ~1th
minimal concern for the interface with other processes.
Coritrast this with subroutines which achieve the same
result usin r, oun variables.

Coroutines as described above are so~etimes called
explicit co~outine~ to distinruish them fro m the pseudoparallel or i~plicit coroutine found in ~any sinulation
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lanr,uaees (see section Hof this chapter).

The property

shared by the explicit and implicit coroutines is interle2ved
executiqn with oniy one proces~ -a~tive ~ta time.

F.

PARALLEL PROCESSING

A parallel processing control

structure is one in which several paths o~ control can be
active at the same time.

There have been a number of

proposals for specifyinc parallel processing, most in the
form

of

operators.

It should be made clear at this point that

when we speak of parallel processing (or any other control
structure), we are referring to its virtual structure and
not how it might be inplemented.

This is consistent with

the view of parallel processing proposed by Gill ~[Gi 58].
In fact, he points out the conceptual similarity between
time sharinc (a users view) and parallel processing.

Yet

he defines tine sharinr, as interleaved sequencing (the
inplementer's view) of independent profrans to achieve
better utilization of resources.

Thus the control structure

is dependent on our point of view; time sharinc rnay be
either a parallel or an interleaved control.

Conway [Co63b] introduced the fo~~ operation which
permitted par?.llel paths of control to be formed and the join
operation which allowed a sinBle control path to proceed
only when all forked paths reach a common point.

Operations

which would establish parallel paths and later terminate
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them without rejoinin~ were used in CL-II [CL 63].

Similar

operations in the form of fork aryd quit were proposed by
Dennis and Van Horn [DV 66] and ·1n the ~orm ~ta~t a n d ~ by
Wirth [Wi 69).

Gosden [Go 66] distin~uishes between these two

kinds of forking, suggestinr and when the paths rejoin and
~

when they do not.

Most of these proposals have been for

use in assembly and operating systems, and it has even been
suggested that they be used in Algol [An 65].

These proposals have attempted to add parallel operators
to a serial environment rather than forming a parallel environment.

It has been shown [Pi 67] that the ability of

processes to be processed in parallel is a nontransitive
relation.

That is, if Wand X can be processed in parallel

and so can X and Y, it does not follow that Wand Y can be
processed in parallel.

When we assume that all processes

(or statements) are sequential in the order given unless
explicitly specified as parallel, then processes which can
be executed in parallel can be given only by specifying every
parallel pair of processes.

More convenient notations such

as the do toaether [Op 65] are inadequate to describe all
parallelism.

The do !,_9,g__ether allows a set of statements to

be executed in parallel and then rejoined into a single
pa.th of control.
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W:

W - · F(V} :

X:

x-G(V}:

Y:

Y -

z:

Z -

A.

H(W};

l(W.X}:

8.

SERIAL PROGRAM

FLOW DI.\GRAM WITH~ AND JOIN

Figure II-A, nontransitivity of parallelism

Consider the pnogram in firure II-Aa where v, w, x, y,
))

and

z

and variables and. /, g, h, and i are functions.

The

potential parallelisn in this program can be given with
forks and joins as shown in figure II-Ab, but it cannot be
....

tooethe1'. If w and X are done together
described with the -do- ---......1--..
-then X and y can be done together only by doing X top.;ether

with the sequence (hr.. ' y)

,

but then y and z can be done together

only by doinp; z tor;ether with the sequence (W,Y), and this 1s
impossible since W Must precede

z.

If it is assumed that all

processes can be processed in parallel unless explicitly
specified as sequential, then - only a covering relation need be
given because the requirenent that processes be sequentially
processed is a transitive relation.

The lack of success in the above efforts nay be in part
due to their atter::ptin r.; to provide a general f?..cility for
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describing parallel processin~ rather than a parallel control
structure appropriate to some task area •. We know of only one
language. Sol 1 with a parallel control structure 1 but there
are a nurnber of languages which achieve a potential for
parallel processinG through distributive operators which
apply to multiple conponent data structures.

Most notable

of these is APL [Iv 62] which includes both vector and

matrix operations,

.

Sol [K~64a~ [KM64b] is a simulation language with
parallel processes resembling Alcol procedures.

The processes

are described independently and coordinated by wait until
statements which suspend a process until given conditions
(on ~lobal variables) occur and by vait statements which
delay processes for given (simulated) time intervals.

A discussion of parallel processing would not be complete

without nentioning · some of the More unusual parallel machines.
The most co~non parallel system configuration is the multiprocessor. i.e. several central processors with a shared
storage. _We will look at two other arrangements 1 the Solomon

[SBM62] and the Holland [Ho 59] machines.

The Solomon

computer has a sinr,lc sequential control unit, but the opera- ·
tions are distributed over an array of processing units.

Jhese

process1.ns, units have their own local memory and can communicate

with their four near neighbors.

Operations are broadcast from
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the control unit to the processing units so that the machine
operates in a lock-step fashion with each processor either
executing or irnorlng the broadcast operation at each step.
A Solomon machine with

64 processing units per control unit

and some additional indexing capability within each processing unit is beins built as Illiac-IV [Il 66].
machine also has processors arranred in an

The Holland

array, but instead

of a central control each processor has its own control •
•

Each processor in the Holland machine is very limited in
both operations and storage so that more complex operations
are built using several processors some which serve only as
data transfer paths.

G. SYNCHRONIZATION AND M.Q_N].!9RING

It is sometines necessary

for various control paths to communicate.

Any mechanism

which .is used to guarantee harmony in a co~l!l1unication will
.
t~~on.
b e ca 11 e d sync h .roniza

In well structured situations

where the paths to· be synchronized are known when the progra!'!'l
is described the join can be used.

In other cases . the

requirement is for mutual exclusion fron data or critical
sections of code which can be pro6essed by only one control
path at a time.

One solution to this proble~ [DV 66] usis two

operations, tock and un loci:.

The

look has one argunent, a

datuM, and allows the processing to continue only when it
successfully chenses a lock bit 2ssociated with the datwn from
the reset to the set state.

The operation is indivisible,
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that is, if two Iook operations are executed simultaneously
then they will act as if one and then the other were executed.
The unlock resets the bit.

Mutual exclusion occurs whenever only one process at a
time can execute a given sequence of instructions.

The

associated sequence of instructions which can be executed by
only one process at a time is called a critical section.

We

have already seen how mutual exclusion can be guaranteed
using the

1:2.£!

and unlock operations.

A mutual exclusion

facility has been proposed for Algol [Wi 66] in the form of
shared procedures.

Only one instance of a shared procedure

can exist at a time and ·any attempt to call a shared procedure
when another call is in progress will be delayed until the
other call is completed.

Mutual exclusion is achieved in

Sol [KM61~a] [Ktv:6~b] by · the ~~.:fz~ and release operations
which apply to facilities (i.e. SOL data structures) and
guarantee that only one process has control of the facility
between the seize and the correspondinr; r e l ~ .

Mutual exclusion involves two mechanisms:
and nonbusy wnitin~ .

indivisibility

Indivisibility is necessary so that

the availability of a critical section can be determined
and nar!<ed "unavailable" before another process can even
determine its availability.

Dijkstra [D165b] and Knuth

[Kn 66) have given a pro gr a~rnatic solution to this problem

without usinG indivisible operations.

Their al~orithms

require that each process cyclic~lly test the availability of
the critical section.

These algoiithms, however, lack the

second Mechanisn required for mutual exclusion, the nonbusy
wait.

By a nonbusy wait is meant any mechanism which apparent-

ly cyclically tests a condition, but does so without drawing
on the normal processin~ capabilities.
mechanized in two ways:

.

Nonbusy waits are

by special dedicated processors

(e.g. hardware fault interrupts) or by having the process
which makes the condition true trigger resumption of the
waiting process (this method is detailed in chapter III).
The indiv!sability ~uarantees that only one process can

siMultaneously enter a critical sectio~while the nonbusy
wait guarantees that other processes waiting to enter the
critical section will not waste processing capability.

The nonbusy wait is an example of monitoring, in this
case for the availability of a critical section.

Most

machines provide a hardware monitorinc facility in the form
of interrupts.

The conditions include abnormal arithmetic

indications, erroneous machine conditions, and requests from
peripheral and real time devices.

Operatin~ systems often provide both monitoring and
testin~ operations for coMpletion of tasks and availability
of resources.

A difference between hardware interrupts
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and Monitoring is their effect on other processes.

When a

hardware interrupt condition occurs, nonmonitoring processes
· are interrupted (i.e. suspended) while the interrupt process
is executed.

Monitorinr on the other hand need have no

direct effect on the process bein~ nonitored.

Alternatively,

hardware interrupts can be viewed as monitors with the
additional property that their associated processes operate
in a different t!~e frame than other processes.

In

particular the process associated with an interrupt can be
carried to conpletion between any two consecutive steps of
other processes (this view is developed further in
section II-L).

The semaDhore [Ha 67 J, [D:t68b J, [Wi 69 J offers a more
elaborate rnech2nism for synchronization.
variables which take on inte ger values.
P and V

Senaphores are
Two operations,

are the only operations applicable to semaphores.

The operation P{s) decrements the value of semaphores by
one and permits p~ocessin~ to be continued only when the
resultinc value is nonne gative, otherwise the process waits
until a

Y(s)

the semaphore

is perfor~ed.
by

V(s)

increments the value of

one and if the resultin g value is non-

positive resumes one of the processes halted
P(s) operations.

by

previous

Two processes can communicate by

initilizinr e se~apho r e to O.

The send in~ process executes

a? operation, and the other responds with a

v.

For

mutual exclusion a semaphore is associated with each critical
section.

At any ~iven time> outside P or V, the serr.aphore

will contain the difference betwe~n the nunber of processes
which can sinultaneously enter the critical section and the
number currently in or attemptin~ to enter the c~itical
section.

Each process performs a P operation before ente~-

ing a critical section and av upon exit.

H.

'

PSEUDO-PARALLEL PROCESSING

Discrete simulation lan-

guaees [TL 66] provide an almost parallel control environ~ ,
ment.

The world to be simulated is viewed as either a

collection of activities, logically distinct tine consuming
processes, or as a collection of events, instantaneous
happenings corresponding to chan~es in the state of the
systeffi,

The activities to be simulated are often concur-

rent, but the languages (except Sol) force the user to
specify their interleaving explictly in a serial environment.

Simula [DN 66), for example, has activities which

take a form similar to Alfol procedures.

Activities can

be created independently of their execution so that several
can exist at the sarne (subroutine) lev~l.

Partially

processed activities can be suspended and later ~esurned, but
they cannot be run

si □ultaneously.

scheduled and mana~ed in a queue.

Instead they must be
No explicit operations are

required for synchronization or mutual exclusion in this
pseudoRparallcl environment because these functions ~an be
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achieved through appropriate queue mena~ement.

In practice

this neans it is difficult to determine from a program where
synchronization and mutual exclusiori w~re r~quired.

Other

discfet~ simulation lansuag es · have similar sequ~ntial job
~chedulers for , either activities or events.

Like coroutines, a set of pseudo-parallel processes
are executed in an interleaved manner, and thus ~ave been

.

called implicit coroutines.

Recall that (explicit) co-

routines were viewed as symmetric subroutines.

Reynolds

[Re 69] proposed a pseudo-parallel control in the form of
label variables.

A label variable holds~ value which is

a static copy of the state of a process.

If the state of

a process is assigned to a label variable then neither
fu~ther execution of the process nor resumption of the copy
which is the value or the label, will effect the content
of the label.

This can be contrasted with element variables

in Simula which cannot be copied and hold the dynamic state

of a process.

Reynolds also shows that label variables can

be used in an implementation of coroutines and finite path
nondeterministic al~orithms.

I.

NONDETERMINISTIC PROGRAMS

The solution of many problems

can be represented as a search tree in which each terrninal
node is a potentj_al solution.

The tesk is to traver~e this

tree be~innins at the root and to find a solution node.
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Ideally, a nondeterninistic control structure would be a
sequencin~ nechanisn which would at each choice pbiht (i.e.
nonterminal node) always select the correct branch (or
possibly all branches) which lead to solution nodes.

Floyd [Fl67a] uses three oparations for nondeterministic
The _c..!:.f?.~ function selects a value (ideally the

algorith~s.

correct'value) fiom a given set.

AlgorithMs are written which

permit paths to be traversed leading to a f~ilure or no
solution.

When such a ·path is identified, failure is

executed; when a solution is found success is executed.

The

operations are mechanized usin£,s an exhaustive "depth first"
search procedure called backtrackin 0 •

The algorithm is

executed making some one choice at each . choi:!.!_ point.

When

a failure is encountered, the algorithm backs up, restorine
all variables, to the last choice point for which all choices
have not yet been exhausted and ~akes another choice.

Note

that this method does not guarantee a solution when the
search tree is infinite.

Fikes [Fi 68] proposed a nondeterministic language which
had a se 'lect function sir.:ilar to choice and a condition
statement which is used to give Boolean constraint expression~
whose value rnust be true.

This provides a convenient way -of

statin3 nonprocedural solutions to prob lens with complex
constraints.

A pror,raI'.1 to find t.i'rn distinct d:l gits, :c and ZI,

whose sum is fifteen nir,ht be given as:

condition (x+select(0,9))<(y+select(0,9)) & x+y=l5;

This st2tement says, in effect, select an integer x ·1n the
range Oto 9 and an inter.er y

in the range Oto 9 such

that xis less than y and the su~ -of x and y is 15 • .

In Fikes ~echanization, a variable is defined by each
call of the select function.

For each of these variables

there is a list of the values over which the variable can
range.

The value returned by a call on seleat will be

the name of the variable thereby defined.

I~ the above

example, ihe first call on select would cre a te a variable

,

s 1 whose ranz e is the interers O throu f h 9, and would return
the n a me s 1 which would then be assigned to

x.

call on seleat would create a sinilar variable
the n~ne

s2

which would . be assi~ned to

The other

s2

and return

y.

When a aonditio~ statement is encountered, the Boolean
expression is evaluated.

If the resulting value is true

then no further action is taken.
is false then no solutton exists.

If the resulting value
If the value is an expres-

sion containin E the nRrnes of variRbles, then that expression

1, 0

becomes a constraint on those v~riables.

In the exanple above,

the value of the condition stRtercnt would be the expression:

Thus, the interpretation of a prorram produces a set of
variables with their associated ran?es and a set of Boolean
constraints on those variables,

Various problen solving

•

methodi can then be applied to deduce the values of the
For example, the constraint s 1 <s 2 eliminates 9
The
from the range of s 1 and O from the range of s 2

variables.

constraint s 1 +s 2 =15 restricts the range of both variables to
the interval 6 -throuGh 9. A case analysis usinr, the resulting
rang~s, range (s )~6,7,8 and ran~e (s 2 )=6,7,8,9, and the
1
, combined const1;aints yields the two solution pairs ( 6, 9) and

(7,8).

J.

----~

OTHER CONTRbL STRUCTU~ES IN P~OGPA~~ING LA~GUAGRS

ever the available

When-

+anruar:;es are illsuited to a given task,

new lanrua~es are invented.

This usually means that addi-

tional data or control structures are required.

If only a

new type of data is required the new data could be embedded
in an existent lan~u~re.

In 1e~eral, however, new d2ta are

introduced because their st~ucturc is si~nificantly different

from what is available.

Consequently, the sequencinc .

mechanisns satisfactory for the old data will not be satisfactory for the new data.

In al~ebraic languares iterative

control is established by count!n~ because the d~ta (i.e.
vectors and arrays) are of fixed size and addressed by
positior..

Strinr,s could be introduced into these languages,

but the positional control which is easy to implement would
be cluMsy in use.

With strinrs the interest is in manipu'

latinr, patterns rather than intefer counters.

Languages

like Snobol [FGP64] and Comit [CQ 62] have strings as their
prinitive data stru~tures.

The control structure is such

th~t one is always sequencinr strin~s and making replacements dependent on and deter~ined by the patterns satisfied
by the substrings encountered.

In list languages [Mc 60]

the data are seen as having two components, the first list
element and the rest of the list which is itself a list.
i

Consequently, list languages tend to have a recursive
control structure.

Landin [La 66] atteMpts to eli~inate explicit
sequencinc (or at least unne~essary sequencing) in Iswim
using more structured state~ents.

by

Pri~ary among these is

the where which has a statement as ·its left-hand argument
and i definition local to that statement as its right-han~
ar~uncnt.

The idea is to use expressions in pre~erence to ·

statcnents, to use ~,h~'!:_~ instead of loc~l 2ssignments, and to

use multiple valued functions and p a rallel assir,nnent statements in preference to nultiple use of sing le valued functions and sinple assignment statenen,ts.

Judicious applica-

tion of these rules yields progr ans without explicit
sequencing or assignments.

By eliminating sequencing which

is not crucial to a computation Landin hopes to obtain more
Althou~h the R:Oal was not the same,

transparent programs.

the CPL languafe · [BBE63] has many of the Iswin constructs •
•

There is a where clause which permits local variable
definitions, a

it
expression which permits
---'!'erw

of'

local

.

function definitions, and a sinultaneous assignment.

The

simultaneous assi~nment has a . list of variables as its
left-hand arguments and
hand arcuments.

a

list of expressions as its right-

The expression values are assirned to the

variables on a one for one basis ~uch that the assignments
occur simultaneously.

That is, all variabl e s and expres-

sion values are determined before any assienments are made.
The exchange of two variables a and b can be written as

a,b

+

b,a (Interestinrly, a _procedure to exchange the

values 6f two arbitra~y vari ables cannot be written· in

Algol).

Ttrn first control str,ucture examined e.boYe ( section

II-A) included a ~eans to modity and conpute instructions.
In Fo rr,iula Al gol [PI 64 J [PIS66 J a syr.ibolic representatJon
of expressions c an he manipul nted no that expressions can

be manipulated so that expressions can not only be evaluated
but be the object of a co~put~tion.

This is useful for

problems where ~ixed ~ymbolic and numeric computations arise.
The ability to mix the computation of expressions and their
evaluation does not require a capability for modifying
prograns within the langua~e.

In fact, a capability for

program modification is available in some list processing
(e.r. Lisp) and strin ~ (e.r. Snobol) lanc uases but not in
Formula Algol.

In Formula Algol pro e rams cannot be modified

or computed, but instead expressions (i.e. data structures)
are computed as the values of

form

variables.

sions can then be evaluated by the eval

These expres-

operator.

The cenerator as used in IPL-V [Ne 61] is another form
....

of repetitive control structure.

A ~enerator is a process

-----

which produces a sequence of outputs and applies to each a
speci~ied process.

The Al gol

Jori

statement can be viewed as

a generator in which ~he for list specifies the sequence o~
values to be r:enerated and the tody of the for statement is
the specified process.

The feature of · the generator which

distin guishes it from "equivalent" process composed from
a conditiona l and n . .fI.2 Jo (e.~. the Alr,ol descriptions of
for list elements in section ~.6.~ of the AlGol report
[Na 63], is that the environments of the generator and th~
specified process arc independent and not hierarchially
defined,

Both the ~enerRtor and the specified process are

inaccessible by the other.

The sequences o~ Al~ol state~ents

(in section 4.6.4 of the Algol report), which are purportedly
equivalent to

for state!T'.ents, include labels which should be

inaccessible within the body of the fol' state?r.cnt.

If one of

the more liberal interp~etations (!:n 67 J is given to
statement (i~e. sone of the a:::--r:u".nents to a

..fE..!

fu statern.ent are

call by value), then local variables nust be used to generate
the successive values of the control vari able, but these
variables are also inaccessible fron the body o~ the for
statement.

Generators can usually be terwinated at any

iteration:

In IPL-Veach 1terat1.on produces a Boolean value

which if :false terIT1.in2.tes the gener_ator, and in Algol a f.ora
statement can be ter·ninated by a qo to which exits the .for
body.

K.

CONVE?SATIO~ AND O~HER N0NP POGRAMM!~G CONTRDL

An attempt

to identify and classify control structures should not be
restricted to pro~ramninc systems.

It is quite possible that

control relations which rei~ht be useful and desirable in
pro ~ramnin ~ systems h~ve not been provided in current computing syste~s throurh linitations in hardware, so~tware or
both.

We will look for control rel2t:!.ons arr:on r; the active

conponents of the real world.
useful in the real world

1:1 2. y

Relations which have proven
also be useful in pror,:ranming.

syste:n.s, and any at t emr1 t to model ci c r::. u.r)e. te ].~/ the real world
requ~rcs the fad.lity to s i~r:ul ate th e s e contr0J.s.

Consider the relation between two individuals in a
conversation.

With a cursory ex2min2tion we Might conclude

th2t first one and then the other participant becomes active
in an interleaved fashion where only one is active at a time.

This is si~ilar to the coroutine.

A closer look at a conversation reveals that althou~h

the speakins may occur in an inte~leaved fashion, the non~
speaking participant nonitors and processes the message concurrent with the other's speaking and indeed may interrupt
it,

Thus, we mi ght view each participant as three process:

a messa~e generator, a message prbcessor, and a monitoring
process,

Let G, p and M conprise one partici!)ant in a conversa"

tion and

p and m the other where G e.nd g are nessage

IT,,

generators, p ann p are message processors, and M and rr. are
monitors.

When G is active we expect that p will be active

to interpret the messa~e generated by G, that g will not be
active, and since g is ina ctive that

P

~ill be inactive,

Both Mand M should be active monitoring G.

When G wishes to pass the conversation tog, G may
resume P and suspend itself.

Process n will then

resu□ e

g .

upon discovering the abnornnl condition on tl1 e message

generated

by

G.

The condition mipht be the termination of a
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question or the pause after Gwent inactive.

Alternatively,

we could argue that G only suspends itself and does not

resume P, that Pis rcsuned by rt upon discoverin g output from
g.

If~ discovers an abnormal condition (such as an improper
construction) when monitorin~ G, then~ will interrupt G so
that G can rnake another attenpt.

That is, M will suspend G

and then resune Gata different point.

On the other hand, if

m discovers an abnormal condition when monitoring

G, m cannot

interrupt G directly, but will resune g.

We noted earlier that G and g are active in
leaved fashion.
,

an inter-

Now we see that G and p, g and p, and P and

p generally act in

an interleaved fashion.

and P) are active at the same time.

G and p (or g

This relation of simul-

taniety is a form of parallel routine.

Since Mand mare

always active they are parallel routines relative to one
another and relative to any other process whenever the other
process is active.

The above description of a conversation points out the
inadequacy of Enrlish ~or this purpose.
graphical representation is sus~ested.

Some sort of
Sevefal candidates

have appeared in the literature (e.~. Petri's nets [Pe 66] or
Dennis's pro~ram rraphs [De 68]) but these devices were

lj

7

designed to describe data flow rather than control flow.

A

graphical device for describinc control flow will be introduced in chapter VI.

Another relation which does not occur in the conversational example

becomes apparent if we look at a manufac-

turing process.

The relation between a machine and its

operator, or between the opefator and his foreman is one of
subordination.

One process is initiated by, perforMs a

task for, and 1s ter~inated before a second process.

If the

subordinate process is performed within an inactive period
o! the process which created it (i.e. the operator is inactive

after initiating a nachine operation and until that operation is complete) then we have the concept of the subroutine.
'

When this condition does not hold we have another example of
parallel routines but with an additional subordination
property.

The above is a dynamic interpretation of sub-

routines.

Alternatively one could take a static view and

argue that the action of the machine operator is not a subroutine because it has a potential for Parallel processing
whether used

or

not.

Several of the control structures we have examined can
be viewed as relations.

By a relation we mean a p~edicate.

desi~natin~ the properties which obtain only anonG two or
more processes.

We h~ve identi~icd a subordinate relation
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in which a process exists for and durins the course of another
process, an interleaved relation in which one end then another
of a rroup of processes becoDes active but no two are active
si~ultaneously, a concurrent relation in which processes are
simultaneously active,

,vc have seen these control structures

in procram.~inglanruar.es in the form of subroutines, coroutines,
and parallel routines, which have properties of subordination,
interleaving, and concurren~y, but not in their nost genefal
form, probably because they were never isolated as processes.

L.

SUMMARY OF CONTROL STRUCTURES

We have seen a variety of

control structures, some of which were viewed as time
dependent relations between processes.

A first step in better

understanding these relations is to observe that they are in
, fact relations and not, as their names imply, catagories of
routines or processes.

The conventional view that the

control structure can be described by monadic predicates such
as sub~outine, coroutine and paralJ.el routine is not adequate.

Our view proposes that the pre~ixes sub-, co- and paralleldescribe relations arnon~ processes rather than a property of
a single proc~ss.

Many control structures can be described by the relations
which obtain a~on~ processes (dyadic or polyadic predicates),
but the co~plexity and ~ore importantly the (poss~biy data
depen~ent) varintions in these rel a tions with respect to time

makes this approach unattractive.

This difficulty can be

eliminated by describing the actions necessary to create the
relations rathe~ than the relations themselves.

This approach

is used to develop the multiple sequential control in
chapter IV.

The multiple sequential environment is conposed of
proc~sses each of which h~s a sequential control structure
of its own and may have a variety 6! controls relative to
the other processes.

Although this environment is sufficient

for describinr most of the common control structures of
programming lan~uaGes and an unlimited variety of related
control structures, ther~ are a number of controls which
do not fit this model.
,

Monitoring, for exanple, requires

a continuous operation which is not provided by sequential
control.

A .control which is closely related to n:onitoring is
that a combinatorial (hardware circuit) losic.

Here there

are a nu~ber of simultaneous asynchronous processes which
intuitively a~e continuously active and can be thoucht of
as instantaneous relative to the steps of the sequential
machine control.

Two control structures are involved.

One, the continuous processin~ control resenbling that of
an analo~uc computer, contrasts with the discrete step
sequential control o~ the di~ital corputer.

The second
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control is the inst?.ntaneous effect achieved by per~orminr:
continuous operations between the steps of the sequential
control.

The relatioh between ihe analogue (i.e. parallel

continuous) and the di~ital (i~e. discrete sequential)
machine control h2s been discussed in the literature and
techniques for autonatically r,enerating sequential represen•
tations of continuous paral~el processes [Pa 67] and
parallel representations of sequentially described processes
[Be 66 J, [ Fi 67 J have been developed.

Petri [Pe 66] shows that if both the existance of an
upper bound on the speed of signals

and the existance of

an upper bound on the density with which infornation can be
stored are teken as postulates, then the theory of automata ·
is incapable of representinr the actual physical flow · or information in the solution of a recursive problem.

Instead

he proposes a theory of discrete objects which can be combined only by finite techniques, and no metrics are assumed
for either time or space but rather time is introduced as a
strictly 16cal relation between states.

In particular, he

introduces switching networks called nets in which the nodes
are nonmetric switchin~ elements and the connections between
them, called locations, represent the state.

Time is then

only the te~poral succession of chanves in the (discrete)
values of locRtions as inposcd by the definitions of the
swi tchinr; ele:nents.

P.e r;oes on to shovr that corrrmnication
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(or synchronization) can be te~porally established between
arbitrary asynchronous auto~ata.

It is convenient to view time as a continuum which is
divided into discrete intervals corresponding to the steps of
a computation.

State changes within the course o~ a process

occu~ only at the points o~ tiMe which mark the end of these
intervals.

Other processes which appear to be instantaneous

relative to a given process can then be introduced by
choosing its state change points in such a way that they all
lie on a sinrle interval (i.e. between two consecutive
state chanr:e points) of the given process.

In light of

Petri's work, however, the assumption of a time continuum is
erroneous for real automata, and the process of choosing
smaller and smaller intervals can not be repeated indefinitely.

Thus we will take the alternative view that tine is

defined only by the sequence of state changes.

A process A

will pe called ~ i ! ] ~ _ y,elative to another process B if
and only if coci~unication is established betweeri A and Bin
such a way that state changes in D ~re tereporarily delayed
while the entire action of A is carried to completion.

We do not pretend to have covered all control structures
or even all those of programming languages, but have attempted
to illustrate the !ilany varieties of control and the significance of variations in these for particular tasks.

These

controls provide a representative sample which illustrates
the linitcd facilities for altcrin~ and combinin~ control
in nost current procran~ing lan~uages, the i~portance of
control structures in revealing the transparency of programs,
and the influence of data on the appropriate control for a
task.

M.

CONTROL DEFINITION FACILI~IES

Other than the work

report~d here we know of only one other investigation of
control structures in program~ing languages.

Leavenworth

[Le 68] has proposed a method for programmers to define
their own ;ontrol structures.

This is done by selectinr a

machine with a small set of state conponents as a base
langua~e.
,

The user can then extend the control structure

of this lan~uaee throuGh operations which allow hin to
modify the state directly.

That is, the base lan~ua~e is

described by means of the abstract machine which interprets
the lancuage and new control structures are introduced by
writin~ functions which transform the state of this abstract
nachine.

Th~ base lRnguage is sinilar to Landin's Iswin [La 66]
and has only a conditional, recursion, the
(in the form:

let :cr::e ) ,

1:.,1he!3._

clause

2nd state 2.ccessinc; and installat_ion

functions as its primitive controls.

Consequently, any new
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control structure n:us t be described in terris of recursive
an~ conditional controls acti nr on data st~uctures of stored
machine states.

This riakes the lan ~uare a convenient vehicle

for describins schedulinr: al~orithms and other implementation
strate g ies for various control structures.

However, a limited

ability exists to rive control descriptions which convey the
inten~ed interpretation of a control structure (e.g. a
schcdulins al~orithn which has the same effect as a parallel
control structure can be described but it will not convey a
concept of concurrency).

Leavenworth's system 1s illustrated by a nondeterministic
control which uses ?loyd's backtrack primitives [Fl67a].

In

contrast to Floyd's imple me nt a tion, Leavenworth views the
~

choice function es a generator of Multiply defined riachines.
The description of the backtrac~ prirnit~ves then becomes a
problem in si~uleting parallel coMputations on a sequential
(or recursive) machine.

?he

control structu~e thus obtained

is a pseudo-p2rallcl irplenentatiori of nondeterministic
control.

In a r.i.orc recent paper [Le 69], Lec1vem10rth has extended

these ideas and riven several additional exanples.

'I'he ....,_
oo --to

operation is inple ~e ntcd as an assi~nrnent to the state of the
interp retative m2chine .

Two loop (i. e . iter ative ) control

structu~ es , explicit and 111:p licit corou',;1.~1cs, and nondcteY'-

ministic control are also described,

The one other l2nguase which deals directly with control
is PPL [St 68] [St 69].

Several control mechanisms are

proposed including parallel processin~, continuously evalua-

ting expressions (see chapter IV), control structure macros,
interrupts, and traps.

The specific means of incorporatinc

these tools into the lan~uage are not entirely resolved.
The general idea (excepting continuously evaluating expressions) is that the programmini environment is composed of
many sequential processes with a capability for controlling
interfaces among them.
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A F'O:iM/\L D:'.~VI CE POR IF~.'3C:UBI~JG

III.

co:'1'l ROL
1

1

"Our experience with the de~!nition of functions should
have told us what to do: not to concentrate on a complete
set of defined functions at the level of general use, but
to provide within the lanruaGe th e structures and control
fron which efficient definition and use of functions
within proi;rar.s would follow. -- A.J. Perl is [Pe 67]

The control structure of a pror;r~nr:1in c; lans ua[:e is often
an inte ~ra l part of the environnent provided by that language.
A facility for ·ctescribin~ control must include an ability to
deal with the environme ntal structure of lanBua~es. The
abstract machine which interpre ts prorrams of a language
provides a description of the environnc nt (both data and
control) for that lan ~ua~ e. Control operators could be
described within a -l a nc ua~ e in a manner si milar to functions,
but this does not enable one to ret at _the enclosing control
regime inposed by the l a ngua ge .

Inste a d there must be a way to

modify -the interpreter for the l an~ uare , and this in turn
requires a for ma l specification of the internal machine
representation for prorrares of the l a n ~uare and of the machine
which interpre ts tho se rep~esentations.

Any co mp ile r of course provid es a precise description of a
'•

lan ~ua re .

'"n
· c·
...

''

pu:epose, however i s to sped. fy an efficient

imp le nentation :'o r exccutln 1·: pro r~r2.1u, ,)f the l anp: ue.~e on some
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given object machine.

An implementation is the totality of

things necessary to execute a program of a lan~uage or to
process some control structure.

The understanding of a control

structure that one derives from an implementation is dependent
on the control structure of the language in which the
implementation is described,

If an implementation is given in

the assembly langua~e of some machine, then it conveys a method
for mechanizing the control on that and similar machines.

If

the implementation is given in a higher level language but in a
laneuage which has only sequential, subroutine, and conditional
control, then the implementation may convey a strategy for
mechanizing the control on any machine having those controls.
There ar~howeve~ many useful and interesting properties of
control structures which cannot be ~escribed in terms of the
control structures available in most programming languages.

If

parallel processing is described throu gh its inexact simulation
in terms of sequential processinr,, subroutine, and conditional
controls by means of some scheduling algorithm, then we might
come to understand parallel processi11g as a particular
interleaved execution of sequential processes and mi~ht learn
how to implereent parallel processing on a sequential machine,
but the idea of concurrent execution would not be conveyed,
Concurrency is a ·concept which cannot be composed from
sequential primitives.
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Our d es ire here is to provide a set of primitive control
structures which include not only sequential processing but
also concurrency, nonbu s y waiti~g, and other control concepts
which cannot be described in terms of sequeritial, subroutine,
and conditional control.

In fact, in order to describe these

control operations we will have to use a language (i.e.
Eng lish) in which these concepts are meanin~ful.

We will

however give another description of these control structures
in terms of sequential control to show how they might be
impleme nted on a sequential ~achine.

By chosing primitive

control structures which encompass ideas of concurrency,
nonbusy waiting, and indivisibility, we hope to be able to
give formal descriptions of other control structures which
are cle a rer, more concise, and more closely resemble their
descriptions in En 8 lish than would their description in
other for ma l langue~ es which have only sequential, condition a l and recursive control.

We would like to give

formal definitions of control structures which correspond
to our intutive view of the control and without necessarily
providing an implementation for the control on a sequential
machine.

Control descriptions shoul~ provide only the information necessary to understand the ·control and should restrict
the implementation on any real machine as little as possibl~.
The efficiency of any i~plementation derived from the
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description should be limited only by the generality of the
control structure which was descr i bed and the properties of
the object machine.

That is, the description of a control

should be only as general or restrictive as the control being
described and should not i~pose other constraints by virtue
of the means of description.

Implementations for particular

classes of machines can of course be given within the same
formal languar,e by restrictinr the set of control primitives
used for the description~
The ~esire to provide control descriptions which
correspond to our

j

ntuiti ve vie,·1 of the control rather than

descriptioris which provides mechanism which achieve the same
effects in other ways, does not rule out description by
composition of more primitive concepts, but it does require
'

that the set of primitives used in the descriptions not
only span the space of control structures commonly found
in pro~ramming langua ~es but also include primitives which
might be used in a natural language description.

All control structures must be available with in ihe
description lansua ge either directly or by composition.

In

fact, because control descriptions will often take the form
of an interpreter, the interpreters will be written in such

a way that the dynamic control structure of the interpreter
is alw a ys the same as the control structure of the pro r ram
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being interpreted.

If parallel paths are called for in a

program then parallel paths will be called in its interpreter
. to execute the respective pro~r~m paths.

If a coroutine is

called in a program, it will be interpreted by a coroutine
within its interpreter.

In short, when any control action

is c t lled for in a pro gram, a similar action will be carried
out as part of the interpretation process for that program.
In many cases· the control structure is implicit in
the syntax of the langua ge and is unalterable by the user.
Few control structures are provided in most languages and
there is little capability for combining them to create
other controls.

This situation is desirable in problem

oriented languages because it provides an environmental
structure suitable to a particular task area and makes the
'

const ant parts of the control inplicit in the notation
(and in the implementation).

Althou~h the control struc-

tures available in a given languaee are few, the number of
useful control structures is large.

The task area before us,

that of describing control, requires a means to combine
controls and a set of primitive control structures which
can be used in combination to describe any other control
structure.

An interpreter will have the same control structure as
the pro~r am it i11terpr e ts, but will not use the same primi-
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tives to construct those controls.

In the program the

control structure will appear as control operators or
implicitly as part of the envircnreental structure, while
in the interpreter they will be formed by composition of
the control primitives.

The choice for the control primitives was indicated in
chapter II where we saw only a few functions underlying
control.

1) Ther~ must be means to specify a necessary

chronological ordering among processes and 2) a means to
specify that processes can be processed concurrently.

There

must be 3) a conditional for selecting alternatives, 4) a
means to monitor (i.e. nonbusi waiting) for given conditions,

5) a means for making a process indivisible relative to
other processes, and 6) a means for making the execution of
a process continuous relative to other processes. A
primitive control operation will be provided for each of
the above six functions.

Is this set of control operations necessary or sufficient?

This depends on ~1at we mean by necessary and suffi-

cient.

If we take the conventional view ~hat the semantics

of a programming language is an implementation of that

lan~ua~e, then we must conclude that not all of these
operations are necessary.

In fact, as will be shown in

section III-I, all tl1ese controls can be implemented in
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terms of sequential, recursive, and conditional control.

This

view of semantics holds that each control structure is a black
box havin~ some effect on the o~tside world.

To derive the

semantics of a control from its description one first looks
inside the black box to deternine what its effect will be on
the outside world and then takes those effects but not the
manner in which they are achieved as the semantics.

Here we take an alternative view that both the effects
and the manner in which they are achieved are important.
This view requires that the primitives with which we describe
a control structure not be restricted to some small set (e.~.
sequential machine controls).

Many aspects of the primitive

control structures proposed here can be given in terms of
sequential primitives, but the totalit y cannot.

We see no

obvious way to describe one of these primitive control
operations in terMs of the others without loss of some
essential ingredient of their intended interpretation (e.g.
primitives which are not described by proGrams).

For example

a langua~e for nu1~~ric computation miGht take the sine
function as a primitive.

Certainly, it is understood that

the operation will yield the sine of its argument to only
some finite precision, but to define the sine by a power
series approximation would only detract from the clarity of
the langua r e definition.
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Th~ system proposed here for describing control is a
progranning langua~e and as such nust not only have operations for conposing control structures, but must also have
data structures and operation~, an enclosing environmental
data and control structure, and a syntax.

In each of these

areas we have atte~pted to keep the language simple.

The

design follows.

A.

DATA STRUCTURES AND OPERATIONS

The data with which an

interpreter must deal are representions of the programs it
interprets.

In addition it must be able to cope with the data

structures (including the environmental data structure) of
any language it interprets.

The latter requirement imposes a

need for a data definition facility within the lan~uage.
Ideally this facility would include a capability for structure definition, for naming the structures and their component
parts, the rules of combination, copy and erasure for both
the structure and content.

These goals were proposed in the

first Turing lecture [Pe 67].

Probably the most extensive

proposal along these lines is a thesis [St 67] in which
descriptor formulae are used to describe data structur'es.
These descriptors contain enough information to determine
the predicates, selectors, constructors, and storage allocation policies for the data.

Because our primary concern is control and not dat~ we
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will take a simpler approach of providj.nr a si11gle but
general composite data type which can be used to represent
other data structures.
constructs.

These c6mposite data will be called

In addition we introduce a countably infinite

class of elementary objects called atoms.

These two classes

of objects are similar to the composite and elementary
objects respectively, as used in the Vienna report [LLS68].
Constructs are composed of parts which are themselves either
constructs or atoms.

The components of a construct are

uniquely named by objects (in fact atoms) called selectors.
Familiarity with the objects ([LLS68] chapter 2) used in the
Vienna report is assumed and only the following two points of
difference between those objects and the constructs used

here

are pointed out.
Constructs have an identify independent of their structure and consequently the concept of copy is meaningful in
our system.

Using the notation of the Vienna report, instead

of the condition (V~)(s(A 1 )=s(A 2 )) ~ A1 =A 2 where A~and A2
are constructs and the s's are selectors, we have the weaker

condition A1 =A ~ (V~)(s(A 1 )=s(A )). Thus objects correspond
2
2
to structural equivalence classes of constructs. This
distinction is made because in pro~ramming systems it is
convenient to both copy objects and retain the identity of
objects after their structure or content has been modified.
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A direct consequent of disting uishin g between a construct
and its copy is that thefe is then no need to restrict
constructs to finite nesting. The total number of components
which conprise the substructure of a construct must be finite,
but because constructs have an identity independent of their
structure, a construct may appear as one of its own components.
Successive application of selectors to a construct will not
necessarily lead to an atorn after some finite number of
applications.

Several functions are defined on these data.

A selection

function, seZect(s,c) yields that part of construct a named by
selectors or if none exists then the atom SELECTERROR.
constructor function u 0

(s

1

,v 1 ,

••• s

n

The

,v) where n>O, forns a new

n
construct which has for each O<i<n, the value of v. as a part
-

'1-

and the value of s.'1- as the corresponding selector.

The

operation u(c,s 1 ,v 1 , ••• s ,v) where n>O allows .increnental
n »
chan~es to be made to a construct. Fo~ O<i<n the value of v. is
-

'1-

substituted for that part of construct a named by selector si,
or if c had no part naned s. then part v. is added to a withs.
'1-

as the selector.
construct c.

'1-

The value o~ the operation u will be the

Note that for all selectors s, constructs a, and

objects v:

select(s,u(c,s,v)) _ v

'1-
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Atoms will be used as tokens to represent objects whose
substructure is of no concern.

There is a unique atom

associated with each identifief of the concrete (external)
syntax.

Selectors must be atoms.

The atoms for the

identifiers TRUE and FALSE are taken as the Boolean values.
The predicate atom(x) yields TRUE if the value of xis atomic
and FALSE otherwise.

Depending on whether= and y are the same

objects or different the operation ;(x,y) written x=y yields

TRUE or FALSE respectively.

The equivalence operation,

applies to constructs as well as atoms.

=,

Since it is an

identity test oopy(x)=x is FALSE for any construct x.

The

symbol t i s used to designate the nonequivalence operation.
Real numbers are also atoms.

Other relational and arithmetic

operations will be introduced as needed.

Programs can be represented (internally) as lists.

Lists

are data structures with two parts, a head which is any
arbitrary object and a tail which is either itself a list or
the terminator NIL.

Lists will be represented as _constructs

with two parts na~ed Hand T.
can be formed by µ 0 (H,x,T,µ

0

A list of two elements x and y

(H,y,T,NIL)).

The operations

seleot(H,x), select(T,x), and µ 0 (H,x,T,y) correspond

respectively to the Lisp [Mc 60] operations car(x), cdr(x), and
cons(x,y).

Prozrarns will usually be represented as lists . with

an operation as the head and the list of ar g u~ents as the tail
where arguments h a ve the same form.
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B. PRIMITIVE CONTROL OPERATIONS

Throughout the control

description lanruare (hereafter called CDL) no distinction is
made between statements and expressions, that is between parts
of programs which are executed for the changes they make in the

environment and those which are executed for the values they
produce.

There will be only one class called expressions which

will always have a value (which may be ignored) and can have
side effects (i.e. can cause change in the environmental
context of the computation).

Initially we will represent all

programs in the functional form f(xz,x 2 , ••• xn) where f is an
operator and the x.'s are expressions for the arguments. Each
~

program will be an expression which is either an operator
followed by a list of arguments which are themselves expressions
or an atom which references the environment.

Sequential nrocessin~.

The sequential processing control

operation, seq, causes its arguments to be evaluated in the
order given from left to right in such a way that the evaluation
of an argument will not begin until the evaluation of all

arguments to its left is complete.

The value of the right most

argument will be taken as the value of the entire expression.
The sequential processing operation will be used to indicate
that the arcuments must be evaluated in order of their left to
right listinr.

Parallel processin~.
operation, par,

The parallel processin~ control

causes its arvunents to be evaluated

independently (i.e. in parallel) as if each had its own
processor.

No assumptions are nade about the relative speeds

of these processors, so there are no guarantees concernin~ the
chronolo~ical order of their side effects.

The effects can,

howeve~ be controlled by synchronization of the parallel
control paths.

The value of the rir,ht most arfument will be

taken as the value of the entire expression and will be emitted
after all arruments have been evaluated.

The parallel

processing operation will be used to indicate that the arguments can be processed concurrently; that the processing
order is of no concern.

If within any argument control is

passed to another routine and not returned, the parallel
operation will not be completed.

The establishment of parallel

paths has no effect on the environmental data structure of a
pro g ram.

In particular, copies of the environment are not made

for each path, so that they must share the same global
variables and define their own local variables.

As a ~eneral rule we will favor the use of the pa~allel
processin~ operation over the sequential processing operation
to avoid specifying an unnecessary order which can restrict the
choice of imple~ent a tion.

On the other hand, we must be care-

ful not to require a (pseudo) parallel inplenentation of parallel
describ e d cont ~ ols when it is not indic a ted.

If a control is
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de::;cribcd u:3inr; the parallel operation but no synchronization
arises amonr~ the various path::; then the interpretation should be
that the arguments can be evaluated concurrently, sequentially
in any . order, or in any interleaved fashion. Any order
convenient to an .efficient implementation is satisfactory.

The conditional.

The conditional operation, aond, has an even

number of arcuments. Bccinnin~ with the left most ar~ument,
every other argument will be evaluated in order from left to
rieht until one having value .TRUE is encountered. The argument
immediately to the rie;ht of the one

\•Ti

th value TRUE Hill then be

evaluated and its value taken as the value of the entire
expression. If none of the odd numbered arguments has value TRUE
then the value of the conditional will be UNDEF and none of the
,

even arruments will be evaluated. With the exception of the
default case · this operation is the same as the Lisp conditional
[Mc

Go].

Monitorinr; .

The monitoring operation, . monitor(s,a,r,v,exp),

provider; for nonbusy wai tinr;. The left most four are;uments will
be evaluated in parallel and Hill be evaluated only once. The
value of s should be a selector , the value of a a construct, the
value of r a bin a ry relational op e rator, and the value of .. v can
be anythin r; . 'I'ile monitor oper-aU.on ha~ the effect of cyclically

testinc the condition ~(seleat(s,o),v).

When that condition

becomes TRUE then the testiny will be terminated and the
expression exp will be evaluated.

No assumptions are made

about the relative speeds of the processor which evaluates the
expression exp and ttie processor which evaluates the program
which caused the condition to become TRUE.

Any time the value

of the condition becomes TRUE it will be detected by the monitor but the monitor may take arbitrary long time to respond.
The value returned by a monitor operation is the process which

.

is apparently cyclically testing the condition, and is returned
as soon as the testin~ cycle (actually a nonbusy wait) is
initiated.

There are two ways in which a monitoring process can be
terminated:

the value of the condition becomes TRUE or the

operation unmonitor(p) is executed where pis the monitoring
process.

The expression which is the right-most argument to

monitor will be evaluated if and only if the condition becomes
TRUE before an unmonitor is executed.

Note that the monitor operation computes a value and then
tests for the condition that that value ls related to the value
of a specified variable.

The monitor operation will prove use-

ful for describing interrupts and wait until conditions.

If,

for example, we wanted to monitor for the value of an arbttrary
expression beco~ing TRUE the monitor operatio11 could be used to
detect all chan r es in the variables of the expression and the
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expression reevaluated only when the values of those variables
change.

One interestine generalization of monitors is the

continuously evaluatine expression discussed in chapter VI. ·

Synchronization.

The operation synch provides a nunber of

equivalent functions:

synchronization of parallel or inter-

leaved processes, nutual exclusion, and indivisibility of
operations.

The synch operation takes three arguments.

The

left most argument is evaluated first and its value must be
a construct.

The second argument is an expression which will

be evaluated only when no other synch operation is evaluated
its second argument for the same construct (i.e. the value of
the first argument).

The third argument is an expression which

will be evaluated in all other cases.

The value of the entire

expression is the value of whichever argument is evaluated.

If

several synch operations are executed simultaneously then
exactly one will have its second argument evaluated.

In no

case does the synch operation cause waiting.

~he synch operation can be used for mutual exclusion to
guarantee that only one process at a time executes a critical
section of a program or sirnultaneously modifies a dat~rn.

Synch

also provides for the relative indivi8ib111ty of operations
because for all synch operations with a given value of their
first ar~ument, execution of the second argument cannot b~
simultaneous or interleaved (1.e. tl1ey arc indivisible relative to the constru.ct \·,'h"'.-ch
-is
tl1""
value
a.,.,
~
- ~
c
c
. of tl1e fi rs t
igu ment)•
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Continuous proces_~~_nr.:.

A process is continuous ( see def_ini tion

in section II-L) relative to a given process if and only if
all actions of the process occur between two consecutive steps
(i.e. state chan~es) of the civen process.

We will extend

this definition in light of our parallel processing environment.
The continuous processing control operation cont(exp) causes
the evaluation of the expression exp to be continuous with
respect to all control paths which are parallel to the control
path which executes the cont operation (providing they them~
selves are not in the midst of a aont operation).

Because

continuous processing operations can be embedded, many levels
of relative continuity can occur.

These rou~hly approximate

the priority levels found in some oper a ting

systems.

An

interrupt control can be formed by embeddinr a monitor within
the argument for a cont operation.

Continuously monitoring

will be continuous (this is unnecessary because the monitor
will detect any change in the condition regardless), but
rather means that when the condition becomes TRUE the triggering of the evaluation of the monitor expression and the
evaluation of that expression will be continuous.
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C. SYNTAX

It is at times co~venient to refer to the various

represent ations of pro c rarns and t11e states in the interpretation
of procrams. For this purpose the followinc definitions are
made. A pro~ram is a data structure which describes the actions
necessary to accomplish a given task. ProGrams may be
represented in several forms. The two forms of concern here are
the concrete syntax, the external physical e~bodirnent as strings
of symbols, and th e abstract syntax, the representation as
lists, atoms and constructs for processine by the interpreter.

A context-free crammar will be used to describe both the

concrete syntax and the abstract syntax. This notation is
formalized in chapt er V. Herc it will be presented by example.
The notation for the contrete syntax differs from the BackusNaur Form ( BNF) used in the Al~ol-GO report [Na 63] only in that
,

l1ere strings of upp er case letters represe~t terminals, and any
character preceded by a$ represents that character as a
terminal symbol. The productions:

sexp =id$( apl $)

I

pexp
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say that a simple expression (scxp) is either the external
representati on of an identifier ( id) followed by the external
representation of an actual parameter list (apl) enclosed in
paranth cscs , or is the external· repr esentation of a primiti ve
expression (pexr)). 1:lithin each alternative of a nonterminal,
c oncatenation of the co r1poncnt parts is indicated by
juxtapo sition of their symbols .

The abstract syntax takes a similar form. The productions :
sexp = id apl

I

pexp

say that a simple expression is either a list whose head is the
internal representation of an i dentifier and whose tail is the
internal representation of an actual parameter list, or is th e
internal representation of a primitive expression . Within each
alternative of a nonterminal , l ist for mation witl1 the component
parts is indicated by juxtaposition of their symbols . St rictly,
the richt most symbol of an alternative is taken as the tail of
the list formed from the other symbols in the order given . If
an alternative contains only one symbol then no list is formed.

By co mb inin c the alternatives in the two g rammars on a one
for one basis , tl1eir correspond e nce can be specified . The first
alternative of :
sexp =id$ ( apl $ )

I

pexp

Hid apl
# pexp

says that the internal representation corrcspondinc to any

siT'lple exprc~;sJ.on of the forri iclcnti fier folloHed by an actual
parameter list enclosed in parantheses, is the list havin~ the
internal representation of that identifier as its head and having
the internal rcprc::,entation of that actual parameter list as its
tail. In the concrete syntax the nonterminals id, capicl, and
symbol arc assuned to represent lower case identifiers, upper
case identifiers, and special characters respectively. In the
abstract syntax they represent the corresponding atoms. The
nonterminal empty represents the null strinc in the concrete
syntax and has no meaning in the abstract syntax. In the
abstract syntax no distinction is made between id and capid.

The initial syntax for CDL programs is given in fi~ure
III-A. The same notation will be used when introducing syntactic

*
extensions and when describin~ the syntax of other languages.
Programs have a recursive form with each level either an atom or
an operator followed by a list of arcuments ,·1here the
operator and arguments are themselves expressions. An atomic
expression indicates a reference to the

part of the environment

with that name. The inclusion of a colon(:) after - an actual
parameter indicates that the value of that parameter is ; a list
and that each element of that list is to be treated as an actual
paraneter in the order r.;iven. That is, if the value of u is a
list of three elements a, b, c and the values of
respectively a, b, and c th~n for nost operations

x, y, and z are

r,

--------------------------------------------------------* \!hen the concrete and alJstract syntax specifications for------an
alternative are identical, the# is omitted anct only one of
the spccifj_c at :ions is r;iv-::m.
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f(u:)

= f(x,y,z).

Exceptions arise becau~e some operations

(includinc most control operations) act on the values of those
Binary infix operators have Iversonian [Iv 62]

expressions.

precedence (i.e. they have no hierarchy and are right
associative).

program= exp
exp= exp2
exp2 biop exp

# biop exp2 exp

exp2 = sexp
sexp

pexp

=

pexp

pexp $( apl $)

# pexp apl

pexp $[ apl $]

# pexp apl

=

id

$( exp $)

apl

# :~xp

-- exp

# exp

NIL

exp $ :

# $: exp NIL

exp separator apl

# exp apl

exp$: separator apl # S: exp apl
separator= $,

I

biop = relop

$+

relop = $ =

I

$;{

$;

I

I
$<

I sx I $/
I $> I ...

$-

...

Figure III-A, initi a l syntax.

NIL
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D. ENVIRON~E~TAL DATA 8TRUCTUPE
writinc

Convenience and clarity in

pror.;rarns is the main concern in pickinc; the

environmental data structure. IIerc an Al~ol-like structure in
which local definitions can be rriade to override any global
definition for the same selector was chosen. The scopes of
identifiers (selectors) are as in Algol-60 [Na 63] determined by
the lexical structure of procrams and not by their dynamic
nesting (i.e. routine call structure).

~ach local

environment will be a construct in which each identifier there

.

defined names a part. One additional part, the immediately
.i

global environment, will -be included in each local environment.
•.'

The immediately global environment is the local environment at
the time the now local environment was created, and may be
selected with the name GLOBAL. · The operation Pef(s,env) selects
the most local occurrence of selectors in the environment env.

exp = exp2 HHERE sdef
exp2 WHERE $[ deflist $]
deflist = sdef

I

sdef $; deflist

sdef = id $= exp

# WHERE exp2 sdef NIL
# HHERE exp2 deflist
# sdef NIL
fl sdef deflist
II VAR id exp NIL

Fieure III-B, syntax for scope.

The operation where(e,d) is used to specify the scope of
local environments. The whePe operation establishes a new ~ocal
cnviron~ent containins th e parts defined ind and then evaluates
the expression e in the context of that environment. The dis a

list of definitions.

One form of definition is var>(s,e) which

defines the names (a variable) to have an initial value which
is the value of expression e.

Notationally we borrow from

Iswim [La 66] and use the forM · e where d

to mean where(e,d).

Syntax extensions for where and variable definitions are shown
in figure III-B.

E. ENVIRONJ.'ISNTAL CONTROL STRUCTURE

The environmental control

structure is in the form of processes.
instance of a routine.

A process is a dynamic

A static picture of the progress of a

control path within a process is recorded in its activation
record.

The activation record has two parts> the environnent

in which the process is operating and the state of progress of
a control path within the process.

The evaluation of each operation constitutes a new process.
Consequently, as each operation is encountered within a process,
further processing of a control path within the process is
suspended while the operation is performed.

If that operation

is defined by a prorram then the process which is the dynamic
instance of that program to perform this operation will have in
its global environment a part named CALLER which is an
activation record describing the suspended state of the control
path in the callins -process.

When the operation is completed,

control is returned (i.e. transfered) to the calling proc~ss by
the operat:ton

2,c-t;,~r;:(V,(T'J')

\·!hl?.r'e the value of

v

becomes the
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value of the called operation and ar is the activation record
for the callin V, process.

References to the parts of an

activation record yield the current value of the parts of the
local environment of the associated process.

F.

EXTENSION FACILITIES

The first extension facility permits

the definition of new functional operations in the form of
routines.

A routine, like a procedure or subroutine in most

programminr lanr-;ua~es, represents a class of processes all
having the same pror,ramnatic description.

When a routine is

called, a process is created to carry out the actions of that
routine in the context of a given set of values, the actual parameters.
e)

A routine definition has the form routine routine(f,x,

where f is an atom which names the operation, xis a list of

formal parameters (i.e. selectors used in the local environment
of any process for the routine to name the values of the actual
t

parameters), and
tine.

e

is an expre ssion c a lled the body of the rou-

The actual p R~a~eters of a call on a routine are evalu-

ated in parallel and then associat e d with the formal parameter
names to form the local environnent in which the body of the
routine will be evaluated.

~he pairin~ of the formal paramet ~r

names with the value& of the actual para meters is as follows.
Beginninc with the left most formal parameter name and the left
most actual parameter value and moving to the right, they are
paired on a one for one basis.

To accommod a te routines wtth

variable nunbcr~ of parameter s , the left mos t formal parameter
name rnay be follo w0d b y a colon(:) to indicate that the
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a-ctual

parameters

remaini ng

after pairing

are

to

be for~ e d into a list and that list paired with the right most
formal parameter name.

Routines are called like subroutines, that is the calling
process is suspended, a process which 1s an instance of the
routine is created, the valies of the actual parameters of the
call are placed in the local environment of the process to be
refer e nced by the corrcspondin~ form a l parnmeter name, and the

.

execution of the new process is begun.

The termination of the

process however can be controlled by the return operation.
For example, the process for a routine may act as a subroutine
by returnint to its caller, as a coroutine by calling a dummy
routine which then returns to the processes caller, or as a
parallel routine by establishing parallel paths, one which
returns and one which continues processing.

When the evalua-

tion of the body of a routine is completed without encountering
a return operation, the associated control path is terminated
and no return is made.

Because the most common form of

return will be to the caller with the value of the expression
for the body as value (i.e. a subroutine return) this form is
given an abbreviated representation in the concrete syntax.
The syntax for routine definitions is given in fieure III-C.

The second extention facility permits changes to the
interpre tation rul es for pro r: r2r1s .

It pcrrni ts chanr,: es to the

environmental control structure by definin g chang es in the
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machine which interprets the lanr;uar;e. Hhen an expression is
processe<.l l.Jy the interpreter, the interpreter must evaluate and
exar:1ine the operator to determine the interpretation of the
arguments. For functional operatiom, the arguments will be
evaluated and the appropriate operation applied to the resultine
values. For control and other environnental operations unusual
interpretations may be ~iven t6 some of the ar~uments, they may
not be evaluated (e.g. some of the ar~uments for the cond and

synch operations) or they may he evaluated accordinc to special
rules (e.G. the first four arr,uments to the monitor

operation

and all arcumcnts to the where operation).

'11 0 specify the interpretation of an operation as if the

specification were part cir the underlyinr; interpreter, three
things are necessary: we must be able to reference the
,

expressions for the actual parameters of the call, to reference
the local environment of the call, and to call upon the
undcrlyins CDL interpreter as if it were a routine. Formal
parameter names written in uppercase letters will be used to
indicate that it is to be paired with the expression for the
actual parameter rather than the value of the actual parameter
and that the actual parameter is not to be evaluated. The local
environment of the process which called any routine can be
obtained by referen~ing the va~iable CALLER.

The operation

evaZ(e:-cp,e) is defined and has the same effect as executin e; the
expression exp in the context of environMent e (a routine for
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the evaZ funcU.on is gj_vcn in sccl:lon III-JI). ~·!e can then
contract (i.e. write down the terns and conditions) for the
interpreta.tion or evaluation rules i·rllj_ch are to be applicable
for so!'lc ci vcn ~,cope, ancl then continue pro r:2~a r1111inr; i·Ji thin the
context of tho :c;c rules. Thu~;, a can2bilit~/ for contr2.ct control
st rue tu res 1·:hi c h c,".)_n b e clc !'inc cl for a n:i v e n context and then
used as the cnvi.:ro nr-i cntal control structure throu .n :hout that
scope is provided.

Control extensions ctlso allo'll lanr;uap:e

extensions for particular task area s to have not only a concrete
syntax which makes the constant control for that task implicit,
but to have an interpreter unique to the task and to take
adv a nta ~c of tl1e constant features. This can be contrasted with
macro extensions 1·1hich allov1 implicit external specifications
but do not permit the economics of constancy to be realized in
the inter p rctntion.

There arc n fcv1 sys teu vr1.rinb les Hh:l ch arc useful in
describin c control structures and can Le referenced as clobal
variables by any expression. ~he selector PATHS names the number
of nonteri-:-: inated control path~, currE:ntly in the syster1, ACTIVE
names the num~cr of active (i.e. nonnonitorjn c ) control paths,
and SELF n2.nes the curr·ent locnl cnvironn cnt.
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sdef =id$( fpl $) body
id $ ( $) body

t:

fpnarnc $, fpl
body==$=$== exp

I

fl ROUTINE id NIL body NIL
fl fpname iJIL

fpl == fpnarne
fpname

II HOUTINE id fpl body NIL

# $: fpname NIL

# fpname fpl
# exp
# RETURN exp CALLER NIL

$== exp

fpnamc == id

I

capid

.

pexp == $[ condlist $]

# capid NIL
# COND condlist

capid

# ~UOTE capid NIL

$$ symbol

# QUOTE symbol NIL

condlist = exp2 $+ exp

# exp2 exp NIL

exp2 $+exp$; condlist # exp2 exp condlist
Fieure III-C, additional syntax.

Additional primitive operations which have not been defined
are quote(x) which returns its (unevaluated ) argument as its
value and copy(:,:) ·which makes a copy of the value of x. If the
value of xis a construct then th e value of copy(x) will be a
new construct havinr, the same named parts as does the value of
x. If the value of :c is an atom the value of copy(x) will be

that same atom. Syntax specifications for quote and a
conveni ent notation for conditional expressions (borrowed from
Lisp) are also elven in fi~urc III-C .

The syntnx spcc :i_fj_c.::i.lJon:;

c!Y'C

not

J.

arc !'!2.clc in a r1ct2..lc1.nr~uar:c and c1re ~lsccl

pnyt of the CDL, but

e.lthcr to define

the intern;:il reprcscnt::i.tion of pro;-•:y,ar11::, so V1at an interpreter
can be clcscril,ecl , or to cxtcn

1 '.

the concrete synt2.x of the CDL

for c larJ ty or c onvcni encc in ,_.;::. . it inc control dcscript ions.
Ho,·1cver , there

is

6. n

ch2::,tcr

'T) an int crprct er for the syntax

specifications ·,·:liich could be used to make the syntax
specifications into an extension facility within the lanr ua re .

G. SOI;!E EXAMPLES

P..

few ex2nples of routines which v1ill be

useful later are f'.j.ven to illustrate tile lD.n(:,ua["e 2nd
particularly the control extension facilities. The operation

ref( s , env) 1·rhich is used to reference the most locc:.l occurrence
of selectors in the environncnt env

hRs already been defined .

A related operation asgn(s,env,v) ~hich replaces t~at value
is also useful.

A definition of asgn

~~

e routine follows :

ascn(s , en~ ,v) = [select(s,env)iSELECTEPROR
select ( GLOB1\L , env) 1SELECTE PHOR

➔

par[ µ( env , s ,v); v];

➔

as~n(s,selcct(GLO GAL , env) ,v)];

The followins notation wil l be used f or ref and asgn:

exp = scxp

~> •

exp2 ${·- exp fl ASGN sexp exp2 exp

scxp

:;;+

exp

exp2 -- sexp $ . exp2

rn_L

fl P.~G I,J sexp SEL!;' exp NIL
I/ TTEF sexp exp2 NIL
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The ref operator(•) has higher precedence than the othe~ binary
operators, but less

functional application.

The"•" will

be read as "of" and can be used to form a compound selector.
The expression ll•!?•T•:r:, for ex.a rnple, is read Hof T of T of x
and references the third element of list x.

A list of an arbitraty number of elements can be built

using the routine list with the elements as arguments.

list(x:) = x;

The routine cons forms a list of the values of the given
arguments, but with the value of the last argument as the tail
of the list.

This is a generalization of the cons operation of

Lisp [Mc 60] such that cons(x) Ex and cons(x ,x ,
1

2

••• :r )
n

6

The definition follows.

cons(x,y:) = [y~NIL + x; TRUE+ ~ 0 (H,x,T,cons(y:))];

The foutine not produces the complement of a Boolean value.

not(x) = [x + FALSE: TRUE+ TRUE];

We now describe some nonprimitive .contr61 operations.

The

parallel distribution control operation pdist(exp,id,x) creates
a list from the successive values of the expression exp apblied
to each element of the list which is the value of x.

The

identifier id is local to each evaluation of exp and has as its
value the associated element of list x.

pdist(EXP,ID,x)

=

evpd(x) where [ e=caller;

evpd(x)=[x=NIL + NIL; TRUE+
cons(eval(exp,µ 0 (GLOBAL,e,id,H•x)),evpd(T•x))]];

The parallel application control operation papp(exp,id,x)
is similar but does not

for □

a list.

The value of papp is the

value of exp applied to the right most element of the list
which is the value of x.

papp(EXP,ID,x) = evpa(x) where [ e=caller;
evpa(x)=[x=NIL + UNDEF;
T•X=NIL + eval(exp,µ 0 (GLOBAL,e,id,H•x)); TRUE+
par[eval(exp,µ 0 (GLOBAL,e,id,H•x)); evpa(T•x)J]];

An operation for sequential application sapp(exp,id,x) is
defined below.

Note that the only difference between the papp

and sapp operations is the sinr,le occurrences of par and sar.
The sapp operation is similar to the IPL-V renerator (see
section II-J) except that sapp lacks the capability for
termination at each iteration.

sapp(EXP,ID,x) c evsa(x) where [ e=caller;
evsa(x)=[x=NIL + UNDSF;
'
T•X=NIL + eval(exp,µ 0 (GLOBAL,e,id,H•x)); TRUE+
seq[eval(exp,u 0 (GLOBAL,e,id,H•x)); evsa(T•x)]]];
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An iterative loo~ expression of the form

until c do exp

will cause the expression exp to be executed repetitively as
lonf as the value of c is TRUE.

The expression c will be

evaluated before each iteration and will not be evaluated until
the previous iteration (if there is a previous) is completed.
Because v.r.tiZdo tests before each iteration it is similar to the
f.E.!:.. ti.1hi Ze of Alr;ol.

A moni taring expression of the form

when s•c ¢ e 1 then e 2 where¢ is a relational operator will
yield the value of e 2 but only after the value of the condition

The expressions s, o, e 1 , and e 2 will
each be evaluated only once.
s•cte

1

becomes TRUE.

untildo(C,EXP) = evud() where [e=caller;
evud()=[eval(c,e)-+UNDEF; TRUE-+seq[eval(exp,e); evud()]]J;
when(s,c,RELOP,v,EXP) ==
monitor(s,c,relop,v,return(eval(exp,caller),caller));

The syntax · for untiZdo and

hlhen

is given below:

exp= UNTIL exp, DO exp 2 # UNTILDO exp, exp 2 NIL
WEEN sexp $• exp2 relop exp, THEN exp 2
# WHEN sexp exp2 relop exp, exp 2 NIL

Two other list operations which will be useful are
membc~(x,y) which looks for an occurrence of x on list y and
puah(x,y) whiuh push e s= onto the head of y.

The latte~
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operation is sinilar to cons except that after a push operation
y will reference the new list while after a cons, y referenced

the old list.

Me mber and push can be described as routines.

rnember(x,y) = [y~NIL+FALSE; x~H•y+~HUE; TRUE+rnember(x,T•y)];
· push(x,y)

=

µ(y,JI,x,T,cons(z,T•y)) where z=H•y;

H. THS INTERPR~TEP

The routine eval is an interpreter for any

pro rran of the CDL; eval(exp,env) evaluates the expression
in the context of the environment env according to the current
extension of the CDL interpretation rules.
expression

the

Thus for any

value of eval(e,self) will be the same as the

value of e rer,ardless of the current evaluation rules.

Eval is

given as a routine in fi~ure III-D.

If the eipression exp is atomic then it is used as a
selector to reference the environme nt env.

Otherwise it is

split into -two parts, its head which is an operation and its
tail which is a list of expressions for the arguments.
operation is evaluated and called

The

f, the arg,uments are

unraveled (i.e. each arvument uhich represents a sequence of
arguments is elevated so that each of its elements becomes an
element of the arrument list) and called x.

The unraveling

produce s a list of the expressions for the actual parameters,
havin g each act ua l parane ter which was not followed by a colon

I

eval(exp,e) = [atom(exp) + exp•e;
TRUE+ [atom(f)

+

[f=SEQ + sapp[eval(y,e);y;x];

f=COND

+

evcon(x)

where evcon(x)=[x=NIL+UNDEF; eval(H•x,e)+eval(H•T•x,e); TRUE+evcon(T•T•x)J;
f=MONITOR + rnonitor(eval(H•x,e); eval(H•T•x,e);

.

[rel=UNDEF+H•T•T•x; TRUE+rel] where rel= eval(H•T•T•x,e);
eval(lI•T•T•T•x,e); eval(H•T•T•T•T•x,e));
f=SYNCH + synch(eval(H•x,e),eval(H•T•x,e),eval(H•T•T•x,e));
f=CONT + cont(eval(H•x,e));
f=P.ETURN + return(eval( H•x,e),STATE•eval(H•T•x,e));
f=WHERE + eval(H•x,papp[evdef(d,lenv);d;T•x] where lenv=µ 0 (GLOBAL,e));
f=QUOTE + H•x;
TRUE+ f(pdist[eval(y,e);y;x]:)J;
H•f=ROUTINE + interp(H•T•T•T•f,e,pp(H•T•T•f,x,e,µ 0 (GLOBAL,H•T•f)))]
where [ f = [y=UNDEF+H•exp; TRUE+y] where y=eval(H•exp,e);
x = ravel(T•exp,e)JJ

Fif,ure III-D, the interpreter.

co
CD
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as an element. Ar~umcnts followed by colon stand for several
ar~ume11ts and arc evaluated, each element of the resultinc list
is quoted, ~nd the quoted values arc taken as elements of the
list of actual parameter expressions. The value o f f should be
either an atom narninc a primitive operation or a list which
represents a routine.

If f is an atom it is compared to each of the selectors for
the primitive operations which havd special interpretations for
their arr,uments. Tnese include only seq, cond, monitor, synah,

cont, return, LJhere

and quote.

If one of these is found then

the arcurnents are treated accordincly. For the other primitive
operations the arcuments are evaluated in the context of the
callinc process and u sed as actual ~arameters to call the
op eration within the context of the interpr eter .

If f

is nonatonic then it must be a routine. Routines are

lists of four elements: ROUTINE, env,

fpl,

and exp where env is

the local environment in which the routine was defined, fpl

is

the list of formal parameter na~es, and exp is the expression
for the body of the routine. A new local environment is formed
and the expression for the body of the routine is evaluated in
the context of that environment. The local environment contains
an activation record fo:r the caller, and a r;loba l environment
which is the environment of the routine definition. The remainder
of the loc2.l env:i.:ronr1cnt consists of the actual par2.neters ri2.med
by the forrml paral';.cter names.
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Four auxiliary routines: ravel, cvdef, pp, and interp, are
used in defining the interpreter.
III-E.

These are given if figure

The routine ravel(x,e) evaluates, unravels, and quotes

any expression on list x which represents several actual
parameters.

The routine evdef(d,e) makes a sin~le definition in

the local environment

e

where d may be either of the definition

types, VAR for variables or ROUTINE for routines.

The

expression for the initial value of a variable is evaluated at
the time of definition in the context of the ~lobal environment
of the definition:

The body of a routine is saved together with

the local environment e, so that at each call on the routine,
the body can be evaluated withe as the global environment.
The syntax for definitions is given in fir,ure III-Band III-C.
The parameter passing routine pp pairs the values of the actual
parameters apl with the formal parameter names fpl in the given
local environment lenv of a process and evaluates the actual
'

parameter when indicated.

The interp routine is used to form

the activation record for the caller whenever a routine is
called.

The activation record has two parts, the local

environment of the caller and the state (i.e. activation record)
of the interpreter for the caller.

Note that interp does not

return to its caller, this is because the return will be made

by

eval when a return operation is encountered (see figure III-D).

I

where [ ravel(x,e)

=

[x=NIL + NIL;

H•x.t$: + cons(II•x,ravel(T•x,e));
TRUE+ cons(pdist[list(QUOTE,y};y;eval(H•T•x,e)J:,ravel(T•T•x,e))];
evdef(d,e) = µ(e,II•T•d,[H•d=VAR + eval(H•T•T•d,GLOBAL:e));
H•d=ROUTINE + cons(ROUTINE,e,T•T•d)]);
pp(fpl,apl,e,lenv)

=

[fpl=NIL + lenv;

H•fpl=$: + [atorn(H•T•fpl) + µ(lenv,H•T•fpl,pdist[eval(y,e);y;apl]);
TRUE+ µ(lenv,H•H•T•fpl,apl)];
TRUE+ par[pp(T•fpl,T•apl,lenv);
[atom(H•fpl) + µ(lenv,H•fpl,eval(H•apl,e));
TRUE+ µ(lenv,H•H•fpl,H•apl)]]];
interp(exp,e,lenv) == eval(exp,µ(lenv,CALLER,µ 0 (GLOBAL,e,STATE,caller)))];

Fi~ure· III-E, auxiliary routines.

....\0
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The description of the interpreter as a routine is intended
to clarify the details of the interpretation of programs in the
control description lanv.ua~e and to illustrate how interpreters
are described within the languare.

The definition of eval also

shows the relation between control structure definitions and the
interpreter.

For example, a parallel conditional operation

which evaluates the first of each pair of arguments in parallel
and takes as the value of the expression the value of the
second ar~ument of the pair whose first ar~urnent was TRUE, could
be added to the eval routine by adding another case when f is
atomic (see figure III-D).

The code to be inserted might appear

as:

f:PCOND

-+

seq[papp[[eval(H•y,CALLER)

V+eval(H•T•y,CALLER)];y;x]; v] where v=UNDEF;

On the other hand, this same operation can be made available
within the . language, for any given scope, and without modifying
the interpreter by the following definition:

pcond(X:) = seq(papp[[eval(H•y,e)

V+eval(H•T•y,e)J;y;x]; v] where v=UNDEF;

Thus it is seen that the effect of a control definition is to
temporarily add a new primitive operation in the underlying
interprete~.
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I. If.1PL1~r~r:;JTNI'IOr! S'J'PJ\'t.'l:~(;y FOP ;;},;0,1;:::;.J'J'IJ\L f'U\CIIINE

'T'hc control

description lcrn c: u ar·;o can be of practical value for experimentinr;
\•1ith control structures only if it is ir1pler,cnted on some re2.l
machine, that is, it

!12.::;

a description in the lanr:unce of some

sequential nacllJne. 1:!e have r.;i vcn a description of the
interpreter (section III-!!) which could be transliterated into
any i iven lan r ua ce providin~ the civer1 lancuage has the data and
control structures used in the CDL description of the
interpreter. ~hnt is needed then is a description of the CDL
data and control structures in terns of the data and control of
the ~iven sequential lancuac c .

The CDL data structu~es can be readily inplenented with
lists. Usin~ the tcrMinolocy of Lisp , a CDL construct can be
represented as either an association list (i . e . a list of pairs)
or as a property list (i . e . a list on which every other element
is an attribute, or selecto~

and the other elenents are the

associated _value::;) . Many lan~uaces have lists as prinitive data
structures and in any case methods for their implementation on
sequential mach:i.nes are well kno11n ( see [r,"Ic 60] or [Ne 61]) .

Each of the primitive control operations of the CDL must be
described in terms of the control structure of a sequential
languase. This will be done by assumin~ a sequential laniuace
\'Illich is syntactically identical to CDL but has only seqU(~ntial
control structure . This lnn~ua~c will .tl1en be extended to
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include routines which have the same effect as the primitive
CDL control structures. To be more explicit we assume that the
given lancuaee has the sequential processing control operation
seq, a conditional, recursive subroutines, and a return opera-

tion.

It is assumed that there can be only one path of control

at a time, but the explicit use of the return means that is not
necessary for control to pass among routines in a strictly
hierarchical manner.

Consequently local storage for all rou-

tines cannot be allocated in a single stack.

Finally, we

assume that the processes (activation records for routines)
can be treated as data (ot~erwise the return operation would
be 1.1eaninr.;less).

In particular the selector CALLER will be

used to reference the process
which CALLER is used.

which called the process in

The sequential implementation follows.

Two global variables queue and n will be defined.

Queue

is a list which is used to hold those processes which would be
currently running were it not that there can be only one path of
control at a time.

Each element of the queue is a list of the

form (m,p) where pis a routine which has made a call but not
yet been returned to, and mis the number of levels of the
continuous processing operation, cont, in which the call was
embedded.

The queue will be arranred so that entries at the

greatest level of cont eMbedding will be at the top.

The

variable n holds the number of levels of continuous operations
in which tlie currently runnin~ process is embedded.

The system
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variables PATHS and ACTIVR will also be kept as elobal variables
of the interpreter .

A couple of routines for manacin~ the queue will be useful .
The routine q (m, p ) tlill be used to queue the process p at m
levels of c ont operation embedding . Arnone processes wi th the
same value for ~ the queu~n~ order will be first - in-fi r st - out.
The

q

routine is riven below .

q(m , p) = seq[ ACTIVE+-active+l ; PATHS+paths+l ;
QUEUE+-q2(list ( m, p ), queue)J
where q2(x , q) = [ q~NIL
H• H•q<H • x

+

+

list(x );

cons(x , q );

TRUE-+ cons(H • q , q2(x , T • q )) ] ;

The un q routine removes the first entry from the head of
the queue and returns control to its process . If the queue is
empty then all processinQ; is complete .

unq() ·-- [queue,i:-JIL -+ seq [ ACTIVE+active - 1 ; PATHS+paths - 1 ;

N+II •H• queue; QUEUE+-T • qucue ; return(U1'JDEF , p ) ]
Hhere p=H • T • II • queue ] ;
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Parallel processin~.

A sequential ir1plementation c2n now be

given for each of the CDL control primitives.

The first

operation is the parallel processing operation par.

The

arguments to par may be evaluated in any order, but if any one
of them is temporarily suspended (e.~. by execution of a
monitor operation) that suspension should not prevent the

continued evaluation of the other ar~uments.

Thus, the

routine will sequentially queue up processes to evaluate each
of its arguments.

These processes will share access to four

variables wt, vi, rtns and p.

A list of the evaluators for the

arguments which have been queued but not yet returned a value
is kept in ot.

A list of the values returned by the right most

argument is kept in vZ.

The number of returns to be made from

par is kept in rtns; this will normally be one unless some

arguments return more than one value.

The variable p contains

the process which called par.

The r~utine evpar (see definition below) acts as the
evaluator for each par argument.

Each call on evpar

sequentially: 1) adds itself to the list of evaluators wt; 2)
for the right r~ost ar~ument the arrunent is evaluated and added
to the value list vZ or for any other argument the evaluation
of the argument is delayed (i.e. queued for later processing)

while evpar is applied to the remainin~ ar~unents; 3) when
the evaluation of an argument returns a Value then its evaluator
is removed from wt or if it is not on

~z

(i.e. this was
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not the first value returned by the arc;ument) then the number of

par returns rtns is increr'1ented ; 11) if all arc;ur1ents have
returned at least one value then rt ns

returns arc made to the

process pin su ch a way that every value returned by the ri~ht
most arc;ur1.ent is returned to p at least once . The f or k routine
is used to create pseudo-parallel control paths in a sequential
environment; it sequentially: 1 ) ,queues its caller for later
proccssinv.; 2) evaluates its areument in the context of its
caller; anrt 3) con~inues the processin ~ of a queued process .

E~!:(X:)==evpar(x) where
[

\·J

l =i JI L ; v 1 =NI L ; rt n s = 1 ; p = ca 11 er ;

.evpaf(x)==seq[ WL+cons(self , wl);
➔

['r•x:::::nr,

VL-<-cons(eval(lI •x , r,·) , vl) ;

TRUE + seq[fork[evpar(T • x)]; eval(H • x , p)]] ;
WL+par2(wl) where par2(y)=
➔

[y::iHL
TRUE

➔

seq[RTN;-; +rtns+l ; NIL]; JI • y::self-+ T • y;
cons(H • y , par2(T • y))];

[wl::iJIL + until rtns::::O do
seq[RTNS+rtns - 1 ; [T • vliNIL-+ VL+T • vl];
fork[rcturn(val , p)]J \·1here val=II • vl;
unq ( ) J;
fork(EXP)==seq[q(n , caller) ; eval(exp , caller) ; unq( ) ]] ;
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Monitoring.

The monitoring operation monitor(s,a,r,v,exp)

provides a capability for nonbusy waiting.

The evaluation of

an expression exp is initiated when the value of a given variable s•a is related to a value

v by

the relation r.

The monitor

operation can be inplenented by associating a construct of
monitor processes with each construct which is not local to the
interpreter (i.e. which can be monitored by the user).

The

monitor list will be a part of the monitored construct and can
be referenced by the selector MONPART.

For each parts of a

construct a which is being monitored the value of

s•MONPART•a

will be a list of the processes monitoring the value of s•a.
The monitor routine, providin~ the condition r(s•a,v) is not
already TRUE, will add a new monitor process to the list
s•MONPART•a.

All monitor processes on a list s•MONPART•a will

be executed whenever the value of s•a changes.

The routine monitov(s,c,~,v,exp) evaluates the argunents
c,a,r, and v only once.

If the condition r(s•a,v) is TRUE,

then the process which called mo,zitor is queued for later processing, the expression exp is evaluated in the context of the
process which called monitor, and then cont~ol is passed to
another queued process.

If the condition r(s•a,v) is not TRUE

then a monitor process is created

and added to the list at

s•MONPART•a and a list of s,~, and the monitor process is re-

turned as the value of the monitor routine.
is represented

by

The monitor process

a list of the form (r,v,exp,e,m) where e is

the context for the evaluation of exp and mis the number of
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levels of cont oper~tions in which the cell on monitoP was
embedded.

~~~!!~r(s,c,R,v,EXP)

~

[relop(s•c,v)

+

mon2()

where mon2()==seq[q(n,caller);~::§-!(exp,caller);unq()];
TRUE ➔

seq[[s,MONPART•c::UNDEP

➔

µ(MONPART c,s,NIL)];

s•M0NPART•c+cons(p,s~M0NPART•c);
PATHS+paths+l; list(s,c,p)]
where p=list(relop,v,exp,caller,n)J
where relop=[y=UNDEF+r;TRUE+yj where y=~y~!(r ,caller);

The routine unmonitor(x) terminates the monitoring process
x, where x was returned by a call on monitor, by removing the

process from the appropriate nonitor list. The process xis of
the form (s,c,p) where Pis or was ari entry in the list
s •MONPART•c.

~~~~~!!~r(x) = ( OI•x) •M0NPART •H•'l'•x+unm2 (H•T•T•x,
(}I• x) • I'iONP AH'I' •II• T • x) )

where unm2(x,y)=[y=NIL + NIL ;
H•Y=X -►
TRUE

➔

seq[PA'I'Hs~-paths-1 ; T•y];
cons(II•y,unm2(x,T•y)];

All chanr.;cs to the values of variables must ultir:1.ately be
made

by

the operation

µ.

Thus it is only necessary to test.

monitor condit1ons wt1en aµ operation is performed for the user
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( i. c. all

operation,, which do not act on variables local to the

interpreter). The routineµ will nake the assi~nments to the
specified variables and ·.-:ill also cvci.luate the 1:tonitor
conditions associ2.tccl 1.1itr1 cac11 of those variables . If any
monitor condition is

TRUE, the nonitor process will be removed

from the monitor list, and the r1on1tor expression \tlill be queued
for later evaluation. Because sone of the expressions which are
queued durinr aµ routine may• be embedded in more cont
operations than was theµ call, it is some times necessary to
requeue theµ routine.

H(c,x:) = [x~NIL

+

TRUE-►

seq[req() ; c];
seq[rriu2(II • x , H• T • x); 1.!_(c,T•T•x:)JJ

where mu2(s ,val) =seq[p(c , s ,val);
[s•MONPA RT •c tUNDEP

+

sapp[mu3(y:);y;s •MONP ART•c]JJ

wh~re mu3(relop,v,exp,c,n)=
[rclop(val,v)

+

seq[nu4();~~~~(exp , e); unq()]J

where _mull () ==seq [ r ATIIS+-paths-1; q ( rn, ce.ller);
return(UNDEP, CA LLEP • caller)];
req()=[q ueue,t;n1

+

[n<Il•H•qu e uc

-►

scq[q(n ,c allcr) ; unq()]]J;
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Synchronization. rl'he opcrntion synah(a,x,y) quarantees that for
any ~onstruct c only one process can be be executins the
critical section x. If a synch ' operation is executed on a
construct for ,..ihJcll a syn.ch operation is in pro r; ress then y and
not x will be executed. This operation can be implemented by
associatinc a Doolean variable with eact1 construct which is not
local to the interpreter. The variable will be called SYNCHPART
and will be FALSE only when a critical section is beine; executed
and TPUE otherwise. Because the expression y may include a call
on synch(c,x,y), the execution of y will be delayed until other
queued processes (hopefully· including the critical section
associated with c) have been executed.

~~!]£!:!(c,X,Y) = [SYNCHPJ\RT.•c ➔ seq[SYNCHPART•c+FALSE;

VAL+£~£~(x,caller);
SYNCHPART•c+TRUE] where val=UNDEF;
TRUE ➔ seq[delay(); ~~~~(y,caller)J

where delay()==seq[q(n,caller); unq()J];

Continuous processin~.

The continuous processing operation

cont(x) cuarnatecs that evaluation of the expression x will
occur between two consecutive steps of any process which is
embedded in fevier cont operations. He have associated with each
process a count of the number of cont levels in which it is
embedded and then have executed the processes in strict
accordance with this count

(i.e. hiGher count processes are

l"I/\T\--1f°MA11S€1-1

AMSTEP.DAl'I
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executed first). /\11 that is then required by the cont

routine

is to increment the count for thf current process by one, to
evaluate the expression x, and to then decrement the count to
its forMer value. When the count is decremented it may be
neceGsary to queue the process which called cont because other
queued processes will then be at a hi ~ her level of cont
embeddinr;.

£2~;(EXP)

= seq[N+n+l; VAL+~y~!(exp,caller);

N+n-1; req(); val]

where val=UNDEF;

One further routine is needed. We assumed that those
constructs which are not local to the interpreter have two
special parts MONPAPT and SYNCHPART. Consequently, a µ 0

()

routine

is needed for their initilization.

The above descriptions of the control operations in terms
of sequential control are intended to show only how they mieht
be implemented on a sequential machine and should not be taken
as definitions of the control op6rations. Neither do these
descriptions provide the nost efficient implementation (e. g . if
the monitor processes on a monitor list were ordered by the
value of v then the number of concti tions tested when a µ
operation is ex e cuted could be reduced). But
general form of a sequential implementation.

they

do r: i ve the
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J. EXPERIENCE WITH AN I~PLEMENTATION OF CDL

A programming sys-

tem [Le 70] based of the Control Description Language was implemented of the B5500 durin~ the summer of 1969.

This system is

written in Algol~ follows the strategy suggested in section

J

of this chapter, and is interpretive.

The primitive data structures (including constructs and
lists) are built from simulated 23 bit words having a~ bit
data type field and a 19 bit relative address field.

Succes-

sive list elements are kept in successive simulated words with
exceptions indicated by a special data type Zink which points
to the continuation of the list.

A Zink to the maximum

address value indicates the end of a list.

Simulated words

are kept two per Algol r~al variable in dynamic~ arrays.
GarbaGe collection involves a double copy of the storage which
is in use.

This operation compacts the in use portion of

storage into a conti~uous area and attempts to eliminate links
by makins lists contiguous.

The result
and encoura 6 ing.

of this implementation were both discouraging
On the negative side the irnplereentation

consists of approximately 1500 Algol statements and is difficult to follow.

The lack of clarity in the implementation 1s

a direct result of restrictine ourselves to the Algol control
structure.

It is necessary within the CDL interpreter to set

aside the state of the interpretation when monitor processes
become TRUE, when cont operations are encountered, and when
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parallel paths are established, and these can occur when the
interpreter is enbedded in several levels of routine calls.
Algol has no provision for setting aside its stack environment
and therefore Altol procedures cannot be used as CDL routines.
That is the interpreter requires a p~eudo-parallel control
structure which Algol does not have.

Thus, the system was

implemented with all local storage for the interpreter kept in
the simulated words under the control of the garba~e collector
instead of in Alrol variables which would be manafed by the
stack hardware.

For the same reason, the interpreter is

written using only one Algol procedure level.

When routines

are needed they are elven Algol statement labels and called
by first saving a return label and then executing a a.£. to to
the desired routine.

Because we were unable to take advantage of the Algol stack
and instead had to explicitJ.y manae:;e the storage i n ~ arrays,
there is also a significant degradation in the execution times
of CDL programs as compared to similar programs written in Algol.
a (decimal) order of magnitude might be expected because tpe
system is interpretive but the first experiments showed closer
to four orders of magnitude.

A large portion of this time was

attributable to our inexperience with list processing in a
paged environment.

With some changes in the storage management

and garbage collection the processing time was reduced by a
'

factor of 50.

Experiments with the resulting system have shown

an additional factor of 20 to be attributable to the explicit
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storage management.
Three consequences of implementing the system directly in
Algol were an opaque program, excessive processing times, and
difficulty in making changes to the system at the Algol level.
As it turns out the B5500 is not in fact an Algol machine with
respect to control structure.

The B5500 is a multiprogramming

Algol machine and as such has provision for a form of pseudoparallel control (i.e. the stack can be set aside and later
recovered).

The B5500 version should be reimplemented by first

extending Algol to include pperations which set aside Algol
stacks and later recover them.

The CDL interpreter can then be

implemented directly using procedures as routines.

Despite the speed, experience with the use of the system
has been encoura~ing .

The system was implemented as an

interactive system with the interpreter executing expressions
directly fron consoles as well as fron stored programs.

A

sidetrack parser was written in the system and required about
50 ninutes of connect time for loadinG and initial debugging.
This parser then provided a syntax extension facility which was
used in conjunction with the control extension facility to
implement a subset of APL.

This latter effort produced a usable

(vector only) subset of APL and required a total of 20 manhours

(not nine) for the implementation.

lOG

K. THE CONTROL STRUCTURS OF SOL

The Sol lan~uare will be used

to show how existin~ provrammin~ lanrua~es are described usinR
the control description facility.

Sol is particularly useful

for this purpose beca'u se it contains a larp::e number (twenty) of
control operations ranging from a sequential statement
structure resembling that of Al~ol to parallel processing and
interrupt controls.
Definition of Sol"

In Knuth's and McNeley's paper "A Formal
[KM61Jb

J the external syntax for Sol is given

in BNF notation and the semantics in English.

Here we have

translated those English descriptions into CDL.

The syntax is

given in figure III-Fat the end of this section.

Each Sol program or model consists of a set of processes
which are executed in parallel.

Initially each process has one

transaction (i.e. control path).

Whenever all transactions are

waiting for some condition or for a specified amount of
simulated time then the simulated time clock time for the model
is increased to the minimum time minwaittime for which any
transaction is waiting.

When any transaction executes a stop

statement the simulated time clock is stoped and the simulation
is complete.

sol(GDL,PL)

=

seq[ papp[evprcs(l,p:);p;pl];

until stop
stop= FALSE;

mim,1ai ttime

=

O;

9_~

when_ active:::O then TIME•genv+minwaittir.ie];
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There is a single global environment shared by all processes.

It contains any global variables defined in the model

and the variable time which is the simulated time.

genv = evdecl(gdl,µ 0 (TIME,O));

An important characteristic of Sol is that a number of statistics are gathered during a simulation.

Thus, for each process

the nunber of transactions notrans, the name of the process
name, a list of the lbcal declarations pdl, and the list of

statements for the process ·sl are kept.

The initial trans-

action for each process is executed beginning at the first
statement of the process and such that initially the transaction is not waiting, is not interrupted, has a local environment consisting of the local definitions of the process and
the variable priority which contains the priority of the transaction for resolving conflicts when several transactions
simultaneously requests the same resource.

The table of

statement labels is that of the process.

evprcs(notrans,name,pdl,sl)

== evtrans(T•sl,O,o,o,

evdecl(pdl,µ 0 (GLOBAL,r,env,PRIORITY,O)),H•sl)
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Each transaction has a list of statements next to be
executed, the next simulated time waittime for which it is
waiting, the time inttime when the transaction was last
interrupted, the number of tines noints it is currently
interrupted, a local environment env, and a table of statement
labels Zabtab.

Statenents are executed sequentially until the

end of the statement list (i.e. next=NIL) is encountered at the
highest procedure level, but only when the transaction is
neither interrupted nor waiting for a simulated time.

Each

statement is executed by making its successor be the next
statement and then evaluating the current statement in the
context of the transaction interpreter evt~ans.

where evtrans(next,waittime,inttirne,noints,env,labtab)==
evprocedure(next,env,labtab)

where

evprocedure(next,env,labtab)=
(until next=NIL do when NOINTS•self=0 then
seq[NEXT+T•next; eval(s,self)] where s=H•next)
where [

Note that the block structure of the Sol interpreter
conforms to the dynamic structure of Sol models with statements
local to procedures, procedures local to transactions,
transRctions local to processes, and p1•ocesses local to models.
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The Sol control operations take the form of statements and
are defined be low.

State ment labels are i c nored in the

eva luation.

label(ID)=UNDEF;

The start st a tement new transaction to Zabel causes a new
transaction to be formed.

The new transaction has the same

process and a local environment which is identical to the
trans a ction which executed the newtrans.
1s neither interrupted nor ~aiting.

The new transaction

Execution within the new

transaction be g ins at the given label Zabel.

The newtrans

routine also increments the number of transactions notrans for
the associated process.

This latter operation requires mutual

exclusion because several neL,trans processes could be in
progres ~ simult a neously.

newtrans(LABEL)==par[ return(U~DEP , caller);
exclusive(findenv( NOTRANS) , NOTRANS+notrans+l);
evtrans(ev~o(label,labtab) , o , o , o , e,labtab)]
whe r e e=copy(env);
exclusive (x,SXP)=excl( ) where [p=caller;
excl( )=synch(x,eval(exp,p),excl( ))];
findenv(n a~e)=fe(caller) where fe(x)=
[select(n ame,x)~SELECTERROR+x; TRUE+fe(GLOBAL•x)];
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The cancel stater:icnt cancel cau se::.; tr ansa ctions to "die."
There is also an iMpli ed cancel statement at the end of each
process.

cancel( )=NEXT~NIL;

The replacement statement var+ exp replaces the value of
the variable var by the value of the expression exp. Var may be
the reserved Sol identifier priority.

replace(VAR,EXP)=var•cnv+evAl(exp,env);

The wait statement ~ait exp causes the transaction to be
delayed for the value of exp rounded to an inteeer units of
simulated time.

wait(EXP)=seq[WAITTIME+TIME• ~e nv+max(0,round(eval(exp,env)));
until waittj_me~TH1E• r.; env do when NOINTS•self::0 do
[wait time >TH1E • r;env -+
seq [ exc 1 usj_ve ( findenv ( rHN1·f AIT'rH1E) ,MINHAITTIME-<mincreaterthan ( waitt ime ,minwaittime ,TIME• genv));
when Tif~E • r;env.tTnm • genv then UNDEF] J J;
mincreaterthan(x,y,2)=[x>z-+ [y>z + min(x,y); TRUE+ x];
TRUE +[y>z + y; TRUE+z]];
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'l'llc wai t-:.intil ~,t2.tcncnt z,;~i;_!_ unt1: ~

e:r:r

causes the

transaction to be delayed until tl1e value of exp becomes TRUF.
The concli tion is tcstecl once for ea.ch increment of the simulated
tir:ie.

waituntil(EXP)=until eval(exp,env) do
when TIEE•cenvtTIMS•~env then UNDEF;

The enter statement enter store, exp is a request for the
value of exp rounded to an intecer units of stora~e space from
store. The transaction remains at this statement until th~

requested stora~e is available and all other transactions of
greater or equal priority which have been ¼aitinc for storase
space have been serviced. Because of the strict servicin~ order
a list of requests in the order to be serviced is kept with each
store as req. Whenever space is allocated or released statistics
are r.;athcred. The 1'0TALOCCUJJANCY of a store is total number of
space-time units of the store which have l.Jeen used. The flAXUSE
of a store is the maximum storafe units inuse during any time
interval. Each element of tt1e request queue for a store contains
the requestinr.; transaction trans and the amount amt of space
requested.
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enter U:'l'OHE, EXP) ==seq [ e xcl u ~, i vc (store• f',Cnv ,
· HEQ •store• p;cnv+q ( Po ( 'J'HAN.S, caller, M'i'I', round ( eval (exp, env))),

REQ•storc•r,env))
where q(x,y)=[yiNIL

➔

llst(x);

PRIORITY•env>PRIORITY•ENV•TRANS•H•y
'I' RUE + c on s

+

cons(x,y);

( II • y , q ( x , '1 y ) ) ] ;
1

•

allocate(stor e • cenv )];
allocate(store)==[cxclusive(sto re,
[REQ•storc.i iJIL
seq[[et>O

+

+

[CAPACITY•store>INUSE•store+amt

+

par[TI ME•store-<-Tif.1E •r;e nv;

TOTALOCCUPANCY•store+TOTALOCCUPANCY•store+
INUSE•storexet;
MAXUSE•store+max(MAXUSE•store,INUSE•store)JJ
where et=TIME•~env-TIME•store;
INUS E •store+I NUSE •store+amt ;
REQ•store+T•REQ•store; TRUE]]
where ant=AMT•H•REQ•store])

+

par[return(UNDEP,transaction); allocate(store)JJ
where transaction=TRANS•H•REQ•store;
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'I'he leave s ta tcnicn t l_pav e store, exr returns the rounded
value of e:r:r units of space in store.

leave(STORE,EXP)==seq[cxclusive(.store•eenv,
REQ•store•genv+cons(µ 0 (TRAN~,caller,AMT,
AMT,-round(eval(exp,e~v))),RE Q•store•cenv));
allocate(store• ce nv)];

The seize statement Re~ze facility,

exp is a request for

the use of the facility facility . The transaction remains at this
statement until the requested facility is available and all
other transactions of greater or equal priority or control
strencth which have been waitinf, for the facility have been
serviced. Because of the strict service order a list of requests
is kept with each facility as req. Each element of the request
queue for a facility contains the requestinr, transaction
and the control strcncth cs. The control strens th of a request
is civen as the rounded value of exp. Whenever the control
strenr;th of a request is r;reater than the control strenr;th of
the request which current controls a facility, an interrupt will
occur so that the request of hir;her strenr,th can continue ahead
of the transaction which has control of the facility. A record
is kept of the time at which a facility chan f, es from nonbusy to

busy.

11~

seize(FACILITY,EXP)=exclusive(facility•genv,seq[
[REQ•facility•genv=NIL+CHANGETIME•facility•genv+TIME•genv;
TRUE+ interrupt([cs!CS•H•PEQ•facility•genv

+

global;

TRUE+ TRANS•H•REQ•facility•genv])
where interrupt(trans)=exclusive(trans,
seq[[NOINTS•trans=O

+

INTTI~E•trans+TIME•genv];

NOINTS•trans~NOINTS•trans+l])];
REQ•facility•genv+q(µ 0 (TRANS,~lobal,CS,cs),
REQ•facility•genv)
where q(x,y)=[y~NIL + list(x);
cs>CS•H•y

+

cons(x,y);

(cs~CS•H•y)A(ytREQ•facility•genv)A
(PRIORITY•env>PRIORITY•ENV•TRANS•H•y)
+

TRUE ➔

co~s(x,y);

cons(H•y,q(x,T•y))]J)

where cs=round(eval(exp,env));

The release statement Pelease facility allows a transaction
to release a previously seized facility.

If there are no

further requests for the facility the time it has been in use
1s added to the TOTALTIMEUSED fdr the facility.

release(FACILITY)=exclusive(facility•genv,seq[
REQ•facility•genv+T•REQ•facility•~env;
[REQ•facility•genv=NIL

+

TOTALTIMEUSED•facility•genv+

TOTALTIMEUSED•facility•genv+
(TIME•genv-CHANGETI ME •facility•genv);
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TRUE ➔

exclusivc(trans,seq[
[NOINTS•trans=l + WAITTIME•trans+
WAITTIME•trans+(TIME•yenv-INTTIME•trans)];
NOINTS•trans+~OINTS•trans-1])
where trans=TRANS•H•REQ•facility•genv]]);

The go to statement ..,,__
ao to labellist, exp causes control to
be transferred to a specified label.

If n is the rounded value
of the expression exp then the label is the n th label on list
Zabellist or if n is zero control will continue in sequence.

goto(LABELLIST,EXP)~[n10+NEXT~ev~o(getnth(n,labellist),labtab)]
where [n=round(eval(exp,env));
getnth(n,x)=[n~l+ll•x; TRUE+getnth(n-1,T•x)]];
ev~o(label,labtab)=[label=H•labtab 4 H•T•labtab;
TRUE+ ev~o(label,T•T•labtab)];
The stop statenent stop causes the s~rnulation to terminate.
stop( )=STOP+TRUE;

A

procedure is a subroutine used to save coding.

Parameters are not allowed.

There are local and global

procedures and global procedures cannot refer to local
variables.

A £i.£. to

may not lead out of a procedure.

procedure(ID)nevprocedure(T•id~env,
[id•env=id•renv + µ 0 (GLOBAL,~env); TRUE+ env],
H•id•env);
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A routine evdeal is used to nake all declarations.

Real and

integer variables are initiali~ed to O. Stores have ri fixed

capacity Cl:l'ACT'l'Y, a queue PF) of requestinr; tr2.nsactions

a

tine Tif'E ,-,hich is the last sirmlated ti111e at vihich the store
chanced from empty to nonenpty, the amount {NUSE of the store
which is currently in use, the maximum value /lAXV8E of INV.CJlt:
over a sinulatect time interval, and a running total
TOTALOCCUPANCY

of the space-tine utilization of the store.

Facilities have a queue REO of rcquestinc transactions, a time
CHANGETD·'-E

which is the la st tir.1e at v1hich the facility \vent

from nonbusy to busy, and TOTALTIMEVS8D which is the total amo_unt
of simulated

for i:hich the facility has been busy. r~onitored

t :L1ric

variables must be previously declared and cause the value of the
variable to be printed wh~never it chan ~es . The procedure body
is associated with the procedure name in the current environment.

=

e v de c l ( ct 1 , en v ) =s a pp [ [ JI • d RE AL
II• d= IIJTEGEH

-+

pap p [ 1.1 ( en v , it e rr1 , 0 ) ; it em ; T • d J ;

papp [ µ ( env, it en, 0) ; it en; T • d];

-+

=

H • d S ri'ORE -~ pap p [ µ ( e nv , H • x , 11 0

(

CAPAC I TY , H • T • x , P.EQ , NIL,

TIME ,O, INUSE , O , MAXUSE ,O, TOTALOCCUPANCY,O));x;T•d];

H • cl= FACILITY

papp [ Jl ( env , it er-i., 11 0 (Im(}, NIL , CHAl.JOE'i'If~E, 0,

-+

'I'OTJ\.L'l1 IrmUs ED , O)) ; iten;T • d];

H•d=KONITOR

~

papp[cont(evnon(itern));item;T•d]

where evmon ( i ter 1 ) ==par [ return ( mmEP, cnller);
\vhcn i ter..• envti teri • env then
par[print(iten,iten•cnv); evmon(item)]J ;

=

H • d P }~0 CED UH E

-+

p ( en v , 'i' • d

: ) J- '· d >· ell .·1 >•
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'l'he tv:o portions of Sol ,·1ri:Lch

1·1c

have not described are

the input-output and the evaluation of expressions . The inputoutput operations will Le onitted because they

do not influence

the control structure . '~lie expressions are a subset of the CDL
expressions so we will use the CDL expressions and will evaluate
them usin~ eval . There arc h~iever a few predicates unique to
Sol nnd these are defined beloi:.; . The expressions id bus:1 , nnd

__

id not ___..,_
bus11 are used to interrorrate the status of a facility id.
The expressions id full_, id no! ful_?_, id emrtr

1 ,

are used to test the current usa~e of' a store •

.busy ( fa c i 1 it y ) == RE 1 • fa c i 1 it y 1- I JI L ;
full(store)==INUSE•store~CAPACITY • store;
empty(store)=INUSE•store~O;

and

,:d

not empty
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sol~odcl = BEGitJ ~loLaldecllist $; processlist END$.
# SOL ~lohaldecllist processlist NIL

processlist = prcsdesc

I

# prcsdesc NIL

prcsdesc $; processlist

# prcsdesc processlist

prcsdesc = PPOCESS id $; statencnt fi id NIL statement NIL

I

PROCESS

id$; BEGIN prcsdecllist $; statlist END
# id prcsdecllist statlist

statlist = statement cptail

NIL

# append(H•statement , H•cptail)

append(T • statement,T • cptail)

I

id$ : statlist
# cons(id , T • statlist,H • statlist) T • statlist

IF exp THEN statement cptail

# append(II • statenent , H• cptail)
list(IF , exp , append(T • statement , T • cptail))
T • cpta.il
IF exp THEN statement

1

ELSE statement 2 cptail

fl append ( H • statement 1 , H • statement 2 , H • cptail)

list(IF , exp , append(T • statement 1 , T • cptail))
append(T • staternent

cptail = enpty

2

, T ■ cptail)

# NIL NIL

$ ; statlist

# statlist

statement= sirnpstat

# NIL simpstat NIL

BEGIN statlist END

# statlist

$( statlist $)

# statlist

where append(x , y:)=[T • ytNIL
X::NIL

-►

+

y;

append(x , append(y:));
TRUE ➔

Fis;urc III-:~ , Sol syntax .

cons(H • x,A.ppenct(T • x,y))J;
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simpstat

= ~IE\v

--

T P./1.i-J S /\. C'L'T ()t,J TO label fl NE 1:l'I'PANS label NIL
fl CJ\NCEL NIL

C.11.~CEL

t+

ic1

H /\.I'I' exp

fl WAI'l' exp NIL

\1 /'. I 'l'

# HAITUNTIL exp NIL

U'.·JTIL exp
id

EN'l'ER

ENTER id

# ENTER id list(QUOTE,l) NIL
cl-

•v,

exp

# ENTER id exp NIL

LE/\.VE id

# LEAVE id list(QUOTE,l) NIL

LEAVE id $, exp

# LEAVE id exp NIL

SEIZE id

# SEIZE id list(QUOTE,O) NIL

SEIZE id $ ' exp

# SEIZE id exp NIL

RELEASE id

fl RELEASE id NIL

GO 'l'O
GO TO
-

label

# GOTO list(label) list(QUOTE,l) NIL

labellist $ , exp

# GOTO labellist exp NIL

label list

I

II REPLACE id exp NIL

exp

=

label

# label NIL

label ·Pd- ' labellist

# label labellist

label = id

# id

e.;lollaldecllist = declaration

# declaration NIL

I

declaration$; slobaldecllist # declaration globaldecllist

declaration= vardecl

I

~onitordecl

I

I

facilitydecl

proceduredecl

prcsdecllist = processdecl

I

storedecl

# proccssdecl NIL

processdecl $; . prcsdecllist # processdecl prcsdecllist

processdecl = vnrdecl
simpstat = STOP
id

I

proceduredccl

I

monitordecl

# STOP NIL
# PROCEDURE id NIL

Ficurc III-P continued, Sol syntax .
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vardccl

REAL

II INTEGEP itemlist

itemli~t

HlTEC:E :~

=

itenlist

# REAL itc1:1.list

facilitydecl = FACILITY itemlist

II FACILITY itemlist

storedecl = S'l'OTTE storelist

fl STOFE store list

storelist = number item

ff list(number,item) NIL

number item$, storelist
monitordecl = i,iOl'JI'.l'OR itemlist'

fl list(number,item) store list

fl MONITOR itemlist

proceduredecl = PROCEDURE id$; statenent
# PROCEDURE id statement NIL

exp =
pexp

...
= .. .

I

( see figures III-A,B,C)
(see figures III-A,B,C)

id BUSY

II BUSY id NIL

id NOT BUSY

# NOT list(F3USY,id) NIL

id FULL

# FULL id NIL

id NO'I' FULL

# NOT list(FULL,id) NIL

id EMP'I'Y

# EMPTY id NIL

id NOT EMPTY

# NOT list(EMPTY,id) NIL

Fir,ure III-F continued, Sol syntax.
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CHJ\P'I'EH IV ·
MUL'I'IPLI~ SE QUSi-J'l'I AL CONTROL

"We do not really have a way of describinr: control, so we
cannot declare its rer;ines."
A. 3.Perlis [Pe 67]

The multiple sequential control is a ~eneralization of the
subroutine, coroutine, and pseudo-parallel control found in
pror,ranminr: lanruar,es. Like these control structures which
reflect the sequ e nti a l processin c capabilities of the underlying
machine by dealing with only one control path at a time, the
multiple sequential control is biased toward sequential
processin p; .

A. SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING

The main component of the multiple

sequential environment is the process. The process is an active
entity which represents an activation

of a routine.

In

this respect it is similar to the processes of CDL. Processes in
the multiple sequential environr ent however, can have only one
control path. Because there is only one path of control per
process it is meaninr,ful to talk about a process as an element
which can b e controlled within the system. In the previous
chapter an activation record represented a static instance in
the prosress of a control path within a process together with
the dynamic state of the environnent of that process . Here an
activation record \·! ill be used to represent the dynamic pr·ogress
of a process. Thus an activation record will chance over tin~e
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and contains tt1e current state of the uniqu e control path for
the process as well as the current state of the environment of
the process,

Processes can be ~raphically represented by diagrams which
depict the pro8ress of their execution. Each process is
represented by a box and is assumed to have a finite lifetime.
Time procresses from top to bottom within a process box with the
top bar representing the moment at which the process was created
and the bottom bar representing the moment of termination.
Execution of a process takes place in discrete steps along a
line drawn from top to bottom in a process box. The line is
viewed as discontinuous and composed of a finite number of
points. The entire life of a process is represented thus:

process created

intermediate steps

process terminated
Ficure IV-A, process dia~ram.

We have seen (chapter II) tl1at subroutine, coroutine, and
other forms describe relations between processes. The process
diacrams can be used to illustrate these relations. A lin~·
secment drawn downward between two points in a process box
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indicate::; that the proce:;3inr; step at the source

(upper) point

must be proces3ed before the step at the destination (lower)
point. When similar deJlendencies exist between points in
different processes they will b~ connected by a directed line.
If process B acts as a subroutine to process A the relation can
be depicted as follows:

A

Fieure IV-B, subroutine relation.

From the dia~ram in fi~ur e IV-Bit can be seen that the
entire duration of process n is between two consecutive steps of
process A. It can also be seen th at no concurrent processing
occurs between processes A and B. If A and B acted as coroutines,
the diacram would take a different form as shown in ficure IV-C.
Herc control is passed back and forth between the two routines.
Process B micht be called a subordinate coroutine to process A
since the life of Bis bounded by two steps of A, but unlike the
subroutine the t,-10 steps are nonconsecutive.

Other cor-oulinc relations are possible. Process A for
example could have bccun before process

n,

act as a corotitine to

B

A

Fi~ure IV-C, subordinate coroutine.

process B, and then terminate before process B. More than two
processes can act as coroutines. A three process coroutine
relation is shown in figure IV-D where the process pairs A-Band
B-C each l1ave a coroutine relation. Because A is created before
Band also terminates before B they do not hold a subordinate
relationship. Process C is however subordinate to process B.

A

Fie;ure IV-D, double coroutine without subordination between -·
A and B or ~etwcen A and C.
The double coroutine has two coroutine pairs in which one
process (B) is a member of both pairs. Coroutine environments in
which control is passed aMonc several processes which are not
pair-wise coroutines are also possible.

Such an arrangement is
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shown in fi~urc IV-E. There is also a cyclic relation which can
occur amon~ processes. Essentially the cyclic relation says that
the order of creation of a set of processes is the same as the
order of termination. For a two .process environment either the
subordinate or the cyclic relation holds. In fi~ure IV-D the
processes A and Bare cyclic while process C is subordinate to B.
For more than two processes the subordinate and cyclic relations
are mutually exclusive but it- ~ay be that neither holds. In
ficure IV-Ethe three processes are cyclic with A first, B
second, and C last,while in ficure IV- D the three processes are
to~ethcr neither subordinate or cyclic .

C

A

Figure IV-E, cyclic triple coroutine ,

B. INTERFACE OPEJ~ATIONS

The directed lines between processes

determine the relations between the processes. They also su~gest
a set of operations for generatin~ these relations . There is an
endless variety of relations which we can have amon~ processes,
but there arc few varieties of interprocess line seqments in the
corrcspondinc process dia~ram . ConsequcntJy there might be one
operation corrcspondinc to cacl1 type of interface between
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processes. Returninc; to ficurc IV-B we see

two types of

interfaces (labeled a and b). The type'~'interface causes one
process (A) to be suspended, another process (B) to be created,
and execution of the latter proc_ess to be begun . 'I'he type 1'b"
interface causes one process (B) to be terminated and the
execution of another (A) to lJe resumed. In figure IV-C the type

'a" and "lj'

interfaces are apparent, but there is an additional type

'bllinterface

which causes one process to be suspended and

another to be resumed.

The words which we have been using to describe these
interfaces (create, suspend, resume, and terminate) can be
formalized as operations which combine to form the interfaces.
First let us describe the interpreter for such a system. Each
process will have its own interpreter. Each interpreter will be
concerned with three aspects of processes: their processing
status ~hether suspended, resumed or terminate~, their current
point or step of processinc, and the current state of the
associated environment. Each processing step has an associated
expression or statement which is to be evaluated at that point
and which we will call an instruction. The next processinG step
will be represented as a list of instructions with the next one
as the head of the list. The environment (env) provides the
context for all processinc; Hithin a process.

The interpreter for a process returns a representation · of
the process (actually the local environnent of the interpreter)
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to the inlerprctcr's caller, 2.ncl whenever the status of the
process is PESWIBD then the interpreter will sequentially
evaluate the instructions. The interpreter for a process will be
terminated when the status of the process becomes TERMINATED.
The ~ultiple sequential interpreter is described in fieure IV-F
where mseval evaluates a sincle instruction .
.

msinterp(status,next,enV)==par[return(self,caller);
until

status~TERMINATEC

t

when STATUS•self
[status~RESUMED

+

do

SUSPENDED then
~eq[NEXT+T•next; mseval(inst,env)J
where inst=H•next]J

where mseval(inst,env)=

...

,

Fi~ure IV-F, multiple sequential interpreter.

The interface operations can then be described as routines.
For definiteness we will say that the routines of which a
multiple sequential process is an instance are represented by
lists whose heads are the formal parameter specification and
whose tail is the instruction

list. The areate operation then

has a multiple sequential routine as its first areument and a
list of actual parameters to that routine as the remaininc
arguments. Create establishes a new suspended process wit~ its
own interpreter. The particular mechanism for parameter passing
pp

is of no concern.
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crcatc(r,x: )=ms:i.ntcrp(SUSPEt-JDED,'l'•r,pp(H•r,x,µ 0

where pp(fpl,apl,lenv)== •.•

(

) ) )

;

Terminate(p) perManently halts the execution of p
instructions of process pat the completion of any instruction
already in progress. This is mechanized by settinc the status of
p to TERMilltTED and allowing the interpreter for p to terminate
itself · upon discoverinr, the status. Suspend makes the specified
process temporarily inactive (SUSPENDED) providin~ the process
is not already terminated. Resume continues the processine of a
suspended process.

terminate(p)==STATUS•p+TERMINATED;
suspend(p)=[STATUS•ptTERMINATED

+

rcsume(p)=[ STATUS •p ~SUSPENDED

STATUS•p+RESUMED];

+

STATUS•p+SUSPENDED];

The various types of interface can now be described using
these operations. Returnins to the process diagrams we assume
that any interprocess line segment represents an interface which
was generated by the process at the source of the directed line,
Thus aativate creates a process and then resumes that process
without effectinc the status of tl1c generating process. A
subroutine call suspends the r,eneratinc process and activates a
ne\'l process.
callinc;

An

intermediate coroutine return suspends the

process and resumes the specified process; and a

terminal return terminates the returnin f

process and resumss

the specified process. The latter three operations tenerate type
.y
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a, c and b interfaces re spe ctively as shown in fir;urc IV-C.

activate(r,x: )=-'rcsur:1c (create(r,x:));
call(r,x:)=scq[suspend(caller); .activate(r,x:)];
corcturn(p)=seq[suspend(caller); resumc(p)];
termreturn(p)=seq[terminate(caller); resume(p)];

The interface operations are illustrated in figure IV-G.
Notice that the use of the activate, suspend, and resume
operations permit the ·creation and control of multiple
simultaneously active sequential processes. Parallel paths can
be terminated by a lone terminate. It may also be necessary to
provide parameter passing capabilities with all the interface
operations.

A

C

Figure IV-G, interface operations.

The description of the intermediate coroutine interface
given here can be contrasted with a description of a coroutine
interface in the CDL usinr: the primitive control operation·s
directly. ~ithin each process the synmetry is emphasized with
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the interface appcarin~ as a subrouti11e call from the source
process and a subroutine return to the other process. Thus, we
do exactly that in the description: the ooreturn is accomplished
by making a subroutine-like call on a du~ny process which
terminate~ (returns) to the coprocess.

coreturn(r,x)==return(x,p);

The process dia~rarns represent processes or instances of
routines. That is, they represent the dynanic control relations
which are established for some specific execution of . the .
associated routine. If the interface operations appear within
the arms of a conditional then the control relation can vary
from execution to execution. Again we see that it is not
meanineful to describe routines by monadic predicates like sub-,
co-, and parallel-. Instead we should deal witl1 the interface
operations which generate the relation~ and in cases for which
certain interprocess relations are.guaranteed to remain invarient,
we nay describe them using polyadic predicates which enconpass

the processes or routines involved.

C. STACK AND QUEUE STORAGE

The more general a system,the less

efficient must be its implementation. Consequently, when special
properties are observed in a control environment we look for
efficient implementations which take advantace of those
properties. Two classes of relations amen s processes were seen
in the process

dia ~ ra □ s .

One class described the sequencing
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among tl1e processes and included ~ubroutines, coroutines, double
coroutines, and multiple process coroutines. The other class of
relations were concerned with the relative lifetimes of the
processes and included the subordinate and cyclic relations.
The relative lifetime of processes is the same as the relative
lifetimes of their stora~e so that we can look for savings in
storace mana£ement when the subordinate or cyclic relations hold.

It has become common

practiceto allocnte the local storar,e

for suLroutines in a stack. That is, a contiguous area of memory
is provided for the subroutine storage as

shown in fieure IV-H.

The first process is allocated in region A. If A then creates
process Bas a subroutine then storage for Bis allocated
immediately above A. And if B calls Casa subroutine then
storage for C is allocated above B. When pibcessing of C is
completed and C makes a terminal return to B, the storage for C
is released and can be reallocated to other subroutines (D)
called by B. When Bis completed its storaee is released and can
be reallocated to other subroutines (E) of A.

There are several reasons for usinr: this first in, last out
mechanism. It provides a simple means of dyn2.rnically allocatinr;
the memory \·ti th only a sin 0 le pointer markinc; the boundry
between the allocated storacc and the available space. Only
those processes which have been created but not yet terminated
take storace space, and recur sive routines which require several
processes which arc instances of the sa1>1e routine to exist
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sir'.'!ultaneously can be 2cconr od2.tecl \'.rithout further me chanisr1.

A procrammine cnvironncnt with only subroutines has the

property that for any pair of processes in that environment,
either the subordinate relation holds (one is created before and
terminated after the othe:..:·) or the t wo processes are time-

wise disjoint (one is terminated before the other is created).
It is quite possible that these relations hold even without a
subroutine environncnt. This is also the only requirenent for
stack allocation. The requirement could be restated as: storae;e
for all processes will be allocated at the top of the stack when
the process is created, and it must be euaranteed that every
process is at the top at the time it is terminated.

time--~
Fi~urc IV-H, stack allocation.
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For coroutine

and parallel routine environments the

stackinc property cannot in general be cuaranteed, but may exist
in specific situations. If these can be detected either
automatically or· arc noted by the proi::;rammer then stack
allocation can be used. One such example is the macro generator.
Pro~ramming lan~uages sometimes have provision for syntax
macros.

A macro associates a name with a strinc of characters.

Whenever that name is encountered the associated string is
substituted for the name (p6ssibly with provision for parameters).
Such a system is described in [Str65]. 'dhen , as is usually the
case, the final string is beinc fed to a translator it may be
convenient for the macro generator and the translator to act as
coroutines. If the reco[:,nition of a macro name is made the job
of the translator and the macro renerator is a routine which
successive ly emits the symbols of a macro definition then the
stackin g requi~cments hold. Returnin e to figure IV-H, A might
represent the storaie for the translator and B,
storage to ~enerate four specific macros.

c,

D, and Ethe

When A encounters the

call on macro B, Bis called as a coroutine from A, and when
within the coroutine interchan~e between A and B, A detects an
occurrence

of macro C then A will call Casa coroutine.

Processin~ between A and C will continu e until C is completed
then processin~ between A and B will be resumed. Thus all other
processes act as coroutines with A but it is guaranteed that if
the existance of any two processes is overlapped then one is
created before and terminated after the other. The stack storace
model is applicable.
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Other specialized alloc a tion policies may be useful in
other application s . If one were si mul a tin ~ active entiti~s with
fixed (real) lifetimes, a process mi c ht be used to represent
each such entity. Althouth the processes rnicht be created and
terminated at various time s tt1rouchout the simulation and their
interactions may be verj complex, the fixed real lifetime
euarantces that the order of creation is the same as the order
of termination (the cyclic property mentioned earlier). This

su~r,csts a queue (first in, first out) storar,e mechanism. For
this purpose the memory can be viewed· as cyclic. Such an
allocation scheme is illustrated in figure IV-I where the
processes A, B, C, D, and E are allocated in that order.

Cl)

bO
QI

I-<
0
.µ
Cl)

time ·

Figure IV-I~ queue storage jllocation;

In a real pro c ra mm in~ situation we do not expect thines to
be as sinple. Tlle major routines misht be cyclic for exa mp.le,
but each of th em call s su broutine s . In such a cas e the
suoroutinc stc:ck ar e ,~::; for c nch m2jor proc ess could be allocated
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cyclically. More likely an environment will be almost cyclic or
almost subordinate. In such ca~es the queue or stack could be
used and exceptions taken only when the offendin~ conditions
occur. If for example a syste m can be ~anaced

with a stack

except that once in a while a process not on top terminates, it
may be worthwhile to use a stack and when a process not at the
top of the stacl: terminates then mark it terminated but do not
release the stora~e until it comes to the top.

D. SEMAPHORES

We now take a closer look at the ser.mphore

introduced in section II-G, The semaphore is a device to limit
the number of processes simultaneously executinG a critical
section of pro~ram or simultaneously usin~ a datum. The
semaphore has an intecer yalue which at any time is the
difference between the number of processes which can
simultaneously enter the critical section and the number of
processes (includins those in the critical section) wanting to
enter the critical section. This is a slight generalization of
",

the serrnphore presented in [Ha 67], [DiG8aJ, [Hi 69] in that here
the number of processes simultaneously in a critical section can
be ~reater than one. This may be useful when the semaphore is
associated with t}1c pool for some resource and is initialized to
the size of the pool.

Before enterinc a critical section, each process executes a
P operation on the assoc :i.a ted ser:1aphorc . 'I'he operation p ( sem)

\·Jill decrer1ent the value of the senaphore sem

by one and

continue processinc only if the resultinc value is nonne~ative.
Otherwise the process is suspended until another process
completes the critical section.
critical section, it executes a

When a process completes a

y operation on the associated

semaphore. The operation v(sem) will increment the value of sem
and if there are processes waiting to enter the critical section
will then resume one of them. The management of the waiting
processes is by an unspecified bookine scheme. The existence of
the bookin~ routines book(p,sem) which books the process p for
later processinc in the critical section associated with
semaphore sem and unbook(se~J which unbooks one process waitin~
for the critical section associated with sem, is assumed.

The semaphore operations described above are in the context
of a multiple sequential environment and can be described in CDL
with the aid of some of the interface operations. The semaphore
is represented by a construct with a VALUE part.

p(sem)=evp(sem,calle~) where evp(sem,x)=
synch(sern,
[(VALUE•sem+VALUE•sem-1)<0

+

par[suspcnd(x); book(x)J,

+

resume(unbook(scm))],

evp(sem,x));

v(sern)=synch(sern,
[(VALUE•sem+VALUE•sem+l)<0
v ( s em)) ;
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The CDL definitions point out the t\·10 major inr;redients of
the P and V operations. First is their indivisibility with
respect to other operations on the same semaphore. Thus the most
clobal operation in the definitions of P and Vis synch. The
second inr,rcdient is the nonbusy waitinc provided by the
suspension of any process ~hich cannot cain immediate access to
the critical section and the later resumption of that process
when the section becomes available. Note however that waiting
necessary because of the indivisibility of the P and V
operations is a busy wait (the third ar~ument to synch).

The P and V operations can be described in the context of
the CDL parallel environment without resort to the multiple
sequential operations.

p(sem)=[when VALUE•sen_::l then synch(sem,
[VALUE•sem~l

+

par[VALUE • sem+VALUE • scm-1; FALSE];

rrRUE + TRUE],
TRUE)
-+

p(sem)];

v(sem)=synch(ser1,VALUE·sem('--VALUE•ser.1+l,v(sem));

Here the value of

[!em '

represents the number of processes which

may enter the critical section at any r;iven time and is never
ner;ative. For mutual exclusion the value of se .rri will be
zero for section busy or one for section available. Synch was
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a~ain used to m~ke the P and V operations indivisible with
respect to a ~iven semaphore, but the nonbusy waiting is
provided by the when which monitors for a nonzero value in sem,
If these operations are used for resource allocation they can
be extended to permit multiple simultaneous allocations by
adding an additional positive integer parameter to both rou~
tines and using the value of that parameter instead of each
occurrence of one (1) in the above CDL descriptions.

E.

OPERATING SYSTEMS . Operatin~ systems are large complex

programs which are seldom wholly understood by either their
users or their implementers.

Operating systems act as a bridge

between radically different machines.

On the one side, the

real machine has a hierarchy of memories with various speeds,
capacities, and addressing characteristics and usually only a
serial processor with only sequential, conditional, and possibly interrupt control facilities.

On the other side is an

ideal machine with multipro~ramming capabilities, virtual
memories with uniform characteristics, and virtual devices
corresponding to the logical requirements o~ the system.

What often happens in practice is that the description of
the operating system is ad hoc.

The function of the bridge and

its parts get distributed throushout the system.

The task of

implementin~ an operating system is further complicated because
the various subtasks which must be dealt with (management of
the various physical and lorical resou~ces of the syste~act as
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parallel or pseudo~parallel routines and have no hierarchical
structure suitable to subroutines.

Cons equ e ntly the implement-

er for a ny subtask must be directly concerned with the interface
between his and all other subtasks and the ramifications of his
actions throu ~hout the rest of the system.

When the concep-

tually useful control structures are recreated at each interface in terms of the sequential control primitives, each
interface tends to have its own idiosyncrasies and there is
no practical way to predict the total effect of any control
interfa ce.

Alternatively one mi ght first create an overall environment in which the control structures suited to the description of an operating system are primitive.

This control en-

vironment must include parallel or pseudo-parallel processing
capacilities and means for interfacing and synchronizing the
parallel processes;

With a set of precisely defined controls

suited to the task (and no undercutting of these controls by
direct reference to their underlying sequential implementation),
each subtask should have minimal concern with the interface
and the effects of any routine should be limited by the
control structure and not pervade the entire system.

~achine lanr 11a~ es have remained the primary vehicle for
writin ~ operatin~ systems~
reasons.

This is understandable for two

First, an important objective in operating syste ~

desi g n is ef f ici e ncy

and tl1is can be ~ot t en by ~oin~ directly
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to the underlying machine without interveninr, software.
Secondly, the advanta~es offered by hi~h level languages are
primarily in the complexity which can be dealt with as a unit
(i.e. arrays, files, and lists for data and subroutines and
loops for control).

These advantages are lost for control when

the control structure of the task is in conflict with the
control structure of the language.

In fact the imposition of

high level sequentially oriented control (subroutines and
iterative loops) on an essentially parallel task can at best
only confuse the issues.

We should not discard high level

languages as tools for building operating systems but rather
should use high level languages with suitable control.

We are not prepared to suggest a specific language for
operating systems, but the desire for both parallel processing
and efficiency suggests a multiple sequential control.

The

multiple sequential control provides a form of parallel processing and can be implemented relatively efficiently on a
sequential machine.

A number of (possibJy all) multiprogramm-

ing operating systems have used some form of multiple sequential
control but in many cases have not clearly separated it out
from the control structure of the underlying machine.

One

operating system in which there is a strict use of a multiple
sequential control with well defined interfaces is the "THE''
multiprogranrnin~ system [Di68b].

In this system each system

function and each user provram is a process.

Parallel pro- ·

cesses are synchronized using the P and V operations on
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sernaphones.

The system was built in a hierarchical manner

so that concern with the physical properties of the processor,
memories and devices is required at only the lowest levels and
at the higher levels one sees ODlY the virtual machine.
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CHAPTER V
PARSING AS A PROBLEM IN CONTROL

The task of writing reco~nizers and parsers for context
free langua~es will be taken as an example of how an explicit
concern with control structure can sirr.plify and lend insight
to prograrr.min[\ tasks.

As we wil 1 see later, the control

structures used for parsing are useful in several problem
areas.

Parsing, however, has some special properties which

permit an efficient implementation of these control structures.
The general approach to a program.~ing task in terms of its
control structure will be:

given a task area 1) find a

control structure which is well suited to that task; 2)
associate with that control structure a concrete syntax
(notation) which makes the constant parts of that control
implicit; and 3) find an efficient implementation for that
control in terms of some given controls.

A.

TERMINOLOGY

The followinv terninolo~y will be used in our

discussion of recorrnizers.

A lanru~~e is a set of strings over

a finite set of terminal symbols.

A context-free frammar is a

formal device !or specifying which strings are in a language.
The grammar uses another set of syrr.bols, the nonterminals,which
can be thou~ht of as namin~ syntactic categories.

The grammar

is specified by a finite set of rewritin~ rules called productions.

Each production specifies that some nonterninal, the

left hand side of the production, may be rewritten as a string,
the right hand side of the production.

If several right hand

sides are associated with a nonterminal then they will be
called alternatives of that nonterminal.

The strings which can

be forned by successive application of the rewriting rules to
a nonterminal are called derivatives of that nonterminal.

Any

derivative which contains only terminal symbols is called a
terminal derivative.

The nonterninal whose terminal derivatives

are exactly the strings of the language is called the root
the r,ranmar.

of

For examples of productions see section III-C.

B. A NONDETERMINISTIC CONTROL

Productions provide a generative

description of a context-free language.

To obtain a string of

the lanruafe we begin with an alternative of the root as the
first derivative.

For any nonterminal in that derivative we

substitute one of its alternatives and repeat this process
until no nonterrinals re~ain.

The purpose of a recopnizer is
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the opposite:

~iven a terminal strin~, deternine if it is in

the lan~u a ~e.

We may also (as with a parser) be interested in

the derivation which produces the strin f .

The obvious method

is to becin with the root and successively apply the productions
to produce the ~iven string.

When substituting for a non-

terminal we must choose that altern a tive of the nonterminal
which will ulti~ately produce the desired string.

Thus we

have a nondeterministic control structure which given a grammar
and a terminal strin v , will (be c innin g at the root) successively apply the productions and at each substitution always
make the correct choice so that ultimately the terminal
derivative formed will be the given string.

C.

SIDETRACKING

Since we cannot imple~ent such a control

structure on any real machine or with any deterministic control
primitives, we will replace it with a deterministic control
structure which achieves the same effect.
to systematize the substitution process.

The first step is

At each step we will

replace the left-most nonterminal of a nonterminal derivative.
This eives a unique order to the productions used to derive a
terminal string.

For any step of the derivation process, the

strin~ of terminal symbols to the left of the left-most
nonterminal symbol of the current derivative must exactly match
some head of the given strin ~ .

The problem is to choose an

alternative of the left-most nonterminal which will guarantee
this condition throu ~hout the derivation.

Because the decision
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cannot be made immediately we will take all choices.

That is,

we will establish parallel paths of control, one for each choice.
These paths v1ill then continue the derivations in parallel
until a derivative is encountered for which the string ofterminal symbols to the left of the left-most nonterninal is not
identical to some head of the given string .
paths will be terminated.

All such control

Thus, all ~nd onl0those deriva-

tions which terninate in the riven strin~ will be completed.

This control structure will be called sidetracking in
contrast with the backtrack control examined in section II-I.
The backtrack primitives could be applied to this task so that
the alternatives would have been selected one at a time instead
of in parallel.

Both of these nethods can get into trouble

with left recursive grammars, prammars in which sone nontermi~
nal has a nonterMinal derivative with itself as the left-most
symbol.

When the backtrack choice function chooses this

altern a tive it will continue to do so indefinitely.

For the

sidetrack control it means that so~e derivations will continue
indefinitely.

If we further require that parallel paths in

the sidetrack control operate in a somewhat uniform rate so
that pro~ress is eventually made on all paths, then we ~uarantee
that if there is a derivation it will be found (this is a
breadth first search as opposed to the depth first search with
backtrackin~).

Actually, we will impose a stronger condition

that all paths which do not ultinately lead to a solutiori will
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eventually terminate (i.e. even in cases o~ left and ri~ht
recursion, no path will continue indefinitely).

This condition

can be ~uaranteed but the explanation will be postponed until
we F,ive an implementation.

Let us look at the pro~ress alon~ any one control path.
At any step in the derivation only those terminals at the
head (or left most end) of the alternative to be applied need
be compared to the given string since all symbols to the right
of the substitution will have been matched at the previous
step.

Thus, at each step we compare the terminal string (if

any) at the head of the alternative to the head of so~e tail
of the given strins•

If they match then they are removed from

the head of the ~iven string and the current derivative (for
this control path only).

With this control structure the grammar for a contextfree languare can be interpreted as a pro~ram which recognizes
terminal strinrs of that lan~ua~e.

The grammar consists of a

set of productions each of which will be interpreted as a
routine.

The nonterminal at the left hand side of the produc-

tion is the name of the routine, the rir,ht hand side is the
body.

Each routine has a sincle parameter which is a string

of terminal symbols.

The function of a routine is to determine
..

whether any initial se~ment of the given strin~ is a terminal
derivative of that nonterminal and 1! so to return the remainder
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of the strin~ after removin~ that initial serrnent.

The alternatives to a production indicate parallel paths
of control within the body of the routine for a nonterminal.

The symbols which comprise an alternative are processed in
order from le~t to rifht.

When a terminal symbol is encoun-

tered it is compRred to the first (left most) symbol of the
given strinr.

If they differ, the control path . is terminated.

If they are the sane the first symbol is removed from the given
string and processing continues in order.

When a nonterminal

is encountered a subroutine call is made on the routine for
that nonterminal.

If this call finds an instance of the non-

terminal at the head of the given string it will return the
remainder of the string and processinr will continue.

When

the processins of an alternative is completed, the remaining
terninRl string is returned to the callinr, routine.

X

=

A

I

B

X

C

Figure V-A, production lanfua ~e program

The above gramnar for lan~ua~e x uses capital letters to
represent terminal synbols and lower case letters to represent
nonterminals.

The alternatives are separated by

"I".

The

interpretation of the above grammar as a prorram which
reco~nizes strin~s of lanrua~e x, is illustrated by transliterating it into the Algol-like prorram in fi~uve V-B where

Jlncterson's and operator [An 65] is used to separate statements
which can be processed in parallel and the halt operation
is used to terminate control paths.

These should be considered

as equivalent pro~rams, both reco~nizing strings ~f language x,
both er.ployinf the same control structure, but having different
syntax.

The strings of language x are all of the form Bi AC i
1

where i>O.

In the program below halt indicates termination of

the control path executing the halt, head extracts the first
symbol from a string, · and tail returns the rest o!' a string
after the first symbol is removed.

strinr- procedure x(s); strin~ s; values;
parallel begin if head(s)='A' then x:=tail(s) else halt end
and bep;in if head(s)='B' then s:=tail(s) else halt;
s:=x(s);
if head(s)='C" then x:=tail(s) else halt end;
Figure V-B, ALGOL-Like language pror,ram.

D.

~ULTIPLE PARALLEI, RETURN

Althou~h routines for nonterminals

can be called as subroutines, the subroutine return will not
suffice.

The body of a routine may have several parallel

control paths and therefore can have more than one sudcessful
completion.
of call.

Thus there can be several returns to the same point

To maintain these separate paths a~ter their return

to avoid confusion arnonr them, retu~ns will be made to copies
of the callin r processes inste ad of the proc e sses thenselves.

We have a multiple parallel return which preserves parallel
control paths beyond their return from a process.

The above exa~ple shows the advantage of making the
repetitive parts of programs implicit in the syntax.

Recog-

nition is a very restricted problem area and consequently can
use a compact notation.

The notation of fi~ure V-A also

restricts the r,enerality of the lan~uage since all the control
operations

if..., parallel,

sequential processing, halt which were

available in the ALGOL-like language are accessible only in the
restricted forms required for recoenition.

Because the control

environment is more restricted, more efficient implementations
should be possible.

E.

PRODUCTION LANGUAGE SYNTAX

~he production language for

describing context-free grammars can now be viewed as a
programming language.

A formal description of the control

structure for that languare can be given by the machine which
interprets a representation of pror,rarns in the language.

The

concrete syntax and corresponding abstract syntax for the
production are given in figure V-C.

The abstract syntax for

a grammar is a construct with one element for each nonterminal.
The element for a nonterminal is named by the symbol for that
nonterminal while the value represents the rirht hand side of
the production and is a list of the alternatives.

Each

alternative is a list o~ the elc~ents which must be concatenated

to form that alternative.

Terminal synbols are represented by

a list of two elc~ents, QUOTE and the symbol itself.

Non-

terminals are represented by a sin~le list element, the symbol
itself.

The variable g'in fi~ure V-C is assumed to be ini-

tialized to an empty construct.

The representation of the

pro~ram in figure V-A for example could be formed by the
followin~ CDL expression:
u(~,X,list(list(list(QUOTE,A));
list(list(QUO~E,B),X,list(QUOTE,C))));

# g

grammar= production

I

production grammar

#

r,

production= id$= altlist

# (~(~,id,altlist))

altlist = alt

# alt NIL

I

alt

$I

# alt altlist

altlist

# pexp NIL

alt= pexp

# pexp alt

pexp alt
pexp = id

•

# id

capid

# QUOTE capid NIL

$$ symbol

# QUOTE symbol NIL

Figure V-C, syntax for production languar-e

F.

INTE~PRETER FOP SIDETRACK CONTROL

sidetrack control used as

2

An interpreter for the

reco~nizer is given in fir,ure V-D.

The reco~nizer has three par aneters, a grammar g represented as
in fi~ure V-C, the nonterminal r which is the root of that
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gramMar, and the strinr e to be recornized.
recornizer ha s two parallel control paths.

Initially, the
The first (line 1)

calls on the routine production to find an instance of the root
at the head of s.

to TRUE.

Whenever one is found the value of vis set

The second control path (line 2) nonitors the many

paths which may be generated in the recornition process until
all have terminated and then retu~ns with the value of v.
variable v (line 3) is initially set to FALSE.

The

The routine

production looks for all instances of derivatives of the non-

terminal pat the head of the strings and whenever one is
found, returns the remainder of the string and control to its
caller.

Production provides the sidetrack control (line 4) by

establishing parallel control paths for each alternative of p.

1
2

reco~nize(~,r,s)==par[seq[production(r,s); V+TRUE];
when paths=l then return(v, caller)]

3

where [v=FALSE;

4

production(p,s)==papp[alt(a,s,caller);a;p•g];

5

alt(a,s,ar)==[a=~IL

6

atorn(H•a)

7

H•H•a=QUOTE

8
9

+

+

mpret(s,ar);

alt(T•a,production(H•a,s),ar);
+

[H•T•H•a~H•s

+

alt(T•a,T•s,ar)]]];

mpret(v,ar)==
return(v,µ 0 (STATE,STATE•ar,GLOBAL,copy(GLOBAL•ar)));
Fi gure V-D, sidetrack reco ~nizer
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The routine alt processes a single alternative, a.

If a

is null then (line 5) all elements of the alternative have been
processed and the current strings is returned to the original
caller, ar.

Because there rnay be se~eral paths of control

returninh to ar, this return constitutes the multiple parallel
return.

If the first element of a is atomic (line 6) then it

is a nonterminal and production is called to find an instance
of that nonterminal; if found then processinr, of alternative a
will continue with the string returned by production.

If the

first element of a is a terminal symbol then (line 7) it is
matched to the first symbol of the strings; if they are the
same then processin~ of the alternative continues at the next
element.

Control paths are terminated in line 7 whenever a

terminal symbol does not match and in line 1 whenever a successful derivation is found.

The environment of the calling

process is copied (lines 7,8) when the multiple parallel
return (line 5) to prevent conflicts in the values of variables
from several returns~
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1

parse(g,r,s)==par[V+J!•production(r,s);
when p2.ths~l then return(v,caller)J

2

where[V=FALSE;
production(p,s)==papp[alt(a,NIL,s,caller,UNDEF);a;p•g];

5

alt(a,tree,s,ar,x)==[a=NIL + npret(cons(self,s),ar);
"

atom(H•a) + seq[ X+production(H•a,s);

6

alt(T•a,cons(P.•x,tree),T•x,ar,UNDEF)];

7

H•H•a= QUOTE + [H•T•H•a=H•s+alt(T•a,tree,T•s,ar,UNDEF)]]];

8

Figure V-E, sidetrack parser

The corresponding interpreter for parsing is given in
figure V-E.

Each node in the parse tree is represented by the

local environment of the process which initiated the return
from the associated alternative.

In each such environment (in

fact all alt process environments) is a list

1

~alled tPee) of

parse trees for the nonterminals of that alternative.

These

lists are kept in reverse order and are built as the alternative
is processed from left to rir,ht.

The ~ultiple parallel return

(line 5) returns the parse tree as well as the remainder of the
string .

Whenever the string is parsed as a derivative of the

root, the value of vis replaced (line 1) by the parse tree.
The parse tree for each production is initiated (line 5) to a
null list and whenever a nonterminal within an alternative is
identified (line 8), it is added to the head of the parse tree
(line 7).
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G.

AN EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION

The recognizer as described in

figure V-D requires time and space proportional to an exponential in the len~th of the strin~ being recognized.

For each

string position there is a possibility of multiplying the
number of control paths by a constant proportional to the
number of alternatives.

If in the recognition process every

nonterminal routine were called to look for an occurrence o~
that nonterminal at every strinf position, there would be only
pxn calls on nonterminal routines where pis the number of
nonterminals in the grar.imar and n is the length of the given
string.

Consequently, we expect several calls on a nonterminal

routine for a given string position, th ough these occur from
different control paths.

This suggests an implementation strategy which is
applicable to any control having routines which may be called
several times with the same arguments.

For each call on such

a routine the value of the ar~uments and the returned value (we
assume no side effects) will be saved with the routine.

If a

subsequent call is made on the routine with identical arguments
then the value from the first call will be returned without
reevaluating the routine.

The merit of this method depends on

the relative costs of recordin[j and looking up the arguments
versus reevaluating the routine.

If the potential arguments to

a routine can be ordered such that the arrument at any giveri
call always succeeds or is identical to the arguments of the

previous call (i.e. calls with identical arrurnents are clustered) then the look up tine is reduced to a constant and
only one arrument-value pair need be remembered at a time.
This could be extended to rerne~ber any constant nunber of
previous arguMents.

Note also that it is not necessary to

know the orderin~ on the argunents, but only that there is an
order.

The sidetrack control does not have this property, but for
any trial derivation (control path) the calls on each nonterminal routine will be in the order of the string positions
from left to rirht.

~ultiple calls with the same string

position will be clustered and will occur only for instances of
left recursion in the ~rammar.

Consequently, the ordering

property can be imposed on the entire collection of control
paths by synchronizinG their processinf to the string position.
That is, no control path will progress beyond a given string
position until all other paths have corrpleted their processing
at that position.

This change is shown in firure V-F.

Because the string

position is the same for all active processes, one r,lobal copy
is kept and the string is no lonrer an explicit parameter for
the production and alt routines.

5) to return the renainin~ string.

There is also no need (line
Whenever a control pRth ·

encounters a terninal symbol (line 7) it waits until the

1
2

parse(i,r,s)==par[V+production(r);
seq_[ until paths=l do when active::'O th_e_n S+T•s; return(v,caller)JJ

3

where [v=?ALSE;

4

production(p)==[save(caller,p•G)

5

alt(a,tree,arl)==[a=~IL

6

aton(H•a)

7

H•E•a=QUO~E

8

save(ar,p)=synch(p,[S•pts

9

T~UE

+

+

+

papp[alt(a,NIL,ARL•p•~);a;p•r-JJ;

+

papp[ mpret(self,ar);ar;arl];

alt(~•a,cons(production(H•a),tree),arl);
+

[~•T•H•a=H•s
+

+

when sts then alt(~•a,tree,arl)]J;

par[µ(p,AP.L,list(ar),S,s); T~UE];

par[push(ar,APL•p); FALSE]], save(ar,p))];

Figure V-:!', parse with merged nonterminal processes.

1--'
V,
\.,7
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strin~ position is stepped for all control paths.

A global

control path (line 2) updatei the string position whenever
all paths are waiting.

Not only are the calls on each non-

terminal procedure clustered, but all calls for a given
strinr; pos:ttion (except nonterminals having the empty string
as a derivative) will occur before any return from a call at
that strin~ position.
returned

Thus, instead of saving the value

by the first call and returning it to all subsequent

callers, we will save the return points (activation records)
for the subsequent callers and when a value is later returned
by the process for the first caller it will be passed to the
others.

A list of callers . for the current string position

(and the strin~ position itself)
of the grammar.

is kept with each production

The list is then passed along for processing

by the alt routine instead of a sinp;le caller.

The eave routine

is used (line 4) to add return points to the current list of
callers (arZ).

Save returns TRUE only for the first call on

a nonterminal routine at each string position.

Because several

processes may simultaneously attempt to add to an a~Z, save
(line 8) uses a synch operation to guarantee mutual exclusion
when addin~ to the list.

Note that this implementation can

handle left recursion in the frammar without an infinite
regression.

A similar implementation ~s given by Irons

[Ir 63], but he does not permit left recursion.

There is still a possibility for exponential growth,
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because the number of aZt processes associated with each
nonterminal call can be multiplied each time a nonterminal is
encountered in the ri~ht hand side of its alternatives.

If the

r,rammar is linear (all alternatives contain at most one nonterminal) then the number of aZt processes for the body of
one call on a nontermirial routine can be at most proportional

ton and the total time for reco~nition or parsing proportional
2

to pn.

The aZt processes are the intermediate states in the

processinr, of a nonterminal routine, one for each alternative
and one for each return from a nonterminal call within an
alternative.

If in the re6ognition process every nonterminal

routine were called for every strin ~ position and for each of
these calls, every state (alt process) were entered for every
string position, the total number of states would be only mn

2

where n is the strinf len gth and mis the number of nonterminal
calls in the bodies of nonterminal routines.

There must be

identical aZt processes.

Duplicate alt processes can be eliminated by recording the
returns at each string position and checking at each return to
see if a return has already been made to that position at the
current string position, and for ultimate return to the same list
of callers.

Care must be taken in how this is done.

One means

would be to associate with each strin ~ position and nonterminal
in the body of routines

a list of a~l's returned from that

nontermin a l at that strin ~ position.

At each return the

appropriate list could be search e~ for a n identical return list.
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This search however requires time proportional to the string
lencth.

The method used here keeps a separate copy of the
alternative for each starting string position.

The list of

callers then contains at most one ele~ent and all and only
duplicate returns will be saved on the same list.

Thus, it is

sufficient to associate with each position of the c9pied
alternative, the strin~ position and parse tree at the last
return to that position.

These changes are incorporated in the

program of figure V-G which differs from figure V-F only in
line

4 and line 6.

A copy of each alternative is made (line

4)

as processing is begun of a new alternative and string position.
Continuation of processing for an alternative after return from
a nonter~inal within that alternative is determined (line 6)
by the continue routine.

Continue checks whether a return would

create identical alt processes (same position in the grammar,
same starting strin~ position, and sarr.e current string position).
If not processing of th~ alternative continues.

Otherwise the

current parse tree and an ambi~uity indicator, AMBIGUOUS, are
pushed onto the parse tree of the duplicate alt process.
Note that any such duplicate indicates that there is an
ambi~uous parse for some head of the r,iven string.

1
2

parse(~,r,s)==par[V~production(r);
seq[ until paths=l do when active=O then S+T•s; return(v,caller)JJ

3

where [v=FALSE;

4

production(p)==[save(caller,p•g) + papp[alt(pdist[x;x;a],NIL,ARL•p•g);a;p•~J];

5

alt(a,trce,arl)==[a=NIL + papp[ ' ~pret(self,ar);ar;arl];

6

atom(H•a) + continue(a,cons(production(H•a),tree),arl);

7

H•H•a=QUOTE + [II•T•H•a=H•s + when sts then alt(T•a,tree,arl)]];

8

9
10
11
12

save(ar,p)=synch(p,[S•pts + par[µ(p,ARL,list(ar),S,s); TRUE];
TRUE+ par[push(ar,ARL•p); FALSE]], save(ar,p));
continue(a,tree,arl)==[synch(a,[S•ats + par[µ(a,TREE,tree,S,s); TRUE];
TRUE+ par[push(A~BIGUOUS,tree,TREE•a); FALSE]], continue(a,tree,arl))
+ alt(T•a,tree,arl)]J;

Figure V-G, parser with merged return states.

.....
V1
\0
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H.

CO~PUTATIO~ OF TIME BOUNDS

The above implenentation is a

variation on Earley's parsing airorithn [Ea 68] and achieves
his times,

The sirnificance of Earley's al~orithm is that it

achieves in one al~orithn the best times for several classes of
grammars,

Previously these times were achieved only by special

al~orithms for each case,

The al~orithm will parse for any

context-free r.rammar in time proportional to n 3 , for unambir,uous
2
~ramrn~rs in time proportion ton,
and for some classes

incluainf LR(k) ~rammars in time proportional ton.

Let n be the lenr,th of the string to be parsed, p be the
total number of nonterminals in the grammar, m be the number
of nonterminal symbols in the ri~ht hand side of all productions,
and a be the number of alternatives in the gr2mmar.
constant we mean independent of n, p, m, and a.

By

The time for

parsine can be computed by replacinr each line of the program
(figure V-G) by the time for one execution of that line and
then multiplyinr, by the number of times the line is executed.
With the exception of lines 2, 4, and 5 all lines require only
constant time.

The number of times a line is executed is

complicated by the multiple parallel return which can cause
the latter portion of a line to be executed several times for
each execution of the earlier part.

This can be corrected

by reassociatinr: constant time computations with other parts of

the alggrithm.

In line 6 the constant tine required after a

multiple return from production will be associated with
the line 5 return for the alt process which made the return.

lbl

In line 4 the constant time required before the execution of
the parallel application papp will be associated with the
process which called production, either parse in line 1 or alt
in line 6.

The parse routine will be executed only once and the loop
in line 2 cycles once for each strinG position, so the time
associated with parse is proportional ton.

The routine

production {countin~ only from the papp call) will be executed

at nest once for each production and eech starting string
position (pn times) because all duplicate calls were elimi~
nated by the save routine.

The papp call in line 4 copies a

production and therefore requires time proportional to the size
of a production (n/p).

The total time associated with the

production routine is then mn.

Because the continue routine

guarantees no duplicate alt processes the number of calls on
the alt routine can be at rnost one for each nonterminal in the
right hand side of the grammar, each starting string position,
and each current string position (total calls proportional to
2

mn ).

Nonfinal alt processes {lines 6 and 7) require constant

time.

The tirne for a final alt orocess (line 5) will be

proportional to the length of the caller list, that is the
number of calls on a given production at a given strin~
position which will be at most one for each occurrence of the
production in the ri~ht hand side of the grammar (m/p) and
each 25sociated startinr position (n).

..

Only one call in rn/a

calls on alt will be final, so the total time for line 5 is
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man 3/p and the tine of alt is mn 2 +rnan 3
· ;p.

Summing the times for

parse, production, and alt the total time to parse a string is
2
at most proportional to n+IT.n+nn +man 3/p ~ man 3/p.

If the granmar is unambicuous then each return (line 5)
will cause a new alt process to be formed ~o that the total
number of returns throufhout the parsin~ of a string can be no
2

greater than the number of alt processes (mn ). · That is, the
2

total time for final alt processes is proportional to mn, the
2
2
total time for alt processes is mn +mn, and the time for

2

pars 1 ng i s n+mn+mn +nn

2 ~
~ mn.
. 2

If there is a constant bound bat each string position on
the number of alt processes for a given position of the grammar
then the grammar is called bounded state.

The number of alt

processes at each string position will then be at most bm and
will be bmn for all string positions.

Only bm alt processes at

a string position means there can be only bm/p return points on
a caller list.

The tine for nonfinal alt processes is then

proportional to the number of nonfinal alt

processes (bmn) and

the time for final alt processes is the product of the number of
final alt processes ( bmn(a/m) =ban) and the time for each,
the time for the multiple parallel return (line~).

The time

for the return is proportional to the lenrth of the caller list

(bn/p), so the tine for alt processes is bmn+b 2 arnn/p and the
total tine for parsing is proportional to n+mn+bnn+b 2 amn/p ~
2

b arnn/p,

It tu~ns out that, except for certain right recursive

grannars, LR(k) grammars are bounded state.

I.

HYBRID RECOGNIZERS

Regardless of the implementation ~he

sidetrack and multiple parallel -return controls can be used in
forninG reco~nizcrs and parser.

The only fundamental property

of the routine for a nonterminal is that they return once for

each instance of the nonterminal at the head of the given strin~
(that is, that they make the multiple parallel return).

Thus

some or all of the nonterminal routines could be replaced by
other routines which perform the same function.

If the pro-

cessing is left-to-right irt the string (as with our implementation), for exaMple, then some of the nonterminal cater,ories
which are operator precedence could be replaced by calls on an
operator p~ecedence recornizer [Fl 63].

The implication of this

is that hvbrid reco~nizers can be built rner~inf several well
known syntax a~alysis techniques.

An obvious simple case of

this technique which is used in most translating systems is the
lexical analyzer which is called as a coroutine

and uses more

efficient methods that are available for processing the more
complex syntactic cate~ories.

The technique for buildine hybrid recognizers will be
illustrated by cornbinin~ the sidetrack recognizer of figure V-D
with a simple precedence reco~nizer.

We will assume that any ·

special processors to be used within the sidetract recognizer
will be described in the CDL.

Thus, we need only extend the

alt routine of figure V-D so that the default case (i.e~ the
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case in which the next element is neither a terminal or nonterninal symbol) is interpreted as a call on a CDL routine.
The revised alt process is shown i! figure V-H.

Recall that

the expression eval(x,self) causes the evaluation of the
expression x by the CDL interpreter in the context of the
current environnent.

alt(a,s,ar)==[a~NIL
atom(H•a)

+

H•H•a~QUOTE

+

rnpret(s,ar);

alt(T•a,production(H•a,s),ar);
+

[H•T•H•a~H•s + alt(T•a,T•s,ar)];

TRUE+ eval(H•a,self)];
Fi~ure V-H, extension for hybrid recognizers.

The precedence recognizer (shown in fi~ure V-I) has four
parameters: a stack used to temporarily hold operators until an
operator of lower precedence is encountered, the strings to be
reco~nized, the name opnd of the syntactic catagories of the
operands to be recognized, and a precedence table pt which for
each operator contains a numeric precedence (high values for
strong bindin~, low values for weak binding).

For the

precedence recognizer in figure V-I we assume that all the
operators are binary.
strings of the fern:

That is, this reco~nizer will recognize
1

x = opnd

I

x bop x

where bop is the set or binary operators and opnd is the form
of the operands.

The recorrnition of opnd may require the full

sidetrack reco~nizer. ·
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1

pr(stack,s,opnd,pt) ==

2

seq[ S+production(opnd,s);

3

until (H•s)•pt::UNDEF do

~

seq[until (stack=NIL)v((H•s)•pt>(H•stack)•pt) do

5

STACK+T•stack;

6

S+production(opnd,s)];

7

until stack::NIL do

8

STACK+T•stack;

9

mpret(s,caller)];
Figure V-I, precedence recognizer.

Because the precedence recognizer is bein~ used as a
recoGnizer it could be replaced by a simpler routine of the
form:
pr(s,opnd,pt)==seq[ S+procuction{opnd,s);
until (H•s)•pt::UNDEF

~

S+production(opnd,T•s);
mpret(s,caller)J;

If we are interested only in recornition then the precedence is
of no consequence and the operator stack is not needed.

The

forM in fi[-"ure V-I, however, indicates how the precedence

recognizer can be converted to a parser which will output a
representation of the expression as a post-fix string.

To

obtain the post-fix representation it is only necessary to
output (i.e. form then into a list) the operands as they nr~
recognized (lines 2 and 6) and to output the operators when
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they are removed from the stack (lines 5 and 8).

The resulting

output string is the post-fix representation.

As a specific example of a . hybrid reco~nizer consider the
sidetrack recor,nizer for Boolean expressions of Al~ol-60:

Boolexp = simpbool

I

ifclause simpbool ELSE boolexp

simpbool = implication

sirnpbool $= implication

inplication = boolterm

inplication $~ boolterm

boolterm = bool!actor f booltern $v boolfactor
boolfactor = boolsecondary

I

boolsecondary = boolprimary

boolfactor $A boolsecondary

I

$~ boolprinary

where ifcZause and boolprimary are also described for the sidetrack reco ~nizer.

The Boolean expression of Algol could be

recognized by the precedence recognizer if the Boolean secondary

is taken as the operands to which the binary operators apply.
The hybrid reco r nizer is fornect by rewriting the above productions in the followin g forn:

boolexp = simpbool

I

ifclause simpbool ELSE boolexp

simpbool = pr(NIL,s,BOOLSSCONDARY,µ 0 ($=,l, $~,2, $v,3, ~,~))
boolsecondary = boolprimary

I

$, boolprimary

It should now be clear that any special purpose reco~nizer
could be substituted for nontermin a ls within a sidetrack
reco~nizer.

The only proble m of concern occurs when the

syntactic c a t er ory to be replaced i s not ter~inal relative to
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the special recornizer, that is, the special reco~nizer is
not capable of reco~nizinr all the constituant nonterminals of
the replaced syntactic cater,ory.

For the lexical analyzer this

was not the case, but . with the Boolean expression the nonterminal boolsecondary could not be recognized by the precedence
recor,nizer.

Consequently, the sidetrack recornizer was called

from within the precedence recognizer to recor,nize occurrences
of bootseaondary, and because the sidetrack calls mi~ht return

several times (i.e. multiple parallel returns) for each call it
was necessary (line 9 of figure V-I) to nake a multiple parallel
return fron the precedence ·reco~nizer.

J.

AN EXTENSION USING A DELAYED ~XECUTION CONTROL

The notation

used here for describing a context-free gramrar is similar to
the notation used in chapter III to describe the syntax of the
CDL.

The difference bein~ that there we simultaneously described

two ~rammars (i.e. the concrete and the abstract syntax) in
order to specify their corresponctence.

We would like an inter-

pretation of the syntax specifications which would not only
~ive the correspondence between the concrete and abstract
syntax, but would also act as a translator which when given a
strine in the concrete lanruage would enit the corresponding
representation in the

abstract syntax.

The abstract syntax is specified by a generative grammar
whose primitive operations (cons inste~d o~ concatenate) are
those of the CDL.

Consequently, to generate a ''terminal
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string'' it is necessary only to execute the productions beginning at the root.

For each occurrence of a nonterminal sone

alternative of that nonterminal must be ~enerated.

Now however

the proper choice can be determined by the parse tree for the
concrete syntax.

The interpretation of the abstract syntax for

any given alternative follows:

The abstract syntax for an

alternative is a list of simple expressions in the CDL.

These

expressions are to be each evaluated and the resulting values
"cons'd" together in the order riven to form the corresponding
"terminal string''.

When evaluatin~ the expressions, names of

nonterminals will be encountered (as atoms), these reference the
representation for the correspondin~ nonterminal in the parse
tree of the strinf of the concrete lan~uage.

The generation

of the representation for any alternative should be delayed
until it is known that that alternative will appear in the
final parse tree of the concrete languare string, that i~ until
the return for the call on the root routine is made.

For a translator both the concrete syntax and the abstract
syntax for a nontermin~l form the body of the routine for that
nonterminal.

Each alternative is a list.

The earlier elements

on an alternative list are either atoms standing for nonterminals or quoted atoms standinr fo~ terminal symbols.
list eleMents are expressions of CDL.

The later

The two sections of an

alternative are separated by the atomic list element"#".
As with parsing, the elcnents Of the alternative lists are
executed in order fron left to ri~ht, but the return from the
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parse now occurs when the''#" is encountered.
to delai execution until the root is parsed.

This return acts
This return then

is not only a multiple parallel return but also a coroutine
return.

If the returned node of the parse

tree is in the parse tree when the root is recognized then it
will be resumed to generate the corresponding representation
prescribed by the abstract syntax.

Processinf of an alternative

beyond the"#" takes place in two steps.

First, each of the

returned coroutines are a~ain called to generate the correspondine representation for the nonterminals appearing in this
alternative.

These representations are then paired with their

nonterminal name in the local environment of the alternative.
In the second step the rest of the alternative is evaluated
as if it were a list of ar~uments to a aons routine.

The syntax for syntax specifications is given in figure
V-J.

The syntax for the nonterminal pexp was given in

figures II-A and III-C.

The interpreter for the abstract syntax

of the syntax specification lanr,ua~e is given in figure V-K.
This interpreter is in fact a translator for the described
lan~ua~e.

The interpreter of figure V-K differs from the

parser of figure V-E only in the additional call on generate
(line 2) to build the representation in the abstract syntax, the
return (line 5) from a nonterminal process upon encountering an

"#'' instead of NIL, and the pairin~ of the nonterminal name with
its parse tree (line 6).

The paraneter

e

is the global environment of the r;ramr:1ar.

to translate (line 1)
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syntax = synclef

II r;

syntax syndcf

I! r;

syndef = id $= altlist

fl (µ(c,ict,altlist))

altlist = aJ.t

fl alt !JIL

I

alt

$I

# alt altlist

altlist

alt = concrete $# abstract

I

# concrete alt

concrete alt

# id

concrete = id

# QUOTE capid NIL

capid

# QUOTE symbol fHL

1. $$ sy mbol

# pexp NIL

abstract = pexp

I

# concrete :J; rrJI abstract

# pexp abstract

pexp abstract

Fi~ure V-J, synt a x for syntax specifications.

1
2

translate( e; ,r,s,e)==par[V+H•production(r,s);
when paths=l then return(r,enerate(v),caller)]

3

where [v=FALS E;

4

production(p,s)==papp[alt(a,NIL,s,caller);a;p•r;J;

5

alt(a,tree,s,ar)==[II•~=$# ➔ returw(cons(self,s),ar);

6

7
8

9

atom(H•a)

➔

alt(T•a,cons(list(ll•a,H•x),tree),T•x,ar)

where x=production(H•a,s);
H•II•a=QUO'I'E

➔

[H•'l'•H•a=H•a

➔

alt('I'•a,tree,T•s,ar)]];

ccncrate(alt)=seq[papp[µ(lenv,H•x,~enerate(H•T•x);x;TREE•alt];

10

cons(pdist[eva l(x,lcnv);x;T•A•alt]:)J

11

where lenv=µ 0 (GLOI3AL,e)J;
Fi~ure V-K, interpreter for tran s lator.
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I<. EHHOH comfr:C 'l'IO:·J

For a reco r,nize r to be of practical value

it must not only be allle to reco cn ize a correct strinr:, but must
be able to detect error:~ in the strinr; and continue the
reco~nition process beyond the errors. A~~ in the approach will
be to first determine the control structure appropriate for
error correcti on and to then loo k for specific error correction
techniques within the context of that control.

How do we detect errors when reco~nizin~ strinrs? From the
sidetrack recognizer in fi ~ure V-D we see that an error in the
given strinc will cause all the parallel control paths of the
recoGnizer to terminate. That is, failure occurs when all
control paths terminate without completinc the recognition. Some
one of theie paths would have conti nued to

the correct

reco~nition had not the strin~ had an error. Thus, the control
structure for error corrections will pernit the strinr; to be
corrected on the path which will lead to a correct recognition
and should continue that path beyond the point of error.

There is of course no way of knowinc what the

progran□ er

intended when he wrote a syntactically incorrect string, so the
control structure should continue all the failure paths with one
or several trial corrections on each path. In the sidetrack
reco~nizer all failure paths terminate when a terminal synbol of
the crannar fails to match the symbo1 at the current string
positior1 (sec Jine

7 of ficure V- D). Thus , for error recovePy
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the control path should not terminate when the match fails, but
s11ould \'!ai t unt :i.l al 1 other paths faU

(if they do ) and then try

some correctiorn, and continue proccssinr;. The chanc;e required
for line 7 of figure V-D follows:

H•H•a=QUOTE

->-

[II•T•II•a=!l•s

-►

alt(rr•a,T•s,ar);

TRUE~ when active=O do correction]]];

This control structure will cau se an error correction on
eacl1 failure path exactly when all paths have encountered an
error. Consequently, at any · point within the recocnition, if
some active path has made n corrections.in its history, then all
other active paths will also have encountered n errors and
corr ected ri errors while all waitin~ paths will have encountered
n+l errors and correct the first n of them. This means that the
first recor;ni tion of the ci veri strinc; vril l have the fewest
possible number of corrections which could be used to convert
the given strin~ into a correct strinr . One aspect of this error
correction control which differentiates it fron most others is
that this control permits corrections to be made anywhere
(includins to the left) within the r.; iven strinr.; Rncl not just at
the riGht rost position beycnd which all paths fail. Also ,
because it is associated with a reco s nizer for any context-free
lnn cuace it is not dependent of the properties . of any particular
crammar (e.g. identification of statement boundries to limit the
cont ext of erro~~ in sequcnti~l lan s ua~ e s) .
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What error correction method s should be used?

Because

the failures occur when a synbol of the gr ammar fails to match
a symbol of the given strin~,

we

rrir;ht suppose that the symbol

of the riven strin r was in error (i.e. it should not be present).

Thus, correction nir,ht be the expression att(a,T•s,ar) which
deletes the current symbol from the given st r ing and continues
proces~ing.

Alternatively, we mirht suppose that a symbol (in

fact the current symbol of the ~rammar) is rnissin~ from the
given string and continue processinr, with the given strin~ at
the next position of the gramr:-1ar.
expression att(T•a,s,ar).
'

Condition would then be the

·our personal
preference is to try
,./

both of these corrections in parallel.

That is, we try both

deletin g a symbol fron the given stri~g and inserting a new
symbol int6 the given strin f .

This also means that if two con-

secutive failures occur the trial corrections will include not
only a double deletion and a double insertion, but also replacements (i.e. insertion and deletion at the same point).

The

point to be made is not that any particular correction scheme is
best, but that with an error correction control structure many
different schenes can be tried.

Next we might ask if this co r rection control can be enbedded
in a recornizer which is implemented with Earley's al gorithm
instead of the full sidetrack control.

The answer is no.

To

achieve ~a rley's time bounds we required that the alt processes
be processed in order of the strinp position.

The above control

resumes proce s sin ~ on all paths re ~ardless of the string
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position.

This may explain why most error correction schemes

do not rn2ke corrections to the left of the strin~ position
which causes the last renaininr, p~th to fail.

If we restrict

the correction control in this manner (i.e. continue processinr
only at the ri~ht most column at which a failure is found) then
the correction control can also be implemented within the
context of Earley s alr,orithrn.

Actually, this restriction is

not as severe as it mieht appear.

First, in our grammars the

te~minal symbols represent units with semantic meanin~ (e.~.
identifiers rather than characters, or even expressions in the
case of hybrid reco~nizers} so that each correction has semantic
as well as syntactic significance.

Secondly, single isolated

errors will be processed the same regardless of the restriction,
while paired errors will still be corrected in one of the
several possible ways (e.g. with the restriction a left parenthesis without a corresponding ri~ht parenthesis would be
corrected by inserting a right parenthesis while without the
restriction it would also be corrected by deleting the left
parenthesis).

There are other advantaces to error correction in a
control context in which similar return states are mer~ed.

When

error correction is necessary durins a recofnition the number of
possible corrections which will produce a correct -string using
a minimum number of chan ~es may be quite larre.

Because return

states are merred we can detect arnbi~ttities (see line 11 of ·
figure V-G). If an anbiruity arises from insertion of several
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different sin~le symbols at the same point then the ambiguity
can be resolved by restatin~ the correction as an insertion of
the nonterminal of which the inserted terminals were an example.
Because processinr is by strinr -position rather than by the
number of corrections, the nunber of corrections in the history
of a control path will vary.

When ambisuous recognitions

arise from alternative corrections, however, they can be
resolved in favor of the path with the fewest (if they are
different) corrections in its history.
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CHAPTER VI
.CONTINUOUSLY EVALUATING EXPP~SSIONS

The continuously evaluatin~ expression can be viewed as
an analoeue device which continuously meters the value of an
expression,

Once the expression is activated it acts as if it

were evaluated continuously,

If the value of any free variable

of the expression chan~es then the value of the continuously

evaluatinr, expression is immediately recomputed to reflect the
change,

A.

SOME USSS AS AN EXPRESSION

Such a control structure is

needed for monitoring in proframmin~ languares,

Monitoring

facilities have been variouily referred to as "when", "wait
until", and "on condition".

Each argument to a monitor

operation is a rudimentary form of continuously evaluating
expression.

In any case, each of the above requires a

continuously evaluating Boole~n expression to r.1onitor some
condition and trierer the designated response when the
condition becomes true.

Expressions used as Al~ol call by name parameters can
also be viewed as continuously evaluating expressions, where
the actual parameter defines the continuously evaluating
expression in the environment of a procedure call and each
occurrence of the correspondinr formal parameter name within
the procedure body referenc~thc current value of the expression,
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The possibility of race conditions arises when a
continuously evaluatins expression has side effects which
change the value of the variables to the expression.
Generally, continuous evaluation would be restricted to
expressions without side effects or the side effects although
present would not be continuous.

For a given control environ-

Ment rules c~n be given to provide for discrete times at
which the side effects occur.

In Al~ol the side effects

produced by the evaluation of call by nane parameters are
effective only at those times when the value of the parameter
is

referenced.

That 1s, the actual parameter can be viewed

as a continuously evaluatin~ expression, but the side effects
of any evaluation becone effective only at the time the value
of the expression is referenced.

In hardware the periodic

clocking of information into registers provides the same
function.

B.

SOME IMPLE~ENTATIONS

There are several ways in which the

continuously evaluatin~ expression might be implemented.

One

method is that commonly used to implement Algol call by name
parameters:
used.

reevaluate the expression each time its value is

This Method can also be used for monitorin~ in single

control path environments because interrupts can only occur at
discrete points in a computation.

Even in machine langu~ges,

the hardware interrupts become effective only at the completion of instructions.

In hirher level lansuares the

"infstructions" will p:enera.lly be more complex and thus reduce
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the frequency at which the condition must be tested.

Alternatively, the expression mi~ht be reevaluated only
when the value of one of its free variables chanees.

An

evaluator for this interpretation of continuously evaluating
expression is given in fi~ure VI-A where vis a list of the
free variables, exp is the expression to be evaluated, env is
the environment of the evaluation, and tis an expression
which is used to terminate the continuously evaluating
expression.

The routine evcee returns once initially and

then once for each change ~none of the free variables of
the expression exp.

evcee(v,exp,env,t)=~ until eval(t,env) do
par[return(eval(exp,env),caller);
monitor(pdist[list(x,env,$t,x•env);x;v]:)];
Fi~ure VI-A, reevaluate on change.

The routine evaee might be called using the form:

X ~ cont(evcee(v,exp,env,t));

where xis a variable always containinr the current value of
the continuously evaluatin~ expression and the operation cont
is used to ruarantee that reevaluation of the expression can
be conpletcd between any two consecutive steps of the calling
pro~ram.
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C.

A TREE REPRESENTATION

The method proposed here represents

the continuously eval 1 ': tinr, expression as a tree and borrows
from both of the abov~ methods.

The tree for the expression

(a-b)x(a-c)+5 where a=3, b=3, and c=2 is shown in fi~ure VI-8.
Each terminal node is either a constant or a free variable of
the continuously evaluating expression together with its
value.

Each nonterminal node of the tree is a pair having an

operator of the expression and a value obtained by applying
the associated operation to the values of its descendant nodes.
The value at the root node is the value of the continuously
evaluating expression.

When chanfes occur in the values of the free variables
of a continuously evaluatinr expression, the new value can

be computed by propa~ating the chanse up the tree from the
ter □ inal

node whose value changed.

It is not necessary to

reevaluate every node, in fact the number of expressions to
be evaluated will be proportional to the logarithm of the
number of operators in the expression.

If the initial tree

is as shown in figure VI-Band the value of bis changed to
zero (0) then the chanre will be prop2rated as shown in
figure

vr-c.

Several changes can occur simultaneously in the values of
terminal nodes 1) when a variable appears more than once within
the cont1.nuously evalua tinp; expression such as variable a iri
figure VI-B; 2) when the lan~ua~e permits simultaneous assi~n-
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r.1ents such ar; b,c-i-o,l> nec1.nln~~ exchanr:c the values of band c;
and 3) when several af., s ir~nments occur Hi thin one "instruct ion:' .

Figure VI-G~ change propigation.

Figure VI-B, tree form.

When several terminal node values have changed, the order
of propa~ation becomes important.

shown in figu~e VI-B.

Consider an initial tree as

If the variable a is assigned the value

2 then the tree might be updated by first propagatin~ the

chan~e from the left a node (figure VI-Da) and then from the
right a node (figure VI-Db).

This order introduce~ a transient

change in the value of the root node and the value of the
expression.

Changes need be propagated only as long as they cause the
value at each node to c.bange.

If any descendant of a node

ch~nr.:cr.; then it is ncccs srlry to reevaluate that node, but···ir
th a t reeva luation does not chan ce the value of the node then

Hll

its ancestor nodes need not be recvelu~tcd.

Thus, if changes

are p!'opara ted in order of tree leve 1, that is al 1 chanr;es a.t ·
the itli level from the root are processed before any at the
st J
t\
.eve 1 , t rans i en t c h. an~es anl1~ o·~er
c ha n~cres •·,·l hich c1o not
1-l
alter the value of the value of the expression will not
propagate to the root n6dc.

Fi~ure VI-E shows the same chanies

as figure VI-D but with propavation by level.

Strictly, the

proparation order need only be such th?-t all descendants of a
node are reevaluated before that node.

(a)

Figure VI-D, sequential propagation.

(b)

If an expr6ssion is evaluated each time its value is
used tl1en there will be unnecessary conputation whenever a
value is used several times without intervening changes in the
values of the variables of ihe expression.

On the other ha~d,

if an expression is cvrrltrntec1 each th1e the values of its
vari2.blcs chP.nr;e then there is unnecessary computation wl1enevep
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the values of vnrinbJ.es chan~e several tiincs without intervening use of the value of the expression.

Consequently, two

conditions w111 be required before changes will be prop?.f'.c.ted
through the tree of a continuously evaluatine expression:

1)

at least one of the terminal nodes ~ust have changed value since
the expression was last evaluated; and 2) there must be a
request for the current value of the expression.

Whenever the

value of a free va~iable of the expression changes, the tree
for the expression will be marked to indicate that a change
has occurred but the chan ge will not be propagated.

All

changes since the last value request will be propagated when
the next value request is r,enerated.

If a variable changes

several times between requests for the value, only the latest
change will be propagate~.

If several requests for the value

occur between chanfcs, the same value is used over and over.

(a)

Figure VI•E, propagation

by level.

. (b)

With each 1iontc!'minal node of the tree will be associated
an indicator .,.;hi ch, when set, incli ca tes th a t the node must be
reevalua ted.

When the value of a free variable of a continuous-

ly evaluatinc expression chanr,es, the indicators for the direct
ancestors of the terminal nodes for that variable will be set.
The nonterminal nodes ~ill be ordered so that each node precedes
its ancestors, for example.the increasin~ numeric order of
nodes as shown in fi~urc VI-Fa.

0

(a)

Figure VI-F, order of nonterminal no9es.

(b)
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D.

COMPILATION OF TREE FORM EXPRESSIONS

Code for a sequen-

tial Machine can then be conpiled to propagate chan~es.

For

each node i the following code where node a is the ancestor of
node i will be compiled:

Test ( 1):

if (indicctor on node i 1s not set)
then ~o to test (i+l);

Compute(i):

reset indicator for node i:
compute value for node 1;
if Value of node i is unchanged
then r.~ ~~ test(i+l);
set indicator for node a;
_go to test(i+l);

Figure VI-G, compiled sequential code.

Execution begins at test(l)

and is conpleted at test(n+l)

where n is the nu~ber of nonterminal nodes in the tree.

If the

computation of node i causes~ change and a=i+l, then there is
no need to set the indicator for node a and
it.

immediately test

That is, for each node i for which a::i-1-1, .. such as node 6

in figure VI-Pa, the last two lines of code above can be
replaced by:

£!2.. po oompute(a).

The

ln.tter savings can be

maximized by nunbcring the nonterninal nodes so that each node
i which has a nonterminal descendant will always have node i+l

as one of its descendants.

The descendant of node i which is

assi~ned i+1 should be that descendant whose value is most
likely to chan~c.

For exa~ple, the tree in fi~ure VI-Fa might
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be renumbered as shown in fiuure VI-Fb.

The propa~ation of chanres

desc~ibed

requires that

the indicator for each nonterminal node be tested.

In some

machines this can be done economically by storing the indicators as bits left-to-rirht in a word and using a leading
one 1 s detector to determine the first one set.

Alternatively,

one might keep an ordered list of the nodes needin~ reevaluation instead of an indicator for each nonterminal node.

When

the value of a node chan ~es its ancestor will be added to the
list.

The method proposed here will be of value only if the
values of variables of a continuously evaluatin~ expression
change infrequently relative to reque~ts for the values of the
expressio~ or if the tirne for the computations bypassed when
changes are propagated is greater on the average than the time
required for the additional bookkeepin ~ .

The latter will be

the case if the operations associated with nonterminal nodes are
comparatively len ~thy, such as reatrix or vector operations.

In

other cases, the bookkeepin~ costs can be reduced by combining
several operations to form a single complex operation, a binary
tree of sums mi~ht be formed into a single node havin ~ a summation operator.

In so~e cases, the root node ni r ht be the

only nonterrninal node, but the Method could still be used to
advantaEe if several variable chan r e s occur between requests
for th e value o~ the continuously eva luatin ~ expression
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containinr. those variables, or i~ several value requests occur
between changes in the values of the variables.

E.

CONTINUOUSLY EVALUATING SYSTE~S

restrict the node of
to simple operations.
programs.

2

There is no need to

continuously ~valuating expression tree
They rni~ht also be expressions or

These expressions or prorrams could contain monitor

operations which would serve to delay propagation within certain
branches of the tree until prescribed conditions arise.

Once

branches have a provi~ion for delay it beco~es meaningful for
nodes to have sid~ effects (i.e. to chanre the environment).
Loops can also appear within the continuously evaluation
expression tree.

This more ~eneral view of continuously evaluatinr expressions can be taken at the environmental control structure for
describing whole systems.

The tree nodes are then the constit-

uent parts of the system while the connecting arcs are data
flow paths and indic~te the interdependencies among the various
parts of the system.
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,CHAPTER VII
FURTHSR STUDY AND concLUSIONS

This investi~ation has beeD a first look at control
structures.

The control structure of a pror,ramming lanrua~e is

its sequencing or interpretation rules and as such provides
a pror,rammins enviro~ment which encompasses any task within that
langua~e.

A control re~ime influences our approach to problems,

it establishes a view point and an environment for attackin~
problems within the context of that view.

Many languages limit

us to single step by step processes which reflect th~ under. lying sequential nachines.

This may force awkward simulations

o~ nonsequential processes on us.

If the primary control structure of a language were the
continuously evaluating expressio~ then our view would be one
of combining continuous simultaneous computin g mechanisms into
circuits which represent the desired computation. (This is a
world view shared by the hardware circuit designer.)

If the

programmin~ environment were a multiple sequential control then
one would naturally divide a task into several semi-independent
processes, each ,of which is thought of as a mmber of sequential
steps.

This division may differ from the hierarchical divisions

of most current lan~uages because with the multiple sequential

control it is just as natural to divide alon~ an axis (coroutine
structure) perpendicular to hierarchical (subroutine) structure.
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The control reeime of our lan~uape for describing control
has neither the concurrent processinv bias of the continuously
evaluatinG expression or the sequential processing bias of
most pro~ramninr, lanGua~es.

Instead both parallel processing

and sequential processin~ are used as they conform to our conceptual view of the control structure.

Rather than finding a

representation of a control in terms of parallel networks or in
terms of sequential step by step processes, the problem is to
isolate our conceptual view of the control.

This means that in

developing a control structure appropriate to a task area one
must look for solution methods for problems in that area without the initial inposition of a particular control re~ime, and
then abstract the control structure from those methods.

The formal device proposed here for describin~ control is
a lan~uase in which one describes the machine which interprets
a control structure either directly or by extension.

This

device differs in two inportant ways from similar facilities
for the formal description of the semantics of programming
lanr.ua~es.

First, it includes a set of primitive control

operations which, as far as we have been able to determine,
constitute a basis for the rnechanisres underlying control
structures,

Second,

althourh our formal description of

a lan~uaGe is an interpreter for the lanfua r e, we take a
different view of the

se □ antics

for a len~ua~e and therefore

ascribe a different neanins to the interpreter,
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Formal languares used for describin~ interpreters of
languar,es have themselves been programmin~ langua~es with the
standard control structures:
iteration, and recu~sion.

sequential control, a conditional,

Consequently, the interpreter is a

device which simulates a given contr61 structure or language in
terms of the sequential primitives.

In fact there is an implic-

it assumption when one says that an interpreter provides the

semantics of a lanrua~e.

Namely, the semantics of a lanruage

is its behavior when viewed as a black box.

The interpreter

describes the semantics by giving a formal explication of what
that behavior will be in each case, but not necessa~ily how
it is acco~plished.

Our view of semanti~s includes not only the behavior which
can be observed but the way in which that behavior is achieved.
If a languafe has a parallel processing capability then we
would claim that no interpreter which simulates that language
using sequential control can provide an adequate description
of the langua~e.

That is, no pseudo-parallel scheduling

al~orithrn will ever convey the idea of concurrency to the
reader of that description.

Concurrency is not a concept which

can be co~posed from the sequential processing primitives,
and so a description of control structures which involves
concurrent execution can be riven only in languages which have
some form of concurrent execution.
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Carryin~ this view further, the semantics of a langua~e is
taken to include not only the effect of any program of the
languar,e wl1en viewed as a black box, but also the means by which
that effect is achieved. Tt1is imposes a programmin~ convention
when describing the interpreter for

i

lancuace: the interpreter

will be written so that whenever a pro~ram calls for a control
action, the same control action will be carried out in the
interpreter as part of the interpretation process. The control
structure of the interpreter will for each pror,ram be · the same
as the procram being interpreted.

The value of a formal device for describinc control comes
not from the device in isolatio11, but in combination with
facilities for dcscribinr, other lancua2e components. In this
thesis the goal has been the investigation of control structures
in their own right. Other descriptive facilities have been
introduced only as required. Even so we had to intrciduce a metasystem for describins syntax and to use a r,eneral purpose data
structure in lieu

ot

a data definition facility.

One obvious area for further research is in extensible
languaces . A practical means for extendin2 the control structure
of a languace as well as the data and syntax could have a
significant i mpact on the usefulness of extensible languages.
Current extensible lancuar,es either lack facilities for
extendinr, control or permit extension only in the form of a
sequential interpreter for the desired cor1trol. Qualitive
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changes in lan~uages arise from the introduction of new environmental control structures.

If the desired control is

similar to what is available then there is little value in
change, but if it is much different (i.e. nonsequential control)
then it must be simulated usinr sequential control whether in
an extensible language or some other langua~e.

Thus, there is

little value with respect to control to a user of most proposed .
or available extensible lan~uages.

The importance of data and syntax should not be underrated.
Arrruments for variability in data structures similar to those
for control can also be given.

In fact, the approach in lan-

guage desirn should probably be to first determine the data
structures suited to a task and then let them dictate the sequencinf, rules.

On the other hand, it may be that the facilities

for data definition have themselves been biased by a view whatever the sequencini rules they will be essentially sequential.
A reexamination of data definition facilities may be worthwhile.

Another hope for extensible languares is that formal
machine independent specifications of languares will lead to
greater portability of lanc u~r.es from machine to machine.
Another kind of portability may be possible when a language
includes control extension facilities:

efficient implementa-

tions for controls ~nd optimizing (or debu ggi ng, or verifying)
intercreters can be transfer~cd amon~ lan~ua~es as controi
•

'

•

... ..

r..

extensions as lon~ as the l anrua ~cs share the same controls.
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The study of control and of means for incrementally
extcndin~ control is important for parsimony in both pro~ramming
languar,es and their implementations. Control structure tends to
be invariant over lar~e sections of procrams and 1;herefore
notations can be used within the languace to make the constant
parts of the control implicit. An ability to modify and extend
the control means that the interpreter can also take advantaG~
of the constancy in control to provide more efficient
implementations. This process is aided by explicit specification
of cases w11ere execution order is of no concern so that an
actual order can be determined by the interpreter on economic
~

erounds, rather than by the user as an arbitrary choice, and by
structured descriptions (althouEh not always hierarchicfil) of
the control and interpretation which allow chances to be made
without startinc over each time a new technique is to be added.
Some examples of this procedure were seen in chapter V.

There is nothinc sacred about the form of our device for
describine control, the choice of primitive control operations,
or the various views taken of control. There ar~ howeve~ some
general rules which can be SUf~ested : any facility for
describing control should have an environmental control
structure of its own wl1ich permits the descriptions to be
decomposed into lo ~ical unit s (reme mbe rin c that the locical
structure is not necessarily hierarchical); the set of
pri mitive control operations should provide at least the
functions of those proposed here; and it should

~i

possible to
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take several alternative views of control and thereby get
different perspectives of a problem.

This dissertation has attempted to demonstrate our thesis:
complexity diminishes and clarity increases to a marked degree
if algorithms are described in a lan~ua~e in which appropriate
control structures are primitive or easily expressible.
A number of control structures·extant in programming
languares and software systens are catalorued and then used
as a ruide to develop a prorramming languare which has a
control extension facility;

This language not only has the

mechanical necessities for control extension, but also has
primitive control operations for sequential processing, parallel processing, alternative selection, monitoring, synchronization, and relative continuity.

These operations were the

source of the clarity and simplicity of the control descriptions because they span our conceptual notion of control and
because they can be easily co~poscd to form more specialized
control structure.

The thesis was demonstrated by usinr the control description lanru2~e to give formal descriptions of itself, the
sinulation lan~u~se Sol, and a variety of specific control
structures.

Some nonstandard control structures (including

sidetrackinr, continuously evaluatin~ expressions, and multiple
sequential control) were invente~ to show the clarity and
simplification which can res11lt fron a conscious examination

of control,

It was also shown that the use of nonstandard

controls in some cases (e.r., parsinr and continuously evaluatin~ expressions) leads naturally to efficient implementation,

This investi~ation has only scratched the surface, but it
1s hoped that it has added to our understanding of control,
illustrated the clarity and simplification that can result from
a conscious examination of control, and demonstrated the large,
althourh unrealized, potential for variability in control.
conclusion, we would like to point out a few candidates
other useful nonstandard control structures.

In

for

The fuzzy control,

filters, and reversible subroutines outlined below have not
been fully worked out, but sugrest lines for further work and
nay be of philosophical interest,

Fuz~~ control.

The fuzzy set [Za65a], [Za65b] is an imyrecise

collection of objects whose imp~ecision arises from there beinr
no sharply defined boundaries.

Instead fuzzy sets have grades

of membership between full membership and nonmembership,

thi°n~s as "bald rr.en;'

"numbers much rreater than 10~'

Such

and

"Ale;ol-like lanruar,es" are fuzzy sets.

Many problems dealt with in machines and in the real world
involve fuzzy concepts in the above sense.

The artificial

intellir;ence erea employs fuzzy "alsorithp,s" to select
heuristics appropriate to a task.

The heuristics themselves

are often imprecise, althou~h they may be r'!ade artificially
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precise to incorporate then into programs.

The "algorithm''

for parkin~ an automobile is fuzzy; it must deal with a
number of fuzzy sets includinr, the dimensions of the parking
place and the position of the car.

The fuzzy control structure is then a control which
pernits the execution of pro~rams which are incompletely
specified because they enploy fuzzy sets in their description.
Such a control would require a representation of fuzzy sets.
When operations are encountered,the paths to be pursued may
be determined by the value of a fuzzy set, that i~no precise
decision can be made.

In the latter sense the fuzzy control

is similar to nondeterministic control where each of several
paths must be pursued because the selection criterion is not
available at the time the decision must be made.

The difference between fuzzy control and a nondeterministic control such as backtrackin~ is that the fuzzy control is
not expected to produce a precise result.

Thus, although many

control paths ~ust be pursued the cost of each can be reduced
by approximatinr the computation instead of carrying each out
in detail.

A fuzzy control structure mi~ht interpret an itera-

tive loop as follows:

determine the approximate effect of a

sinsle iteration of the loop, determine approximately the
number of iterations, and then multiply these to obtain an
imprecise description of the effect of the loop,
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Fuzzy control could be used for pro~ram composition and
deburrin~ in

R

conversational co~putinv situation.

During the

composition and debu~rinr phases parts of a pror-ram may be
imprecisely defined or missin~ ~ntirely.

Some conversational

systens [Iv 62], [MPV68] execute incomplete programs until an
undefined item is encountered; that
item must then be defined before processing can c6ntinue trom
that point.

With a fuzzy control structure an approximate

specification of the effects of the undefined item could be
supplied, or the item mi~ht be ignored entirely (possibly with
warning to user).

Even if a program has been completely

specified, a fuzzy control structure can be of value for debu~r-in~ problems which arise from the logical complexity of a
pro~ram and not from the computational complexity of individual
steps.

Yet the costs of a debu~rring run are determined primari-

ly by the computational complexity of the individual steps.
Consequently, the fuzzy control will permit the logic of a
program to be checked without incurring expense for computations whose results are not important to the task at hand
(i.e. debu~gin~).

An important in~redient in making the fuzzy control
effective is feedback.

In parkinv an automobile one uses very

imprecise calculations to determine the direction and distance
to ~ove at each step, but there is constant visual feedback and
once in a while feedb~ck from a bu~per touchin~ in front or in
back or from a tire touchinr the curb.

I11

the debug~ing
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situation the user can limit the fuzziness of computations and
guide the selection of alternative paths for analysis.

It can also be ar~ued that . fuzzy control processes occur
in the brain.

Von Neumann [vN 58] argues the importance of

numerical procedures in the brain and the hi~h precision
arithnetic that would be required.

The necessity for numeric

procedures results from the requirements for constancy of
temperature and pressure and cheMicRl isostasy in various parts
of the body.

With methods similar to those used in computers

ten to twelve decimal digits precision in computations would be
required to adequately reduce the errors multiplied by the many
lo~ical levels of a computation.

He also points out that data

transmission frequencies in the brain mak e such precisions
implausible.

Data is transmitted by periodic or nearly periodic

trains of pulses and this suggests a statistical behavior with
high reliability but low precision.

We would add that it also

sur~ests a pipeline system in which lovical depth of a
computation could be r,reat but because the data varies on a
nearly continuous basis the chanres at any given stage of the
pipeline are minimal.

Also since it is a system with constant

feedback, extremely fuzzy calculations can be used with
direction and ma~nitu~e of chanr es deter~ined by the feedback
rather than precise prediction of effect s .

The above must

re~ain an exercise in fuzzy ttlinking until we have a more
concrete handle on fuzzy control structure s .
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Filters.

A filter is a device which is plRced between two

other sy~terns to limit the flow between them.

A person at a

console mi ght place a filter (in the form of a prorram) between
himself and the standard console handlinr systen to intercept
any syste~-to-user signals which are not currently desired or
which can be processed by a constant al~orithm without direct
intervention by the user.

A filter in the other direction

would be a prorram which talks to a console without passing
all the user requests on to the underlyin~ system.

Filterin~ is also an important characteristic of operating
systems.

An operatinr system intercepts the many machine

interrupts and pcsses alon~ only those of direct concern to the
user.

In ~ultiprorrarnm!n~ syste~s the operating system also

isolates each user from the other so that in many cases each
pro~rarn acts as if it were the only prorrarn in the system.

Reversible subroutines.

Some unusual classes of subroutines

have been sugg ested [PF 65] in the context of a single address
machine which can execute instructions in a forward or backward
direction.

When a sequence of instructions

is

executed,either

the given instructions or their conju~ates can be the interpretation.

It is then possible to write palindromic subroutines

whose instruction pattern is the same whether viewed in the
forward or backward direction, reversible subroutines whose
transpose (reverse execution) is its own inverse, and Hernitian
subroutines which are identical to their transposed conjugate.
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These can be classified as little more th a n curiosities.

If examples could be readily found their value would be
questionable, but in practice ev~n the simplest examples must
be contrived.

The major difficulty is that many instructions

either do not hav~ conju~ates or are not very useful when
executed in reverse.

This is particularly true for assi gnment

and control operations, for they have neither conju~ates nor
useful backward interpretations.

Both the assi gnment and go

to cause an irrecoverable loss of information (previous value
of the variable and location of the Go to) and therefore have
no conjugate.

As for backward execution:

what possible

meaning can be associated with pro grams which first use the
value of a variable and then assi g n the v a lue?

Or, how can

the arms of a conditional be meanin~1ully processed be~ore the
condition is ex a mined?

A useful system which can run pro ~rams backwards is
Balzer's XDAMS [Ba 69].

This system is u s ed for debu g~ ing and

keeps a history tape of all chang es to memory and of all transfers of control.

These ch a nres in memory and control are then

used to fenerate views of the program as it runs either backward or forward.
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